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1 IMPERIAL MIASMA

Man is human only to the extent to which he tries to impose his existence on another man in order to be recognized by him. As long as he has not been effectively recognized by the other, that other will remain the theme of his actions. It is on that other being, on recognition by that other being, that his own human worth and reality depend. It is in that other being in whom the meaning of his life is condensed.¹

Introduction: From Fragments to an Empire

The literature on the relationship between Victorian England and imperial India is growing with a welcome contribution from Subaltern Study scholars. The latter increasingly emphasize the dynamics, the bilateral relationship between the two societies. Previous assumptions of the passive role of indigenous peoples in those processes have been overturned by varied empirical studies.² Scholars are increasingly turning their gaze to questions of empire, colonialism and post-colonialism, in order to provide an understanding of imperialism, and to the dynamics of imperialist technologies to the colonial project.³ This book adds to that body of literature by examining the intimate relationship between law and imperialism, in which two case studies of legal similarity and difference, are offered here.

In Law and Imperialism, we consider the marked reduction of the legal status of the non-Western, by examining the active contribution of both the colonials and the colonizers, to changes at the imperial centre. The growth of Empire was not a one-way process in which British agencies constructed Indian society in their own image. Rarely has there been serious discussion about the role of India itself, which made its own significant impact on British structures, culture, discourses and behaviours, than a previous generation of historians acknowledged.

The trigger for the development of such a historical view has not been a sudden revelation, a paradigmatic breakthrough, but the accumulation of apparently significant insights. This approach aims to fill a particular lacuna in critical legal studies:
'law has been to the forefront of that very relation. Yet the lack is also understandable because the engagement between law and postcolonialism would drastically disrupt legal academic renditions of the relation – disrupt not just the persistent orthodoxy of law and development, but also the newly settled consensus around law.4

My purpose, then, in *Law and Imperialism*, is to disrupt this main mode of engagement between law, empire and the colony. We offer, and indicate, from such minor details, a set of analytic and conceptual tools that are adequate to understand the enactment and function of similar legislation governing the lives of lower social strata in both societies. Such a concurrence appears in the wording of the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869 in Victorian England, and the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 in imperial India. Simple questions arise from that legal congruence. Was the similarity of legal discourse simply a matter of exigent duplication? Alternatively, did it represent the way the governing executives perceived social collectivities in an identical way – to which a near-identical legal prescription was the solution? Asking these questions in turn raises further issues; why was this legislation (focused on lower social strata in England and India) characterized by inquisitorial assumptions of guilt prior to any evident infringement? Contrary to the new adversarial Victorian practices of legal codification, these measures appeared to be a remnant of an earlier age, when classes of persons, rather than classes of actions, were the object of legal penalty.

From these initial questions arise larger enquiries of history, of law and of imperial relations. Legal fragments, when linked with the structure of knowledge in which they are embedded, contribute to a mosaic about the rationales for the embodiment of inequality in criminal law reform in Victorian England and in imperial India. Newly assigned socio-legal statuses of criminality reified the categories of ‘dangerousness’ in both jurisdictions. The so-called ‘criminal’ tribes and castes of India,5 were legally and socially constructed contiguously to the identification of ‘dangerous’ classes6 in Victorian England. Concepts of ‘race’, emblematic of a demeaning social Darwinian status, played a key significant role in this process. Such ‘racial’ discourses enabled political elites to sanitize, to segregate through a legal prophylactic, the social contagion of a lower order species, which might undermine social stability.7 Victorian law, both in the metropolis and in colonial India, aimed to contain these emerging threats and to affirm unequal statuses. Here the operative role of the law is to preserve those identities. Hence, the legal judicial reasonings and its processes had a structural function in stabilising the relationships between social unequals in the metropolis and in imperial India. It was also affected by particular contingent agencies.8 The new mosaic assists in the creation of a postcolonial paradigm in which the empire did not just exist ‘out there’ but also ‘at home’ where, as an imperial social forma-
tion, it makes its presence felt in institutions and values at the heart of British society.

Discourse and the Assemblage of Empire

Empire (that hugger-mugger of a term, as we now belatedly understand) was not a process of intentional growth. Indeed the very term itself is essentially a weasel-word that fails to reflect the nuances, the subtleties of imperialism. It is a euphemism, a hubris that conveniently summarizes a variety of projects, of national designs and of subjectivities. Though this book focuses narrowly on the relationships between England and India in developing a dialectical understanding of both entities, those national signifiers may be misleading. ‘England’ in the late Enlightenment was a term used generically to cover the practices of the nascent nation-state of England, Wales, Scotland, and to a lesser extent, Ireland. The India of Warren Hastings, with its myriad of minor domains and jurisdictions – some principalities in their own right, other vassal dependencies, often owing more to accidents of territory and nominal history – was not that of the post-‘Mutiny’ period, when the British Empire annexed de facto what it had already achieved de jure in replacing the East India Company (EIC, 1600–1858). However, while those and similar reservations arise throughout the literature, we will continue to use that shorthand terminology while recognizing their subordination to more eclectic and larger notions of the East and of the West, of the Orient and of the Occident, as well as indicating more complex local entities.

The colonial and postcolonial realities have been obscured and misunderstood as a consequence of persistent and ingrained ideas that have structured traditional scholarship on the history and theory of criminal law. Processes of colonialism and later of the more substantive imperialism, have been open to varied historical interpretation. Several of the polarities of latter accounts latter are perversely pertinent, and have an enduring effect on this study. For instance, the early materialism of Marx’s view on India has matured into a notion of cultural imperialism. Here, ideology underpinned the interests of the original international robber barons, who by accident or by design, carved out stepping stones in the construction of a globe coloured pink in Victorian Atlases, ‘where the sun never sets’. From that angle, colonies were there to be exploited, furnishing cheap labour, valuable materials and in George Bernard Shaw’s words a market for ‘adulterated Manchester goods’. Conversely, at the other polarity, institutional histories have been important. Such Whiggish discourses of moral progress constitute a major theme, of varying but continuing importance through the period. Pioneering evangelism did not fade during the nineteenth century as illustrated by the efforts of the Salvation Army in India and the colonial training in the
Christian public schools (hallmarked by a Spartan manliness, self-control and discipline, and an absence of emotional expression) to which many early and later administrators owed their provence. The direct appeal of those adventure stories where the white Englishman always triumphed and behaved impeccably, instilled middle-class values in countless public schoolboys, who would always ‘play the white man.’

For others, the colonies were a site of experimentation – the later paternalistic socialist New Lanark could be developed in virgin territory. They were ‘laboratories of modernity’, where the new sciences could inter alia create ethnological human zoos in which to experiment on primitive character. The Enlightenment commitment to modernity, reason and free will, had given birth to a bastard child, that of positivism. There are other versions of imperial history, some more important than others, lying between these extremities of interpretation. Some approaches have coexisted or have been discarded. Others have often been more opaque in their contribution. Whatever the connections between the colonial and postcolonial interpretations, the explicitly and unquestionable European character of law has been characteristically asserted by historians. That view consists of a series of doctrines and principles that were developed in Europe, ideas which emerged out of European history, experience and values systems that were extended to the non-Western world. But one difference does stand out legitimately in the most recent postcolonial interpretations. The colony, however circumscribed by competing definitions, and its inhabitants, contributed as an agency rather than simply as a victim. The unilinealism of colonial export has largely been dismantled. Colony was not simply an empty space to be filled and incorporated by imperial authority. Its own dynamic processes, history and subjectivity, ensured a different project and identity. From that perspective, as in Cooper and Stoler’s exposition of a cultural Marxism, the major failure of histories of empire have been the insensitivity, to the dialectical relationship between the colonizer and the colonized. Law, criminal and civil, was one major instrument in this process of colonial reconstruction. Law was a hybrid creature, and far from being peripheral to imperialism, was central to its formation. However, law had to be seen to be responsive to a variety of situations, including those involving non-Westerns in both the metropolis and in colonial India, for its own integrity and identity.

A Word on Discourses

This book extends the aphorism of ‘watching St Giles to guard St. James’ – surveying the rookeries of London’s St Giles parish to prevent its dangerous inhabitants threatening the Palace of Westminster – in several ways. Firstly, it uses the term ‘policing’ in a Foucauldian sense, to include not only the direct agents of the state entrusted with implementing the new forms of control but also, more importantly, different legal regulations and doctrines. Secondly, the
The term ‘scientific racism’ is shorthand for the pathological measurements – scientific theories of racial difference, imbued with the mythology (such as that surrounding the uprising of 1857 in Cawnpur, especially of British heroism and native barbarism, confirming notions of inferiority and superiority). Such sentiments and attitudes were given further credence through the Victorian genetic and anthropometric sciences – as part of the process of governance. The St Giles dictum was conventionally applied to Victorian London, and less specifically to other British urban milieu, it was also applied generically to Britain’s colonial territories; in this case, to parts of India during the replacement of EIC rule by imperial suzerainty. Further, the key term utilized throughout is the notion of ‘dangerousness’. This imperial logic of the dangerous type associated in the presence of home rule in India with ‘racial characteristics’ mirrored the broader currents of understanding in Victorian England. Often used by Victorians as a synonym for the criminal classes, dangerousness with its evocative imagery is the key to appreciating the importance for understanding the imperial conception of the criminal tribes of nineteenth-century India. Finally, the text borrows from the language of postcolonial theory, Edward Said’s imagery of the Occident and the Orient, with its insistence on the binary divisions between the Western and the non-Western, and also Homi Bhabha’s ambivalence, in which the problem of identity is one of proximity to, rather than distance from, the Other.

Within the postcolonial theoretical framework, the self can be dehumanized by practices of othering. However, without the examination of these exclusionary practices, based on essentialist concepts and scientific logic which were central to the imperial project, this book would be at a loss. Central to understanding the key theoretical concerns of the book are academic discourses, such as a revisionist criminal justice history; the contribution to that eclectic body of studies from the developing body of postcolonial theory, from critical legal studies and from criminological social constructionism. These insights are relevant, not only in examining the key concerns of this book, but necessary also to uncover the ambivalent and contested sites of identity formation. Further, the book draws upon a range of published works, as well as raw empirical data from colonial legal archives, to break down binaries of imperial discourses, in order to disrupt and challenge the orthodoxy that sustained the practices of law and imperialism. It is the intimate relations between the Europeans and its racial Others which lies at the heart of this study. An introduction to theory and methodology is now in order.

A Hybrid Approach to Understanding: Identity and Subjectivity
In this book, three key elements of methodological inquiry are adopted. The first is a comparative method; the second a critical historiographical reading of primary and secondary sources; and thirdly, a case study approach to provide
an analysis of the ‘dangerous’ groups in Victorian England and their equivalent form in imperial India.

A few words first, on my methodological concerns. Comparative methodology requires establishing certain features common to disparate groups or societies as well as a range of factors which are different and which need to be explained in the linking of the commonalities. This book focuses on two comparable situations and collectivities: the ‘criminal’ classes of Victorian London and the ‘criminal’ castes and tribes of imperial India. While there are clear differences between the two situations, there are similarities of image, of space, of social status and of social structure. One represents an internal colony (with its ethnic component), the other an external colony (India). In essence, each collectivity was subject to a variety of ‘scientific’ descriptions. Each was spatially confined to a particular ‘here be dragons’ space. Varied techniques and doctrines structured their social and physical locality. Each collectivity lay at the base of its respective social pyramid. Indeed, each could be said to be marginal to the larger stratification system – a kind of underclass. During a period of rapid social and economic change, whatever their past practices, the groups labelled as ‘dangerous’, were forced to adopt new survival techniques.

Whilst there are similarities between the two instances, there are also differences – superficially: the urban context of one, being adjacent to the structures of England’s emergent industrial economy, contrasts with the other being confined to the periphery of Empire. Using the case study approach, this book argues that particular features of similarity between the two societies are more important in explaining their contiguous experience of discretionary legislation.

The understanding of imperial law is enhanced by a historical consciousness of what constitutes the legal process in different societies, and how different types of offensive behaviour are identified in colonial and postcolonial societies. Concepts of dangerousness and of the criminal type provide unifying themes and the basis for research strategies, highlighting the importance of the historical perspectives through a postmodern understanding of crime, law and social change. This historical sensitivity furnishes a link between the present to an understanding of the past, in the continuity of attitudes that have been regularly employed by indigenous postcolonial elites and Western states in their suppression of the lower strata and the non-Western. Critically examining past narratives, especially the British Parliamentary Papers, EIC legal records and related primary and secondary archival materials, allows a reinterpretation of official sources, adding to our understanding of how narrative traditions were situated, and who they were designed to persuade. Through a history enriched by competing narratives, however fragmentary, these accounts invite us to look beyond objectivity and see a wide range of subjective possibilities and new actors. This study affirms an alternative legitimate non-Western discourse by examining
the topology of dangerousness and its statuses and social history in both the
colonial and Orientalist histories of India. It transcends the master narratives, in
which the history of India was constructed from Western categories, to a social
history of India, which has been reinvented in recent times outside the national-
list framework of the state, especially in the highly influential series of Subaltern
Studies. The colonized criminal subjects do not remain in these pages as passive
victims of colonialism. In this text, these subjects became participants in a moral
and cognitive venture against their oppression. In doing so, we aim to broaden
our understanding of the intimate relation between the non-Western and West-
ern, and between agency and power. Readings of various cases and illustrations
from the archives reveal the extent to which the ‘natives’ make (albeit limited)
choices. Only a new theoretically informed historiography can make sense of
their experience.

Given this insistence, it may be productive to adopt an analysis based on a
case study approach. Case studies permit a deeper qualitative reading of experi-
ence, which quantitative studies often fail to document. The main technique of
case-study research has been to isolate populations in similar situations with the
intention of discerning some more generally applicable features. The methodol-
yogy in this text has been informed by Yin’s (1994) model of case-study research,16
which prioritizes the role of theory in the design and selection of cases, and
provides a framework for their analysis. For example, concepts such as race, in
any given period, cannot be isolated from their specific context. Racial classifi-
cations and scientific taxonomies are always contingent and never pre-fi xed. Such a
stance draws upon prevailing historical discourses, and shapes narratives in highly
ambiguous ways, especially in relation to the use of myths and stereotypes. Fur-
ther, these themes are articulated with other problematic questions of modernity
and progress, which inform ideas about law, order and dangerousness. By moving
away from conventional methodologies that conceptualize British imperial his-
tory in terms of a discrete separation between the metropole and India, and by
engaging the histories of Britain, we can reconceptualize the processes through
which imperial identities were formed, sustained and challenged.

By locating the case studies within a comparative methodology, the rela-
tionship between the metropolis and the colony, especially with its dangerous
groups, can be uncovered in order to expand and enrich our understanding of
imperial relations of domination and of subordination within the legal context.
The formation of identities and the debates about law and order in both settings,
coupled with the ideas about race, provide for a more comprehensive understand-
ing of how relations of inequality were constructed, maintained and eventually
challenged. To explain this tension, we draw on two instances, the discussion of
the constitution of dangerous types in colonial India, and their equivalent form
in Victorian England, to offer insights and provide a piece of the jigsaw in the continuing debate on modernity, of criminal law, and of postcolonialism.

The Beginnings: Chapters and Mapping the Territory

In order to understand the dynamics of colonial and imperial identities, Chapter 2 lays out the theoretical contributions in assembling the mosaic of imperial identities. Sequentially, the chapter provides a summary of the inputs from critical criminal justice history, from postcolonial theory, from critical legal studies and from social constructionism. Importantly, criminal justice history underpins the study, furnishing several key tenets. The latter provide an understanding of the processes of criminal justice, which is central in analysing larger social relationships and social structure, especially in relation to hierarchies of inequality. In such conceptions, certain forms of deviant behaviour defined as criminal may simply reflect a process of social conflict between unequals. However, and as later chapters reveal, lower social strata historically have had their survival practices defined as criminal in order to justify and maintain their inferior status. Most importantly, the survivors’ own story is often missing from the institutional histories. Therefore, crime may be better understood as an active component in the struggles against their assumed betters.

Postcolonial theory, in its different guises, is essentially about understanding the identity of the different parties in colonial relations. Identities of the opposing parties are unstable and frequently derived from labels assigned to them, rather than a result of specific proclivities. The modernism assumed of the imperial state, and in its categorization of dangerous types on an evolutionary scale, may simply be a statement of difference. The labels serve to unravel the imperial state’s anxiety over its own status, which is managed by applying definitions of the ‘criminal,’ and the ‘savage’ to exclude its colonial subjects. Identities, far from being stable in their construction, are inherently unstable, and remain forever in an ambivalent relationship to the thing being constructed and those doing the construction.

Critical legal studies furnish three central insights. In the context of the modernization of the common and criminal law of Westminster, and essentially its core assumption on an adversarial process and technique, certain groups remain within an essentially inquisitorial and unequal status. Legal equality does not equate to social equality but merely camouflages the latter. More pointedly, law in relation to the designated social outcast is permissive, allowing legal advantage to be taken against the socially and economically weak. Finally, social constructionists emphasize that the key focus in understanding crime and deviance, should be on the processes of definition, rather than on the actions of the assumed offenders. Criminality is a label created by colonial legal authorities for their own purposes, and reveals the anxieties inherent in those who engage in
defining and labelling the Other, and tell us less about those defined as part of
the criminal class or caste.

Chapter 3 and 4 engage with the two major discourses that structured racist
ter views of subordination in Empire: law and science. Under the mantle of
superiority, the West constructed legal and scientific discourses to label the
non-Western population as inherently dangerous, in both imperial India and in
Victorian England, in order to alleviate its own fears and anxieties. The analysis
of this legal discourse distinguishes not just between form and substance,
but also within form itself. Statutory principles were one thing. Practice was
another. The Benthamite adversarial reforms promised equality of all citizens,
and delivered otherwise. Inequality was a product of the exigencies of practice.
But inequality was also intrinsic to the nature of law itself. Inquisitorial powers
such as the vagrancy legislation weighed, by definition, most heavily upon the
lower strata. The habitual offender was a legal construct, not a specific object.
Similarly, civil statutes such as the Poor Law emphasized the presumption of guilt
of those in need, unless they could establish otherwise. Appeal under the array
of policing, criminal and civil, was rarely an option. Policing systems operated to
confine the poor and the ethnic, to curtail their ‘nomadic’ habits. As Chapter 3
demonstrates, generic legislation and functionaries confined the lower strata of
the metropolis and of the Empire within a punitive straitjacket, despite protesta-
tion of legal citizenship, in the construction of hierarchical identities.

More pointedly, Robert Young’s comment that academics invented racism
may be hyperbole. But in the history of the subordinates of Empire, it has con-
siderable truth. Chapter 4 considers the discourse and debates of scientific racism
and how it reached its apogee, as a key informed of policy, in mid-nineteenth
century England. Contrasting monogenetic and polygenetic accounts of origins,
etnographic and anthropological academic disciplines, and their offshoots, such
as craniology and anthropometry, were in conflict throughout the process of
colonization. Competing initially with religious accounts of difference, through
much contortion, scientific racism came to complement evangelical Christianity
in underpinning inequality in Empire. The latter was a laboratory within which
specimens could be drawn and experiments conducted, as a key legitimation for
imperial policy of tutelage. Travellers, administrators and missionaries furnished
their experiences to amplify the scientific record, though like academics, they con-
flicted over nature versus nurture in the product of the savage. During the critical
period of legal incorporation, inheritance theories dominated. Social Darwinism
(already nascent before the birth of that author) was reconstructed to legitimize a
ladder of evolution which comprehended the imperial world as perceived by Eng-
land’s elites. Science, especially later in its criminological guise, justified prejudice
in converging with legal discourse to construct imperial identities.
Chapter 5 uses, *inter alia*, the example of the Vagrancy Act of 1824, with its origins in early industrial England, to demonstrate how collectivities were socially excluded and labelled as dangerous. Through the lenses of social constructionism, the chapter demonstrates how the West, obsessed with the clarification of its identity, seized upon such labels to determine their separate status. In applying the insights from the previous chapters, Chapter 5 concentrates on analyzing the construction of the traditional notion of the *white* Victorian ‘dangerous’ class, consisting of the indigenous English labouring classes, and/or the social residuum of the Victorian rookeries, the migrant Irish and other dislocated groups. It describes how criminal justice policy in England absorbed a new disciplinary discourse.

The criminal classes were created through the conflation of law, of crime and of new racial sciences. Facilitated by a Utilitarian philosophy, the aim was to create a rational bureaucratic regime, embodying both legal practices and spatial divisions. This new configuration was directed at containing the emerging dangerous classes, which included the vagabonds, the petty thieves, the habitual criminals, prostitutes, and more generally, workers in the secondary economy of the street, and inhabitants of the urban rookeries – against the backdrop of the transformation of England as a mercantile capitalist society. Significantly, these recalcitrant Others were defined and signified not in terms of their offences, but rather in terms of their propensity to commit crimes, by the nature of their characters, their appearance, their physical location and their associations. The continuing socio-economic changes had produced a residuum, no longer easily disposable by transportation. In short, as a result of expansion overseas (to India and the colonies) and the perceived internal threat from the urban ‘dangerous’ types, much of criminal policy was shaped into a system of scrutiny, control and discipline, and the penal system, as reconstructed in the wave of reform from the 1830s onwards, to deal with this social mass. Suspected individuals frequently defined as guilty on the sole basis of no fixed abode, or of no stable occupation, were sentenced under the Vagrancy Acts, later came under the direct gaze of the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869. In essence, we explore the legal production of the subject through the modes of its articulation, through various operative legal discourses, of criminal justice institutions in which the non-Western subject is formed. In particular, the book reveals the transformative potential of these subjects as they are revealed as subjects to, and disruptive of, these formations. The non-Western was located deeply within, yet excluded from, the grounds within which they were significantly constituted: the legal system.

More importantly, in Chapter 5, the new processes of law and enforced social segregation were a response to territorial and social aggrandizements, and resolutions of problems of social control as England extended its domain beyond the Irish Sea through the ventures of its mercantile capitalists. This incremental
imperialism created a diaspora in which various ethnic groups were transported as migrant labour to England, contributing to the diversity of the threatening masses. These ethnic minorities disrupted existent Victorian identities. As a result of imperial tensions and anxieties overseas, the new ethnic minorities came to share similarities in image and in ascribed status with the metropolitan ‘dangerous’ groups. For example, from an early part of the mid-nineteenth century, the specter of habitual ‘criminals’ waging war on society loomed large in the minds of those who enforced the law, and created criminal policy.24 The criminal types were portrayed as a ‘race’ of outcasts (sic) addicted to crime, not simply as an economic necessity, but as self-reproducing – as a way of life. Criminological positivism, especially the figure of the monster, the criminal type, sits prominently in the process of racial thinking and identity formation and became an ingredient of the new human sciences, committed to racial notions of difference. It was this differentiation process which was appropriated to label groups as dangerous and irredeemable in both the metropolis and in colonial India. Imperial trade had constructed a transient group of Asian and African sailors, the lascars,25 as well as a more permanent population of domestics, the ayahs.26 The chapter argues that the West Africans,27 Afro-Caribbeans and various destitute Asians28 were now confined ethnically in Victorian England under the label of the ‘dangerous’ classes. Legally discriminatory practices, used initially against both the Irish29 and the so-called Atlantic residuum,30 were now applied to the non-Western, both socially and spatially. In short, as their contractual relationship was terminated, many ayahs and lascars found themselves on the streets of London, Cardiff and Liverpool.31 The new discourses of surveillance, control and punishment were extended from the indigenous lower classes to include a complex ethnic component as a ‘criminal’ class, resulting in the enforced removal of individuals to workhouses and poorhouses, and to destitution and death on the streets of the metropolis.32 The constitution of the ethnic component amongst the criminal types functions to uncover the mediated links between the metropolitan and the colonial situation. The South Asian population in Victorian England was more extensive and heterogeneous than is evidenced by the orthodox emphasis on indigenous and Irish components. Visible minorities among the metropole’s newcomers, as well as the earlier Irish, were fragmented.

Chapters 6 and 7 draw upon the previous analyses to assess the social and legal denigration of the lower strata in colonial India. Similar to the presence of the non-Western in the metropolis, which was portrayed popularly in scientific racist terms, a similar set of terms of inclusion and exclusion were used for the ‘criminal’ tribes and castes of colonial India. In parallel developments, the Indian ‘dangerous’ castes and tribes were treated within a similar legal form, while differing significantly only in spatial location. Like the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869 in Victorian England, the Criminal Tribes Act of 187133 in colonial India
was articulated and reified to contain many itinerant tribes and castes that posed a threat to Western identity. Dangerousness, nomadism and vagrancy were the defining features.

The criminal types in India expand the construction and reveal the similarities in legal reification, in containment, exclusion and imagery. The metropolitan experience of its dangerous classes was integral to the Indian developments. More importantly, in colonial India, a remarkably similar criminal and legal discourse was apparent. Criminal law excluded many colonial subjects by portraying them as pathological and irredeemable, while simultaneously including them as subjects of the evolutionary process, imposing an Anglo-Saxon legal mode of incorporation. Western ideological construction extended the same mode of comprehension to its own indigenous population, when constructing an Indian social hierarchy of those who could be included – the ‘martial races’, and the Brahmin castes, and those who were excluded – including the innately and irredeemably ‘criminal’ tribes and castes. Colonial technologies employed to manage this fear and tension, aimed to subordinate or co-opt within the system, some figures, by singling them out as ‘martial’, noble and warrior like.

Chapter 6 draws upon the work developed by the Subaltern School of Indian historiography. It links colonialism and law with the subordination of indigenous social strata. European presuppositions were the standard against which the criminalities of the dangerous castes and tribes of colonial India came to be understood. These modes of assessment, of measurement, and the subsequent marginalization of the ‘dangerous’, were key methods appropriated to criminalize the subalterns. Transfer of English criminal procedure and practices to India involved two linked stages, both influenced, if not fully determined, by Benthamite and Utilitarian modes of thought. The first stage required familiarization with the laws of India – both Muslim and Hindu. The second involved the construction of particular criminal laws for imperial India. For example, the key institutions of justice, especially the police, drew heavily not only upon British and Irish precedents, but also incorporated and subordinated many of the combined functions performed by indigenous policing agencies. The result was not so much a totally new modern criminal justice system in India, as the incorporation of indigenous laws into an inchoate Western model. The effects of the new structure of criminal laws, of penalty, of the establishment of criminal tribe settlements under the Foucauldian supervision of evangelical agencies such as the Salvation Army and of penal reformatories, are evaluated in Chapters 6 and 7. The Indian system of caste provided a neat recognizable system, through English eyes already familiarized in part to the division between the ‘respectable’ and the ‘dangerous’ classes of the metropolis, to gradations grounded in a racial dichotomy between purity and impurity in India. These racial differences, with clearly defined distinctions between the Aryans and the non-Aryans, the ‘pure’
versus the ‘polluted,’ furnished the colonial project with racialized stereotypes of ‘natives,’ the barbaric savages, to facilitate the legally sanctioned hierarchical regimes of discipline which were deemed necessary for the ‘orderly progress’ of imperial destiny and identity.

The constitution and the surveillance of the Sansi as a criminal group and their proclamation under the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 is the focus of Chapter 7. This limited case study of the Sansi furnishes an example of the social and legal construction of a particular caste as ‘criminal’ in the North West Province of Punjab. The Sansi are important but relatively undocumented in colonial criminal justice history. The Sansi were the largest tribe to come under the direct measure of designated gangs and dacoit tribes as a group of ‘nomads’. Few historians of criminality and criminal justice in India have acknowledged the suppression and the criminalization of the Punjab Sansi population. The Sansi, labelled criminal, in contrast to the alternative positive stereotyping of the Punjabi, as a ‘martial race’ (in English parlance – the contrast between the ‘roughs and the respectables’ of Victorian England). Disciplinary legislation and procedures were used to remould the recalcitrant unproductive Sansi communities into ‘useful’ participants in modernity and towards some sense of civility. In essence, the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 was also used against many other smaller communities, the wandering tribes, the nomadic petty traders and pastoralists, the gypsies and the tribals. The 1871 Act was applied to a wide variety of marginals who did not conform to a pattern of settled labour. The ‘criminalization’ of various castes and tribes often stemmed from changes associated with imperial economic policies which led to episodic famines across imperial India. Criminalization frequently resulted in many tribes and castes being confined to criminal settlements. In many cases, where moral panics related to the colonialists’ own crimes and punishments, the reaction was to transport those so defined across kala-pani (black water) to the imperial penal colony of the Andaman Islands.

However, and as it will be shown throughout the succeeding chapters, although often subordinated within dominant discourses, the criminal type is not utterly subjugated there. The subjugated, whether it is the lascars or the ayahs of Victorian England, or the Sansis in colonial India, through the discourses of power, often resisted and even reframed them in empowering terms, and did achieve access to the very resources and spheres of power from which they were intended to be excluded. Exclusion was not absolute, and law had to be seen to be responsive to alternative voices and resistance.

More pointedly, the tensions in the two case studies presented here illustrate the ambivalent relationship of the law with its criminal types. The revelation of the non-Western in these two instances challenges the theoretical trajectories
that dominate so much literature on law, empire and colonialism. A crucial argument is that the formation of these criminal types and subjects, and in particular the way in which they stand as agents, is neglected in typical accounts asserting the existence of colonial law and order.

To return to our original position, the concluding Chapter 8 conflates the comparative, historical and case-study material through the heuristic vehicle of the Indian Census of 1872, to answer the original questions regarding the similarity in the constitution of dangerous groups in Victorian England and in imperial India. Drawing on the body of overlapping critical legal theory, from revisionist criminal justice history, from postcolonial theory and from social constructionism, the similarities between the two domains can be explained in a comparable way. Imperial tensions found a voice through the law, and these efforts at containment of the non-Western in both settings, are especially telling, for ultimately they reveal the identities of both entities. Those so constructed as innate criminals and beyond redemption, were criminal types that threatened the social hierarchy, and by its very presence, endangered social identities. Stereotypes used by the Western to categorize and ‘criminalize’ the recalcitrant in the metropolis and in the colony, were not just coincidental, but a direct result of the same problem, however modified by local exigencies. Imperial identity was created, sustained and challenged, in a constant reference to the non-Western population it feared. The savage heathens who were readily classified as ‘outside’, especially in imperial India, were also ‘inside’ the walls of the ‘enlightened world’ – the West. The proximity of the Other in both settings reveals the similarities in the methods deployed to alleviate Western fears. Certain aspects of criminal law and various symbols were abstracted from the metropolis and given a new meaning in the colonial setting, just as social categories and caricatures had been abstracted from colonial India to be applied to the ‘dangerous’ classes of Victorian England.

What is significant here is that neither identity nor difference, as is suggested throughout the book, could have been complete, or indeed been possible, without the Other. The encounter between the colonized and the colonizer was real. The reactions to this ‘dangerous’ encounter along the boundary of ‘savagery’ revealed the divisions and instabilities inherent in imperial identity. As a result, Western identities were managed through the imposition of the law. Western law, through the construction of the non-Western as ‘backward’, ‘dangerous’ and ‘criminal’, resolved that anxious predicament. The repeated attempts to preserve Western identity cannot be separated from the image of non-Western identity. The Western identity is, in fact, derived from its actual association with the non-Western. In that resolution, what is significant is that the metropolis’s judicial structures not only helped shape colonial India’s judicial system but preconceptions about the latter also framed the judicial structures in the metropolis. The constitution of ‘dangerous’ groups in colonial India was influenced by parallel
developments within Victorian England. The colonial construction of ‘dangerous’ groups, which gave rise to the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 in India, reflected similar tensions and anxieties which gave rise to the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869 in the metropolis. In sum, the insistent and contrary presence of the criminal types in both settings makes explicit the connection between racial and cultural conditions and forms of governance in general, and in doing so, as we shall see throughout the book, also makes explicit the relation between the dangerous and normal types, a relation that is as intimate as it is fraught and anxious.
‘Criminal tribes – er – I don’t quite understand’ said Paget.

We have in India many tribes of people who in the slack anti-British days became robbers, in various kind, and prayed on the people. They are being trained and reclaimed little by little, and in time will become useful citizens, but they still treasure their hereditary traditions of crime, and are a difficult lot to deal with. By the way, what about the political rights of these people under your schemes? The country people call them vermin, but I suppose they will be electors like the rest.¹

Introduction: Contributions from Criminal Justice History

To answer the questions outlined in Chapter 1, this text relies principally on an array of scholarship and insights from a critical social history of criminal justice. Such ideas have their origins within the Warwick² contributors of the 1970s and 1980s, as well as in later feminist work. The older approach from Hay et al.,³ E. P. Thompson and the more recent Subaltern studies, interpret the specificity of crime and punishment practices from a particular reading of the data on criminal justice history in England and Wales, and also in colonial India. Social conflict and social relations can, in effect, be ‘read off’ from the history of criminal law and of its application. Integral to that work is an emphasis on the biases in the rule of law, criminal stereotyping of lower strata and partisan crime control, together with symbolic public punishments, which were the social cement of class relations of Georgian and Hanoverian England.

The paramount lesson drawn from the earlier works is a critical stance on the normative presumptions that structure both ‘criminalization’ of the dangerous classes and subsequent historical readings. For such critics, crime and criminality are a microcosm of larger social conflicts. The perpetration of crime, its legal construction as an offence, and the policing of that criminality, signifies covert conflicts between different social formations. Criminal justice processes should be understood as the essentialism of divisions over political and economic resources and – to an arguably lesser extent – over gender roles. Larger struc-
tural forces are at work within the minutiae of local and central criminal justice practices.

Amongst other relevant examples of such work is the justly famous reference for any study of the operation of law and its limitations is Chambliss's seminal study of English vagrancy legislation, *Analysis of the Law of Vagrancy* (1964). As the interests of the dominant social classes changed in England between the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries, so did the focus of legislation on those who were to be criminalized. Fluctuation in definitions of vagrants, related to changes in the material problems facing the social order.\(^4\) Shortages of labour resulting from the Black Death culminated in vagrancy statutes to retain peasant workforces.\(^5\) In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century, with the rise of a new mercantile class, original vagrancy statutes were now extended to cover the ‘vagabonds’ and the ‘gypsies’, who threatened mercantile trade on the King’s Highways. In the early nineteenth century, the same legislation was used against a new class of offenders, the ‘idle beggars’ and ‘hawkers’, whose means of livelihood undermined the economic prospects of the new class of urban shopkeepers.\(^6\) Accordingly, the meaning of crime and vagrancy changed according to economic imperatives.

Methodologically, the Warwick School was committed to a ‘history from below’. The Subaltern Studies group adopted a similar approach, concerned with ‘recovering’ the experiences of those who have been hitherto ‘hidden from history’. A central issue for the Subaltern Studies group is the representation of the experience of colonization from the perspective of the colonized. The Subaltern historians argue that the colonized were not, as is overly represented, passive victims of colonialism. They were actors, representing themselves, in an uneven contest. They produced their own history.

These historical insights were later modified. The grand designs of criminal law as postulated by the Warwick historians did not always function as planned.\(^7\) Agency and context impacted. The major objectives of criminal justice in both India and England were relatively clear-cut, aiming to stabilize class relations as a prerequisite for imperial trade and local tax collection. In India, the emblematic Collector occupied a more dominant role than that of Magistrate, though often combined in the same functionary. In reality, as Skuy illustrates, legal practice did not always follow the directly defining discourse.\(^8\) Much of what was actually implanted in imperial India owed more to pragmatic resolutions, to limited sources of knowledge, and to the contingent role of particular individuals. Agency by the latter ensured that the process of criminalization was two-way – the locals fought back either directly or indirectly, and modified outcomes. Hence, the process of criminalization was unilinear. There is an interplay between those defined as criminal and those enforcing criminal law. In other words, those subject to the criminal law sometimes affect the identity of the definers. Agency
modifies structure. On the anvil between two competing forms of legalism – on the one hand, a dominant class seeking to impose the ‘rule of law’ over the locality, on the other, local peasantry committed to the preservation of their own cultural practices and normative order – agency found a space (as in Hay’s classic essay on poaching) demonstrates. Cultural practices were uneasily maintained, independently of external coercion through law.

Similar to the postcolonial theorists, the later Warwick historians maintain a commitment to the relative autonomy of agents, while conceding the restriction at externalities imposed by structure. Their work illustrates the way in which various survival techniques, commonly referred to as social crime, were appropriated by the lower strata to combat their impoverishment – for example through poaching, wrecking, rioting and machine-breaking. In colonial India, collecting the ‘fruits’ of the forest from restricted locations was a necessary everyday occurrence. Agency was maintained, not just as a riposte to the power of the external forces, but also through autonomously derived indigenous practices and cultures. In this text, postcolonial studies and critical criminal justice accounts converge in this discourse, articulating the experiences of those defined as subordinate strata, to further our understanding of the historical emergence of criminal laws, the conditions of its operation and limits. This is an interdisciplinary project that takes the form of bringing criminal justice history back into the history of colonial law and order in India. This practice illuminates one of the most telling instances with which this book grapples – the tensions between the Western and the non-Western, law and empire.

Discourses of Postcolonialism, of Law, and of Social Constructionism

This chapter pursues three discourses, which furnish the meat within this criminal justice sandwich – postcolonial studies, critical legal scholarship and criminological social constructionism. Postcolonial theory makes three important contributions to explicating the initial legal conundrum. It recognizes that culture, has a life partly autonomous of the material base of the colonial relationship. Secondly, (as above) it recognizes the power of agency, appreciating that the subordinates have a limited freedom to affect their own destiny. Postcolonial theory gives expression to ‘voices from below’ – the discourse of the subaltern in expressing those histories and desires. Thirdly, postcolonial studies demonstrate the power of cultural definitions, as embodied in the authority of legal discourse, as a means of structuring power relations. Identities, on both sides, are constructed in that process. These themes link directly with the epistemology of critical criminal justice history.

In this chapter I draw on two related arguments from recent critical legal studies. First, I take issue with the orthodox view that English law was drasti-
ally reformed between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with equality of trial procedures extended to the common people. The evidence in this text suggests that the opposite was true for castes and criminal tribes in India and for the labouring and criminal classes in England. Indeed, it is the unequal exchange between castes and classes that provides a telling instance. Secondly, I claim – counter-intuitively – that the extension of English criminal law and citizenship throughout the imperial domain reinforced social inequality rather than creating equal citizens before the law. In particular, rights embodied inequality of status. The modern law, the law of the bourgeois white male, operated with its constitutive negatives – of equivalence, of modernity and civilization which are posited in contrast to custom, savagery and the irredeemable heathens. Our concern here lies with an understanding of the way the tensions of empire, both at home and abroad, were managed through law. Finally, this chapter outlines the criminological discourse of social constructionism. Here heuristic insights directly link historical and postcolonial critiques. Social constructionism is primarily concerned with the application of demeaning labels to subject groups and the conditions under which such designations adhere. Unlike its earlier manifestation as labelling theory, social constructionists argue that stereotyping is neither a one-way process nor simply a function of interpersonal relations. Rather, the identities of both parties are contested, curtailed and managed. Master statuses as deviant and criminal are frequently sourced structurally, rather than interpersonally. Defining labels result from a power struggle between unequals which have a self-fulfilling effect. The defined collectivities come to assume the characteristics imputed, subject to agency and resistance.

The First Wave of Postcolonial Theory: Edward Said

The discourse of postcolonialism arises in the interstices between a reductive Marxism and structuralist accounts of imperial relations. This book takes its place in a larger movement of intellectual inquiry that started, for better or worse, with the pioneering work of Edward Said’s *Orientalism*, representing the first wave of postcolonial theory, and the new orthodoxy on colonialism and the construction of identities. It locates the discussion of law and colonialism in its social and political context. Said innovated by demonstrating how Oriental identity is constructed in relation to its apparent opposite, the stability of a European identity.

Said’s text provided a relief from the traditional Eurocentric character of scholarship on modernism and post-modernism. It relied heavily on Foucault’s formulation of the structures of power and knowledge. However, Saidean discourse, while appearing progressive, seemed to maintain the integrity of the models of Orient and of the Occident. It treated the different identities as sepa-
rate rather than as reflective, the Orient as unstable and shifting, the Occident as stable and unquestioned. Saidean discourses represented non-Western value systems as defective and artificial, in which ‘European culture gained in strength and identity by setting itself off against the Orient’.

The West’s past was systematically represented as the present of the non-Western world. What the modern West had once been, during its pre-modern incarnations, now characterized the colonized, which remained rooted in the trough of the non-modern. As such the Orient was labelled as backward, superstitious and traditional. Through its own claims to reason and to modernity, the West became the measure of everything valuable, culturally and psychologically. It was the professional expert to the Orient in diagnosing the latter’s sickness. Indeed, the Occident understood the latter’s predicament as being incapable of appreciating itself, because the Orient lived in its present (the Occident’s past), having no conception of an alternative future. Thus, the West knew and knows the Orient’s future better than the Orient itself. Its shortcoming, however, is that the latter still has to approach modernism, for it remains attached to a past that is devoid of any reason and modernity, whereas the West has already achieved its goal. At work here is a powerful subtext of universal morality, an inherent human understanding that emanates from Europe.

Without any denials, this reductive mode of reasoning and thinking is still prevalent in both historical narratives and evident in the ongoing subjugation of the non-Western. This logic of difference, as between the colonizer and the colonized, the modern and the subhuman, is assumed to be the primary driving force. Non-Western forms were deemed chaotic, uncontrollable, disorganized, irrational and morally inept – at a different point in the evolutionary chain to the West. For example this reading of the undisciplined, the insensitive, the savage Other permeated many aspects of the West’s dealings with the non-Western. That orthodoxy was a hallmark in the fabrication of the Orient. Non-Western values and normative structures were represented in stark contrast to those of the West, as traditional, primitive and lacking the contours of modernity.

There are fundamental flaws in this Saidean construction of binary opposites, which have often been overlooked, oversimplified and may be reductive in nature. Given that this binary constitution was so central to Said’s work, he declined to provide us with a clear definition of the constitution of the Occident. More pointedly, although Said’s theoretical position at one level is informative in its position on the essentializing project, it is especially insightful to the technologies of violence and typologies of racial types which were used by Europeans in colonial India and Victorian England. However, on the other hand, while it is clear that pertinent functionaries, Warren Hastings, Colonel Sleeman and J. S. Mill, among others, might be seen in such terms as Said describes, to speak for the Orient, and thus to create it in the minds of their readers, theirs are not
the only representations of the Orient that exist. The myriad forms of violence unleashed and perpetrated by the colonials, was resisted and reframed, when the ‘natives’, especially the criminal castes and tribes, fought back against their oppression and articulated opposition. Similarly, in Victorian England, there are instances in which both the lascars and the ayahs resorted to acts of violence, in order to survive the menace in the metropolis. The very fact of the existence of such historical accounts disputes the point Said makes about the Orient as only being spoken for, from outside, by Europeans. There exist representations of this Other, which are presented through his/her eyes in Victorian England too. Given the importance of these alterative voices to the imperial project, Said’s binary logic is fractured by the silence with which it operated to further silence this Other, in both the metropolis and in the colonies. Divisions are no longer credible. It is these tensions, as ambivalent as they are fractured, inherent in the identity of both the Western and the non-Western, that we shall trace out in colonial India and their equivalent form in Victorian England, which ultimately represent the limits of law, modernity and imperialism.

The Second Wave of Postcolonial Theory: Homi Bhabha and the Subaltern School

The later critique of postcolonial draws upon the work of Bhabha and of the Subaltern Studies group. In those conflated studies, the Western state created an imperial domain, both ‘within’ and ‘outside’ institutions, which allowed it to reinforce its own identity and self-confidence. The constitution of criminal tribes and castes in India (like that of the criminal classes of nineteenth-century England) had been given by Said an uncritical identity, located within a problematic notion of modernism. This second wave of postcolonialism shows how the identities of both the colonizers and the colonized were continually renegotiated.

These postcolonial scholars argue that Said was confused over the status of the Orient, especially as he had generalized about the progressive nature of Western identity by creating an opposite, composite stereotype known as Orientalism. The main mode of postcolonial engagement lies in the study of the West’s relation to its Others. The second wave took issue with the assumption that Occidental and Oriental identities are unstable, in an unfixed relationship. The former self is not a given. Its identity is as open to change and instability as that of the Orient. Central to that process is the necessity of projecting an image of the Orient as resembling the West at an earlier stage of history so that the different trajectories of the two, and their relative position on the evolutionary ladder, can be justified. Assumptions of colonial social and legal progress were based on a myth of modernity informed by the notions of superiority, of
progress and of civility inherent within Western identity in that process. Modernity, as the embodiment of progress, is a façade. In its essentialism, it is unstable, displaced from evolutionary history – not modern at all. The modern state should logically be able to accommodate a plurality of cultures. This acceptance of differences is possible, however, only if it excludes the particular and the contingent, to which a modern rationality is opposed. The contradiction, contained within modernity, reveals its insufficiency as it fails to accommodate the non-Western. This ambivalent relationship poses a difficulty for Western consciousness. The proximity of non-Western peoples threatens to reveal that the lack of modernity attributed within the imperial identity,20 is a mirage, and ultimately based on myth. In this respect, Bhabha has pointed out:

Orientalism betrays the desperate activity of a ‘Western consciousness’ which may, more productively, be regarded as less concerned with the assertion of a constant superiority and more with the anxious attempt to conceal its own fissility.21

More pointedly, identity is constantly open to negotiation and reconstruction within the interstices of power relations. ‘Otherness’ is not a fixed domain. Said's text reified a social construct, a chimera of the Orient, an image created by the Occident. What the Western discourse reveals, in its celebration of the Oriental Other and in its difference from the non-West, derives from its own status uncertainty and instability in its own origins.22 Further, the repeated assertions of difference by the West reveal its own inner demons – its fears, anxieties and disowned self. The repeated assertions of difference shift the arena of conflict away from a confrontation between the Self and the Other imagined as separate entities. In sum, there is no pure origin in the identity of the West.

As Fitzpatrick notes ‘Western identity was formed obliquely by excluding non-European peoples who were accorded characteristics ostensibly opposed to that identity’,23 – the ‘savages’ and the ‘barbaric races’. However, Occidentalist discourse was not absolute in determining its own image. Conversely, the Orient was less passive in affecting that composition.24 The creation of identities is not a unilateral process (defining and measuring the Orient through an Occident calculus). Both identities are subject to (unequal) negotiation, reflecting uncertainty in status ascription.

Thus law plays a crucial role in determining those identities. However, within the imperial project, law was restricted by the assumption of modernity to which it remained tied. The implementation of the tenets of English law ensured incorporation, but that inclusion reinforced difference, not similarity. In constructing those new legal identities, the West succeeded in retaining a referential distance, institutionalizing a new social hierarchy between those above and those below, both in England and in India. The West's strategy of difference further resulted in constructing a sub-strata of the dangerous and criminal class from the ethnic
minorities within that class. Internal processes were extended externally to colonial India, and internally to England, with the same objectives.

**Difference: Ethnicity and Identities**

The debates surrounding the criticism of Said raise new questions about ethnic and racial issues, especially with regard to the construction of racial others as dangerous and irredeemable. This opening provides the space to explore the work of the later postcolonial scholars, to the problematized concept of the racial other in the discourses of crime – as here with images of dangerous classes in nineteenth century England, and of criminal tribes in imperial India. The Western face of modernity and superiority concealed uncertainty over different racial statuses. The identity of the West in respect of its own position toward non-Western peoples, in and from imperial India, involved counterposed identities.

For most of the nineteenth century, Western anxiety reflected widespread fear of the degeneration of the European ‘race’ into a racial condition akin to that of savages, the state of grace which the indigenous peoples of the colonies, were thought to inhabit. The paradigm of European superiority constructed the primitive as the irrational savage, on the lower stages of evolution. In both imperial India and in Victorian England, this evolutionary differentiation produced itemized individuals and collectivities that required social control to prevent contamination. Various measures of difference were established to contain the proximity of the savage other. Sanitation by legal devices, by cultural imagery, and by spatial designation were necessary safeguards.

For example, anxiety about the allegedly increasing population of inferior ‘races’ on the English streets was alleviated by the discourse of otherness. Imported moral panics propagated by imperial accounts of the thugs, of the practice of suttee, (widow-burning), of the killing of girls by upper-caste Brahmins, (especially infanticide) and of criminal tribes unreformable by virtue of their inherited criminality, prompted and justified imperial fears of contamination both in India and at home, in the metropolis. In colonial India, appropriate differentiation was measured on an assumed continuum of progress. Imperial stability through the assignation of inferior labels was framed by the emergent ‘social scientisms’ of the Victorian period. The official knowledges of positivism, with its attendant typological, anthropometric, legal-administrative and eugenicist measurements determined location. This quantifiable inferiority could be overcome by extending Western moral and legal culture, scales of difference assessed by a rational calculus, which in turn would stabilize Western imperial identity and superiority. The imperial powers relied on an elementary scale for measurement. Standards and values of the native culture were deemed to be at an
earlier stage of a graded evolutionary path to that of the Western. The civilizing process depended on the implementation of categories via the medium of Western legislation – the measurements of modernity. Such evolutionary tutelage would eventually result in a rational social order, especially in the new Utilitarian principles. Reason would make sense of, and categorize the disordered and allow them to progress. Replacing the paternalism of the EIC, British Colonial Office relied on the mental security of a legal-structured regime to classify the ethnics. The colonizers established a comprehensive framework which could secure the distance between the Western and non-Western people. A series of inclusionary gradations and statuses was constructed intended to contain both imperial identity and the identity of the subordinate Indian. Such categories had to be constantly reinforced, to avoid active challenge. Once remoulded, some – a better class – of the natives were to be partly incorporated – ‘imaginary’ Europeans in their manners, in their habits of mind and in their impulses. In Macaulay’s words, this entailed the creation of:

a class of interpreters between us and millions whom we govern – a class of persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, in morals and in intellect.

The proximity of the incorporated, however, threatened Western identity. Difference had constantly to be asserted. Increasing proximity was a problem (as in the discussion of the lascars and ayahs in Chapter 5), the internal challenge of an apparently ever-growing ‘dangerous’ class. While subjectively located outside, their physical proximity prompted tension over Western identity within Victorian England. Outcast (sic) London could only be normalized to a limited extent.

Law and Empire

Law is fundamental to postcolonial analysis. It defines social status, legitimates authority and appropriates behaviour. Critical legal studies contribute three heuristic elements to this analysis: firstly, a critique of the history and rationales for the imposition of Modern English law on imperial society; secondly, the proposition that English common law as developed and conducted in Victorian England (becoming known later as adversarial or due process) despite formal appearances, actually embedded discretionary procedures and principles that allowed advantage to be taken by the state against lower order individuals and collectivities.

The terms of that debate have become redundant but the outcome remains instructive. That supposed position is located within the determining structure and society, whether in Victorian England or imperial India. Thus, with
Pashukanis, the terms of equivalence are a product of commodity exchange, and therefore the legal process, counter-intuitively, enshrined inequality not equality in relation to such collectivities. In its very failure, it reveals the ambivalent nature of law, especially with regards to the criminal classes and criminal tribes. Finally, that same body of law, again apparently adversarial, contained within its totality a quite different – essentially inquisitorial – mandate in the legal construction of the non-Western. Most crimes of the common people remained within the structure of an older system of justice. Yet the integrity of law depends on the very recalcitrant it opposes. All this is not simply a matter of theoretical clarity. It was massively confirmed in the experience of law and imperialism.

The traditional understanding of law regards colonialism as the cutting edge of the civilizing process, in which it was the inalienable right and duty of the white man to educate the native, to guide him on the path away from his own barbarity. Such powerful evocations of the barbaric and the savage confirmed the difference between Europe and the colonies. These marked differences are most evident in the development and export of English modern law to the colonies in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, which was not an extension of equality, but rather of inequalities. It is now widely acknowledged that law, contrary to the principle of universality, is based on differences – of ascribed status and of ‘race’. Modern adjudicative standards and processes are not ideal creations, they are responsive to, and draw upon, wider structural rationalities operating beyond adjudication and law. Rather, modern law is a reinforcement to the legal straitjacketing of social inequalities. The explicit and unquestionable European character of law has been powerfully exposed. In constructing non-Western people as citizens of Empire and conferring on them, as imperial subjects, the benefits of a notionally reformed criminal justice system: the colonial state simultaneously reified them as social underclasses. This systematic application of an equal scale to socially unequal individuals served to reinforce structural inequalities, while at the same time ideologically constraining those newly recognized legal equals within the absorbent apparatuses of the imperial state. Criminal justice systems were used in both the metropolis and India to select ‘criminals’. Processes of legal reform took place not only within the metropolis and with regards to its own internal ‘dangerous’ types, but extended externally to cover the various castes and tribal groups with which the imperial state was confronted in India.

The traditional view of colonial law is that it consists of a series of doctrines and principles that were developed by the West, that emerged out of European thought and experience and that were eventually extended to the non-Western world which had existed outside the realm of European law. The legal-rational Utilitarian writers, John Stuart Mill and Jeremy Bentham, wished to deal with ‘real natives’ as if they came from a static, inflexible tradition, a tradition which had no autonomous impulse to change. Legal tutelage and control was required.
Intervention, according to the Western modernizing project, was necessary to assist the colonized in divesting themselves of their own ‘barbarity’. Criminal justice policy reflected, and was part of imperial incorporation. This process was triumphantly completed by Thomas Babington Macaulay, who adopted, if in haphazard fashion, the principles of codification and drafting techniques of Bentham and John Stuart Mill, and the inherent inequalities, in applying them to a criminal code for imperial India.

Seen in this way, legislatures enacted legal labels, based on presuppositions of inferiority and superiority (the Social Darwinism of imperial social relations), and stereotypes (adapted historical wisdom). The imperial state administered and interacted with its colonial ‘others’ as if they were nothing but what was perceived through Western eyes, especially within concepts enshrined within Victorian society’s constitution of its own ‘dangerous’ classes. Modernity required that the perceived incommensurability with its recalcitrant ‘others’ be resolved within terms and concepts which ‘made sense’ – which were, in effect, legally rational.

Faced with the contradictions between ideals of Enlightenment and liberalism on the one hand, and the material interests of colonialism on the other, the colonialists, as increasingly influenced by Utilitarianism, asserted modern notions of citizenship, of representation and of the rule of law. The imperial state initiated a grand redeeming project, bringing the marginalized into the body corporate. The Enlightenment legacy required that those beyond the liberal equation had to be qualitatively different from those within it. The uncivilized were to be civilized by juridical techniques and institutions necessary for the enterprise of incorporation. The West presented its own systems of law as rational and appropriate to rule. The prevailing Indian judicial system was deemed to rest on statuses and practices in severe need of modernization and of reform towards civilized standards. Western values were embodied in the procedures enacted by imperial civil servants such as James Mill. The rights of the modern citizen, in England and in imperial India, were constructed as evolving naturally from the history of Western progress.

Inevitably, this construction collided with Indian notions of rights. Those rights (see Chapter 6) stemmed from ‘Hinduvata’, in which an individual was born according to the values of the system of ‘caste’. Individual rights were submerged under the collectivity of caste. To Europeans, such collective caste rights arose from a lack of civilization. Hinduvata enshrined practices including inter alia: a failure to observe the principles of natural justice; an inability to appreciate the rationale of punishment; a lack of individualism in identity and responsibility; and a failure to follow legal procedure and precedent. These failures and weaknesses were identified as a pathology, which arose from the ‘nature’ of Indian ideas, practices and beliefs. In Said’s notion of a ‘sovereign Western con-
sciousness', the native was inscribed as ‘equal’ by the writ of imperial law. The discourse of equal rights became complicit in practical subordination through its insistence that everyone had a right to equal treatment. Only the colonial form of ‘being’ was licensed – legal as belonging but unequal in terms of the caste system. Legal equality confirmed and obfuscated social inequality.

However, rights are cultural constructs. They are relativistic. Rights imbued with Western legal ideologies are difficult to relate to Indian traditions and social hierarchies. Tribes and castes were defined in relation to ‘Varna’. The notion of equal rights involving equal practice appears more than a little problematic when faced with these alternative categories. Rights were determined according to a calculus, a set of values derived from, and beneficial to, a minority in the West. These colonial rights were formulated within, not separate from, the imperial mission of civilizing, a standard of civility assessed in opposition to those supposed to be uncivilized. To civilize meant that the identity of the rulers of Empire could no longer be challenged. This civilizing process gave the non-Western the illusion of becoming the same by the legal artifact of conferring citizenship under the guise of the rule of law. Non-Western people played an insignificant role within these schemes. Illusions of becoming the same entail conforming to the grand redeeming project of bringing the uncivilized into the fold, into the realm of civilization and its attendant values. In short then, these mechanisms of exclusion and inclusion are as essential part of the imperial state, as are the strategies of incorporation and transformation.

As a result, Indian people, like the non-Western in the metropolis, were neither fully excluded nor fully included. In essence, law, as the central moral imperative, ought to have assured stability and the ultimacy of determination. However, for the law to rule, especially in the imperial setting, it had to embrace the opposite attributes. The non-Western, with their ascribed status of caste and of ‘race’, were considered distinct. The characteristics and repetition of these distinctive qualities, in terms of ‘savagery’ and of its attendant dangers, assigned ‘caste’ a place outside modernity but encompassed within the assertion of the continuum of evolution of modernity and progress. The law extended to include the non-Western, in terms of legal equality, but drew back and asserted itself by ensuring the affirmation of social inequality. As Balbus argues, the imperial law had a clear hegemonic mission to perform. The task was the imposition of ‘repression through formal rationality’, which served to depoliticize collective violence and militate against the growth of consciousness and solidarity of the participants.

The imperial state required the non-Western to participate in the discourse of its own civility and progress. The implementation of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 in India, as with the Habitual Criminal Act of 1869 in England, symbolized a deliberate limitation to the ascription of equal rights. Specific legal artifacts created a ‘dangerous’ class, and at the same time the law ensured their
place in its principles of ‘equivalence’. Home-grown statutes were extended to cover the various castes and tribal groups with which the imperial state was confronted in India. Those legal extensions shaped the form and content of the Indian judicial structures, as well as those of the metropolis. It was a simultaneous engagement. Imperial law was a hybrid. Local practices were incorporated into imperial law. The legal process in India took original historical experiences, such as peasant rebellion, and transformed them:

...into a matrix of abstract legality, so that the will of the state could be made to penetrate, reorganise part by part and eventually control the will of a subject population.

The distinction between the civilized and the uncivilized: the atavistic and the barbarian is crucial to the formation of imperial doctrine and to the exclusion of others. This basic reasoning finds expression in different vocabularies and doctrines throughout the British Empire. And further, legal reforms, with all the distinctive styles of judicial reasonings and outcomes, suggest its profoundly enduring character. This dynamics of difference, as well as the civilizing mission, continues below in Benthamite reforms.

**Benthamite Reforms and Social Inequality**

Three principles are among the key inheritances of nineteenth century legal reform in England. The reforms of that period assumed as axiomatic that the primary characteristic of English law, especially in relation to criminal process, was its commitment to judicial process as a contest between equals. In essence common law guaranteed the rights of the accused: innocence was presumed; a trial by one’s peers would be a right; and imprisonment without trial would be prohibited. Secondly, the imperial formulation of identities proceeded principally through the realm of these doctrines and rights, the recognition of legal citizenship. As citizens of Empire, formally, the non-Western was also assumed to be ‘equal’. Once before the courts, legal citizens, whether rich or poor ensured that they enjoyed equal rights. From that *de jure* principal, *de facto* social equality is assumed. A unitary system of law was formally intended to cover all as legally equal citizens of society.

Until recently, (as developed in the succeeding chapter) criticisms of the Benthamite legal reforms have been mute. The well-established dictum that all defendants are ‘innocent until proven guilty’, and the axiom that it is better for ten guilty men to go free, rather than one innocent man be convicted, remain the cornerstones of legal ideology. Justice is intended to be administered rationally as well as effectively. The methods employed in safeguarding the suspect population are crucial. These principles are embodied within the administrative directions governing police questioning and interrogations, which enable
the detection, apprehension and processing of the offender population. Legal rationality guides the processing of defendants, regardless of ethnicity or social status. Impartial resolution guides the relationship between the prosecution and the police on the one hand, and the individual accused on the other. Standard procedures and rules operate independently of political considerations and regardless of who is standing in the dock.52

The Benthamite tradition53 assumes that the relationship between the individual and the state enshrines the values of equality of individualism. Thus, objective value-free mechanisms are incorporated in official legal discourse. The fundamental legal cultural basics, which arise from the 'rule of law' for the protection of the individual suspect, are systematically underpinned, reflected and reinforced in institutions of criminal justice. Where occasional inequalities in this process are acknowledged, these are considered less important than the general good, which law achieves for society.

These assumptions have, however, been subject to much critique,54 which has taken two forms. Liberal, 'aberrational' accounts insist that the evident inequalities experienced by the non-Western in the criminal justice process are primarily due to mechanical failings of the system. 'Law-in-the-books' represents an ideal but 'law-in-practice', often fails to live up to that ideal, resulting in justice being miscarried for some suspects and other defendants. On the ground, despite the form of law, in the Justices’ courts of Victorian England, the vast majority of the population was relegated to a legal territory in which untrained magistrates often dispensed justice largely as they felt appropriate, given also local exigencies of resources such as incarceration and policing manpower.55

Other critics56 have argued that these failings are structural.57 It has been argued in a variety of recent studies58 in relation both to lower-class suspects and to members of minority ethnic communities that legal process, in its failings, relates primarily to innate defects in English law. It is 'law-in-the-books' that is the problem, not its occasional malfunctions, as is evident from recent miscarriages of justice in England. Central to the latter was a presumption of guilt rather than of innocence. This imputation framed the suspects from the beginning of the trials to eventual imprisonment. Criminal justice personnel, from the police to the judiciary, treated the defendants as ethnic (Irish) unequals rather than as equals, and used the machinery of the state to conclude guilt independently of procedural safeguards.59 Extra-legal factors (dress, appearance and language) and behaviour (location and activity) of the accused were assembled within a paradigm, which assumed guilt through a particular ethnic identity. Similarly, identical exclusionary practices were most evident in the case of colonial subjects in imperial India (see Chapters 6 and 7), and also of Asian and Afro-Caribbeans in Victorian England (see Chapter 5), in which, while the law decreed rights and equality of treatment, practice determined otherwise.60
As evident in the succeeding chapters, the savage state of being provides law with a credibility that is necessary for its self-image. More pointedly, principles of equality and universality, which stand opposed to racist inequalities, actually reinforce them.61 This compounding of inequality derives from the very nature of legal processes. The applications of criminal procedure transcend the bounds of the rule of law. For example, in selective investigation62 and the pressure exerted upon the defendants within plea-bargaining,63 and the structure of magistrates’ justice,64 exist to work systematically against the defendant. More importantly, the existing criminal justice system works in the way it does because of these features, not despite them. Legal discretion is a key component of the system. It allows the criminalization of the lower social orders in public space, as most apparent in the imperial vagrancy legislation. Discretion is formally required by due process, and judgements and the criminal law provide the space, legally and metaphorically, through which partisanship enters. Structural injustice results in part from the exercise of partisan discretion conveyed to the court by cultural assumptions and structural imperatives. Injustice is linked to the law itself, not only to the people who operate it. It is the nature of the ‘law itself’, which facilitates the reproduction of inequality.65

Law’s insidious practices against the non-Western is carried out by its key functionary, the police. Policing discretion is especially important. The police are the gatekeepers of the due process system.66 The police may act entrepreneurially to define criminality, where legislation is permissive, within their own occupational cultural terms. In colonial India, it was frequently police officers (especially Colonel Sleeman) who promoted the legal classification of the criminal tribes.67 The police legally participate in the creative construction of evidence.68

Central to policing is ‘reasonable suspicion’, which operates within social, cultural and economic parameters as part of the police public order mandate.69 Police occupational culture70 evokes law enforcement decisions within the boundaries of the law, not outside the law. Formal guidance on the use of discretion reinforces that mandate.71 Equal treatment for suspects belonging to the lower social order is scarcely enshrined in law at all.72 The formal structure of legal rules and procedures allow and even facilitate the erosion or violation of the rights of defendants.73 The official rules, which characterize the enforcement of the law and the policies adopted to sanction police malpractice, actually provide a licence to ignore them.74 Police deviations from legality are institutionalized in the judicial process.75 How police officers behave, and how they should behave, is rarely checked,76 within the wider legal parameters of practices and legislation, which bear most heavily on the lower social orders.
Adversarial Process for Respectables, Inquisition for Savages

In Victorian England and in imperial India, criminal justifications and codifications were implemented. Legal constructs of identity, both of those subject to the process and, conversely, of those doing the construction, were manifest. This represented the Enlightenment reaction to the previous era. The notion of equality in law is a key context in which relations between the West and the non-Western become explicit. Legal reform represented a future based on equality, progress and individual rights. It allowed the West to identify and proclaim itself as the embodiment of truth and progress. However, the standards the West proclaimed in this move were used to subordinate the uncivilized whom were characterized as having to learn, and conform to, civilized standards of modernity. Due process of law acted in this way to bind the Orient within the Enlightenment. Hidden inequalities served in practice to solidify, not to decrease, social inequalities. Under Utilitarian legislation, respectable citizens were conferred individual rights, with equal consideration in the criminal justice process. In the courts, they appeared as individual bearers of rights, and cases were determined on merit not character. Conversely, those determined as unequal, the criminal classes of Victorian society and the criminal tribes of India were regarded essentially as collectivities, composed of artificially conflated individuals. In the legal process, they were tried as members belonging to the stigmatized groups. Collectivities were labelled in a relationship at odds with the dominant assumption of rights-bearing individuals under criminal law. Enabling clauses and categories of offences under Victorian legislation allowed those groups to be treated in discriminatory ways by the same body of laws. They were suspect, indeed, guilty, until proven innocent – the reverse of the formal assumption. They were found guilty by their associations and by their characters rather than by their actions.

In essence, impartial legal procedures, legal equality and the notion of a legal subject, can be located in a modernity which has its genesis in the Enlightenment. Equivalence of legal subjects was created by an Enlightenment modernity, which constructed all men as equally reasonable and equally liable for their action. This rational calculus created a notional equivalence in the legal setting. Whilst contrived in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Western Europe in the writings of the legal theorist Beccaria, the concept of legal equality was also an important mechanism used as a means of controlling the non-Western subjects.

These developments in criminal justice process were fundamentally embedded in fear for the social order and of new risk groups: the mob of the late eighteenth century now appeared in the identification of, and anxiety about, the dangerous classes (what was later to be called Outcast London and later the identification of and anxiety about the evolutionary racially inferior. Undercurrents of anxiety and insecurity guided criminal justice policy in new directions.
The reconfigurations in theories of the criminal appeared to demonstrate the importance of culture and the persistence of the savage instincts and the ‘primitive’ within the civilized. The discourse of social constructionism finds its justification for colonialism as colonial subjects continued to be portrayed as childlike and driven by impulse and instincts and therefore in need of moral guidance from the civilized Europeans.

The Discourse of Social Constructionism

Criminological social constructionism (labelling theory) has described how social collectivities can be constructed as a threat to the social order. Occasionally, agency intervenes, and practice is skewed. Ideas of race became a powerful tool of stereotyping and stigmatization, which lent itself formidably to a particular strata within a society, in search of its own social, moral and political empowerment. The previous sections outlined the way in which law can make a major contribution to the dynamics of statuses, both equal and unequal. Postcolonial theory shows how this occurs through the process of interaction between the colonized and the colonizers. The structural critique of adversarial law shows how a legal system, which appears to embody the principle of equality, may actually enshrine inequalities. The West used social constructionist processes in significant ways, in both Victorian England and in imperial India, to categorize several groups as dangerous. Imperial labelling of the non-Western as dangerous and uncivilized, worked to give the West a context in which identities were sustained in both settings. In particular the role in the invention of dangerousness, justified and disseminated ideas of racial hierarchies as part of the imperial project. Arguably, this witnesses the unraveling of the project of the civilizing mission and the universal spread of Western scientific knowledge (see Chapter 4).

Social constructionism, in its interface with postcolonialism and critical legal studies, offers further directions in explaining the development of colonial regulation in Imperial Britain and in colonial India. The novel aspects of constructionism are its insights into the formation of master statuses such as criminality, the key censure, as a category imposed upon social inferiors by powerful others. Constructionism transcends the notion of deviant behaviour as inherently abnormal and pathological. Deviance and crime are social constructs. The focus is on the social and legal processes by which individuals and groups are criminalized. From this perspective, the stigmatization of lower strata as criminal classes in Victorian England, and the subsequent criminalization of castes and tribes in imperial India, owed more to the perceptions of the definers than to those defined. The subsequent processes of stereotyping by the Europeans, coupled with the concepts of danger emanating from the savage heathens and
the primitive natives were an expression of Imperial anxieties and fears of the non-Western.

What is important here is the identities of both the governing and the governed. Two related themes are illustrated. First, identities are a consequence of the imposition of labels by others, and partly by a process of negotiation of the two parties. Power is often a major feature of this relationship, in which new identities are constructed on both sides and new social hierarchies affirmed through law. Second, history is important to this conundrum. The constitution of identities is commonly a product of historical assumptions and experiences. Crime control is not a static imposition of law but rather a dynamic struggle over the negotiation and imposition of statuses and identities. This insistence between the definer and the defined links postcolonial debates and the critique of adversarial law within the practice of legal proscription in the metropolis and in imperial India.

The study of definitions imposed by respectable Victorians on the criminal classes, and by Westerners (locals and incorporated) on the non-Western, when informed by constructionism furnishes considerable insights. It provides an interpretation as it shifts the object of criminal enquiry, from explanations of why a pathological few break the criminal codes, towards an analysis that focuses on how a historical struggle between colonial social formations is central not only to the construction of the crime problem, but also to new identities and hierarchies. Similarly, just as criminal law is constructed within society, criminal and normative identities are also social constructs. The subject, rather than the object, rules. Thus, social phenomena are created, and not pre-given.82

Reformers saw themselves as the saviours of the natives, as guardians of evolution, and segregated the fit from the unfit who needed to be isolated and eliminated. Rather than focusing on the defined offender, then, in imperial India, criminal castes and tribes were not innately deviant. Their status was imposed upon them by powerful others who located them as criminal subjects within the context of the class and racial configuration process of Empire. By framing the debate within this constructionist perspective,83 there is a broader scope for understanding how criminal identification engages with postcolonial theory and imperial law. Identities were determined and managed, by regulation of the perceived threat to the social order from the supposedly criminal, as in the legal labelling of the criminal classes of Victorian England, and the criminal tribes and castes in colonial India.

The central tenet of social constructionism is that statuses, such as that of the ‘criminal’ are manufactured. These statuses are not given but labels applied by human reaction and subsequent action.84 In this context, statuses are negotiated between different, unequal, ethnic parties. Official statuses are created in the interplay of deviant style, of legal authority and of social divisions based on
‘race’. Those definitions reflect the interactional anxieties and uncertainties over statuses felt by the more powerful. They locate individuals and collectivities in a special social status and play a significant role in the demand for greater legal (and scientific) classification and regulation.

In the early nineteenth century, Western reaction, and the reality it constructed, determined who was criminalized. Colonial legal discourse eventually resulted in the bestowal upon certain groups of a criminal identity. The status of the West was sustained by the conferment of the label on the Other. However, assigning a status on the lower order could not have happened without an adjustment in the identity of the dominant party. Not merely were criminal classes, the criminal tribes and castes, given a new constructed identity but, in the same process, the definers were elevated to a new and clearer status in the social hierarchy.

Further, constructionism demands that it is necessary to understand, both how statuses are conferred, and also the dynamics of the legal culture. The latter may consist of the imageries which inform the deviant definition, as in the phantasmagoric discourse regarding the savage heathens, of the criminal class, and of the criminal tribe. It also involves analysing the law-making processes, from vagrancy legislation to the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869, and of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871. The actions of status enforcers, from the New Police of Peel to the entrepreneurial practices of Colonel Sleeman and his fellow officers of the colonial police, are also problematized.

Applying criminal labels to those less powerful can serve several functions, principally in relation to the construction of new identities. Firstly, it enables the deviant to be excluded from normal society into a fixed social and territorial space – the criminal reservation. Such new locations symbolically marked out moral boundaries by dramatizing the deviant image as outside and below, while still included as a reference point for the new social hierarchy. The out-groups may be isolated through degradation ceremonies, from judicial denunciations to the designation of the children of the criminal tribes as innate criminals from birth, and therefore subject to paternalistic colonial tutelage. Secondly, defining groups as inferior has the effect of increasing the status of those not so defined. The respectable working class of Victorian England colluded in the social construction of the criminal classes. It enhanced its own, higher, identity. In turn, the indigenous criminal class could feel it was morally superior to the increasing presence of lascars and other ethnic itinerants on the London streets. It stabilized the social hierarchy – in effect, elevating that status of the definer. The deviant identities become a form of hierarchical ordering. In India, as Cannadine argues, the West absorbed the existing social hierarchy of castes in a way which was recognizable within its domestic hierarchical ordering, and as a consequence criminal classes equalled criminal tribes in that structure.
Thirdly, castigation of a group as inferior or criminal allows it to become the scapegoat for larger social ills. In imperial India, it was easy to blame the Sansi, a nomadic ethnic tribe, for the problems of starvation in the Punjab rather than the vicissitudes of the market economy forced on the indigenous people, in a similar way that a different imperial ethnic group, the ‘reckless’ Irish, had been held responsible for the potato famine. Further, in a period of rapid social change, social norms and values become problematic. New symbolic boundaries are constructed by creating new rule-breaking. Colonization could only be successfully implanted in India, and given new moral boundaries as in the emblematic notion of dangerousness.

Separately, constructing a group as deviant serves to construct solidarity between previously alien groups. In the Indian context, indigenous Brahmin elite could feel more integrated with the homeland of the Queen Empress when they shared similar views about the identity of the criminals. Judicial decisions, and the social reactions which accompanying them, created a new homogeneity of interest. One Indian visitor wrote to The Times in order to complain about the presence of Indian beggars who were ‘great annoyance to the Public, but more to the Indian gentlemen who visit ‘England’.

Denunciation of the criminal caste of ‘thugs’ resonated for both Westminster and indigenous elite groups. Criminalization served to create an artificial emblem of morality. By treating those who shared a common identity as deviants, by segregating and isolating them from the community of respectable castes, the powerful denigrate as unequal those who do not share that common identity. This designation of deviance extends well beyond publicly proscribed and formally processed wrongdoing. In colonial India, the rules laid down by the powerful were internalized as the basis for contact with the designated inferiors. Daily interaction between imperial police officers and the lower castes and tribes of India depended upon prescribed formal and informal rules.

Finally, identities can be reinforced by the moral panics, sudden outrages at the apparent increase in a particular form of deviance. Moral panics and the assertion of identity have a long imperial pedigree. In imperial Britain, garrotting epidemics played that role. In imperial India, similar panics in relation to the non-Western have a long historical history. ‘Thuggee’ again constitutes the example (see Chapter 6), an emblematic remnant from Victorian panic over garrotters transcribed into contemporary discourse as thugs. Moral panics in the nineteenth century induced a series of legal measures in which the non-Western was reaffirmed as inferior. Imperial society could displace its internal anxiety and related fears by projecting them on the non-Western. Imperial identity was sustained by constructing the non-Western as ‘evil,’ ‘pathological,’ ‘barbaric’ and degenerate.
Negotiated Identities and Stereotypes

Central to the construction of identities are the social psychological processes of stereotyping, retrospective interpretation and negotiation. Stereotyping in particular is based on selective perception and information, and consequently results in the biased assessment of others. In the colonial setting, Bhabha suggests that the stereotype

is the major discursive strategy of colonial discourse, it is a form of knowledge that oscillates between what is already known and what is always in place, and something which must be constantly and anxiously repeated in order to sustain its credibility.97

All social interaction occurs through an initial negotiation in which facilitative identities are constructed. Colonial discourse is marked by the recognition and amplification of racial and cultural differences in this process.98 Stereotypes, retrospective interpersonal constructions, reinforce the assembly of the offender's master status. The ‘imaginary’ knowledge of the deviant negatively informs public sentiment. Subsequent collation of information on the offender reinforces the unsavoury aspects of life history.

This process of negotiating roles and identities is most apparent between unequal parties. In caste relations, prescriptive definitions of the lower groups require compliance with the new role. For example, in the colonial context, the labelling of an out-group by the imperial state was only effective when the former came to accept its secondary status and to act in appropriate supplicant fashion to the colonial masters. Through retrospective interpretation, the interactional process substitutes a new and debased conception of the person’s essential character. Only those aspects of the evidence consistent with the imputed deviance are given emphasis. A self-reinforcing subculture develops, reinforcing deviant identity, a rationalization of that identity and a barrier to denial.99 The cost of rejecting caste definition, degrading though it may be, is greater than that of maintaining the deviant status.100 The outcast comes to reinforce the official view of the new identity and learns to conduct the assigned deviant role with a minimum of trouble, in order to avoid further labelling and stigmata. Hence, habitual criminals learn the new rules.101 Victorian offenders, like mental patients and the inferior stock of imperial India (as in the ‘criminal’ tribes settlements), once defined, were subjected by law to institutional and spatial segregation, surveillance, and control and confined to their own company.102 Yet, (as in the following chapter), it is through this process of exclusion based on popular imagery of the phantasmorphic types that the European takes its identity and asserts itself as an entity. But this process of identity formation in the marginalization of the other, through various scientific racial formations, fails to fully or finally exclude the non-Western, as the separation from that dangerous
type reveals a relation to it. So, the constitution of identity is a process which emanates from a tension between the relation to and from the separation from a declared outside. The process of separation and coming together is based on an active exclusion at the promise of inclusion. Thus, the acts of exclusion, based on definitions of the criminal types, monsters and the barbarians, marked through the new emerging sciences, reveal an instability and ambivalence within identity formation. In order to conceal this truth, the West obsessively engages in this act of exclusion, based on scientific racism and stereotypes, which is continually repeated, as is evidenced in Chapter 4.

Synthesis

This chapter has laid out the jigsaw parameters of which Victorian legislation contributed the initial pieces. The devil, as they say, is in the detail – in the evidence from the following chapters. A revisionist criminal justice history furnishes one side of the jigsaw. Crime and the process of criminalization are a microcosm of structural conflicts – in this case the concern by imperial Britain to rule and to incorporate its colonial subjects. Postcolonial theory recognizes that the identity of the subjects, indeed of the rulers, is subjective, unstable and based on an unequal power relationship. Critical legal studies introduce several themes. The codification of law in nineteenth-century England maintained a systemic inequality for the lower social orders. The opportunity for social groups to influence the formulation of the law, and hence possess the power of social censure, is related to their relative power – there is little parity between the powers of the Victorian state and those of the under-class, or of the imperial order in relation to the ‘criminal’ castes and tribes. Social constructionist perspectives suggest that it is through an historical narrative, the structural sources of the negotiation of identity by which criminal labels are determined and sustained. Law is the critical social censure. The legal process reflects powerful interests which become reflected in public policy, rather than an instrument which functions outside of those pressures. Though law may control interests, interests in the first place create law. Criminal law may work to the detriment of others. Law enforcement, as a crucial part of the legal process, primarily serves the interests of the key decision-makers. Police work, for example, is ordering work in which partisan conceptions of social order may be imposed.

One concern of this book is to consider the way in which a particular social formation, the criminal tribe of the Sansi, was historically constructed through the criminal justice processes as an official ‘criminal’ group. Their criminal identity illustrates how such constructed statuses may be a product of historical and material relations. The disciplinary themes in this chapter demonstrate how that combined mode of analysis informs the construction of criminality in Victorian
England and its equivalent form in imperial India. Although the West sought to define the non-West as pathological, weak and deviant, it simultaneously viewed the latter as a grave threat capable of destroying the very core of the West’s own self-image. While the West was spurred by moral imperative to ‘improve’ the non-West in the West’s own image, it also evinced an intense desire to preserve its identity in the face of the non-West. That signification process does not mean simply a change in the identity of the deviant groups. It also has implications for the status and identity of the definers. In late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century, images of race, class and dangerousness, acted in congruence, generating a repressive imperial ideology that was to be reflected in all aspects of Western legal and administrative treatment of the non-West.
3 IMAGERY AND LAW IN THE CREATION OF IDENTITIES

...The criminals are like ‘criminal’ tribes who are likened to gypsies, when in need, resorting to plunder rather than submitting to the discipline of steady work.¹

Victorian Imagery: Creating Identities

Institutionalist histories of crime and punishment in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century England are narrated through changes in categories of criminal legislation, in policing, and in penal structures. More critical perspectives focus on the object of that legal reaction, arguing that such controls were designed to deal with a generalized dangerousness, covering fears of both crime and social disorder, rather than specific criminality. Form rather than substance characterized Whig histories. Far from criminal justice form being progressive, it simply perpetuated in different guises the summary justice meted out to the poor.² The process of criminalizing the lower strata in the early nineteenth century drew upon key images of morality and of pathology, revealing the ambivalence that pervades the creation of identities in law. Law was aimed as much at the social, cultural and epidemiological attributes of the lower classes as at the physical threat they presented. Consequently, legislation focused on the assumed collective attributes, rather than directly on individual actions. The crime problem was not one of deed but of vicarious character.³ Reforms of criminal law aimed to contain this notion of threatening character and dispel by intervention its associated criminal images. Criminal classes were defined in terms of their communal propensity to undermine social harmony. Such a stratum, as in the parallel process in India amongst the criminal tribes, was anxiously understood through a proliferation of stereotypes and labels imbued with this threatening menace. The production of images in Western discourse of the non-Western of the Orient was expressed through the latter’s sickness and criminal tendencies, being more corrupt and licentious than the Europeans. The dangerous and threatening required control and regulation.
Colonial officials shared information with their counterparts in the imperial centre, especially over the need to deploy harsh regulation and regimes against the natives in response to their wayward habits in relation imperial discipline. British functionaries in nineteenth-century India and England promoted legislation that would respond to the unruly heathens. Specifically, it was the anxiety stemming from the proximity of the non-Western which demanded such strict legislative intervention. The non-Western also appeared threatening within England, the ethnic labour of imperial trade enhanced the diversity of the fearsome masses in the British metropolis. The new ethnic minorities of Victorian England’s empire – including Africans, Caribbeans, Chinese, Malays and Indians – contributed to the kaleidoscope of anxiety-inducing images. Both European and Occidentals lower strata were imbued with fashionable images of savagery and degeneracy.

This unfathomable fluidity of oriental Others was echoed when internal missionaries adopted the language of Empire in that denunciation. Typically, Reverend Greatbatch denounced the Lancashire lower strata as ‘heathen races’ in the early 1800s. The New Police became known as ‘urban missionaries’. Later in the century, Booth enumerated the class as consisting of 50,000 ‘outcasts’ (sic!), including street hawkers, beggars, thieves, the pathologically violent, those fallen from higher status, foreigners and exiles. He continued with collective condemnation:

These outcasts of London who live and gain their livelihood in the streets and lanes of the metropolis, some are more guilty and ignorant than others, but all speaking of them as a class, savages in the middle of civilisation, heathens in the heart of Christendom and potentially, at least, enemies to their fellow-men.

*The Times* wrote of a ‘caste apart that is idle, unprincipled and dissolute amongst us’, comparing it with the Indian Thuggee cult. They were an unregenerate mass. Mayhew (again using Oriental imagery, imbued with moral and biological concepts) saw it as a cancerous growth on the upright, and distinct from, the urban working class:

born to the street … felt to share a particular cult predisposition, imbibing the habits and the morals of the gutters. The child without moral training goes back to its parent stock – the vagabond savage.

He claimed that such lawbreakers were quite distinct from native stock, especially in physique. They included the Irish, the first tangible ethnic outsiders (though the New Police itself had enrolled many Scots, Irish and rural English – strangers policing strangers – Miller), but mainly the casually employed locals, surviving as day labourers, on the street economy of the rookeries and their environs. The migrant Irish, furnished a stereotypical predecessor of the later imperial
migrants, incorrigibly criminal, beyond redemption. In 1844, Fredrick Engels recounted a description of one such Irish rookery in Manchester:

The race that lives in these ruinous cottages, behind broken windows, mended with oilskin, sprung doors, and rotten doorposts, or in dark, wet cellars, in measureless filth and stench, in this atmosphere penned in as if with a purpose, this race must really have reached the lowest stage of humanity ... in each of these pens, containing at most two rooms, a garret, perhaps a cellar, on the average twenty human beings live; that in the whole region, for each one hundred and twenty persons, one usually inaccessible privy is provided; and in spite of all the preaching of the physicians, in spite of the excitement into which the cholera epidemic plunged the sanitary police by reason of the condition of Little Ireland, in spite of everything, coming the year of grace.

Within the master colonial language, the urban poor became known as the savages of the metropolis. Like denizens of empire, they were objects of fear and consequently targets of social and administrative experimentation. Imperial discourse of Empire was further invoked to describe their locations, metaphors of the Orient informing the Occidental – 'The East is West.' Later accounts by W. H. Stead writing about the East End criminal classes, drew heavily on views of darkest Africa and the divisions between the pygmies of the jungle, where there is:

The commingling of the worst vices of East and West. While Christian heroism was being so conspicuously exhibited in penetrating the jungles of India or the darkest forests of Africa, so little has been done to explore the haunts of the heathenish in the very heart of the great Christian city.

On the later period, Emsley observed:

During the 1850s to 1870s, a succession of intrepid explorers picked up their notebooks, as often as not, found trusty guides among the stout-hearted, blue-uniformed helmeted, guardians of law and order, and penetrated the dark and teeming recesses of poor working class districts. They then wrote up their exploits for the vicarious delight of the reading public as journeys into criminal districts, where the inhabitants were best compared with Red Indians or varieties of black savages.

Later still, Jack London was to further these essentialized images of empire and savagery, by applying them to the Victorian ‘criminal’ classes in the metropolitan centre. In central London, he described the menagerie of garmented bipods that looked something like human and more like beasts, and ... brass-buttoned keepers kept order among ... these males looked at me sharply, hungrily, gutter wolves that they were, and I was afraid of the paws of a gorilla. They reminded me of gorillas. Their bodies were small, ill-shaped, and squat ... They exhibited, rather, an elemental economy of nature, such as the cavemen must have exhibited. But there was strength in those meager bodies, the ferocious primordial strength to clutch and tear and rend. When they spring upon their human prey, they know even to bend their victim backward and double its body until the back is
broken. They possess neither conscience nor sentiment, and they will kill for a half-
sovereign, without fear or favour, if they are given but half a chance. They are a new
species, a breed of city savages. The streets and houses are their hunting grounds. As
valley and mountain are to the natural savage, streets and buildings are valley and
mountain to them, the slum is their jungle and they live and prey in the jungle.\textsuperscript{22}

Popular conceptions of crime relegated criminal acts to the urban lower classes in
the rookeries, specifically to the criminal classes living in the squalor and abject
poverty of London’s East End.\textsuperscript{23} Many Victorians were obsessed with notions of
purity and the drive to eradicate sin\textsuperscript{24} in the metropolis. Contagion was feared
from the ghettos. Sweeping urbanization fuelled these concerns, influenced in
part by the new media and fiction.\textsuperscript{25} Broadsheets, as the first popularly accessible
forum, ensured that the London populace was able to imbibe the latest grue-
some details of the city’s crimes.\textsuperscript{26} Sensational criminal fiction, tales of immoral
women, of venereal disease and ‘true-life’ crime and punishment narratives fed
the Victorian imagination, its audience, with a regular diet of salacious tales,
which would not only have shocked genteel folk, but also reinforced the sanct-
timoniousness of the respectables. For example, in the 1840s, the Chartist, G.
W. M. Reynolds, published the fictional \textit{The Mysteries of London} that gave his
readers a vivid portrait of a brutalized savage poor, and depiction of the truly
fallen dangerous type.

Crime was perceived to be increasing. There was some truth in that assumption.
Many displaced, low-paid and unemployed workers of both genders had turned to
crimes of survival under the impact of urbanization and industrialization.\textsuperscript{27} Social
and clinical problems accompanied such increases in crime. The rookeries, bereft
of facilities, were perceived not merely to be the source of crime and immorality
but also of disease.\textsuperscript{28} The consequences of the rapid growth resulted in inadequate
habitations and lack of access to clean water, refuse and sanitation facilities, which
made the urban slums resemble early concentration camps. Devastating cholera,
typhus and yellow fever epidemics had affected urban life. Venereal disease was
emblematically regarded as rampant and could potentially affect respectable fam-
ilies and eventually threaten the security and stability of the British Empire at
home and abroad. Crime and disease were conflated.

The \textit{Report of the Royal Commission on the Rural Constabulary} 1839 described
criminality as rooted in the poorer classes. Poverty and indigence did not lead
to crime, the Report insisted. Criminals suffered from two vices: \textit{indolence or the
pursuit of easy excitement and were drawn to commit crimes by the temptation of
profit of a career of depredation, as compared with the profits of honest and even well
paid industry’}. Criminals made an irrational decision to live by crime rather than
by labour. While vagrancy (nomadism in imperial discourse) was a common fea-
ture of the criminals, the 1834 Select Commission on Drunkenness identified
a criminal class as possessing the worst habits of all. Inexorable alcoholism was
partly at fault for their impulsive behaviour. The problems were the interlinked features of inebriation and the poor’s lack of morality. Continuity over the century in this view was maintained with an 1870s feature article in the *The Times* which informed readers that these men:

> Are more alien from the rest of the community than a hostile army, for they have no idea of joining the ranks of industrious labour either here or elsewhere. The civilised world is simply a carcass on which they prey, and London above all, is to them a place to sack.

Criminals were perceived as overwhelmingly male. Female membership of that class was perceived as minor and largely due to prostitution (not itself a criminal offence). But such women were feared not because of their habits but more because they were regarded as carrying infectious diseases: hence the introduction of the inquisitorial and permissive Contagious Diseases Act of 1864.

**Utilitarianism, Enlightenment and Crime: Imagery informing Regulation**

In early nineteenth-century England, a central concern of governance was consequently the condition of the life of the emerging underclass. With the growth in mercantile capitalism, the prevention of crime and the imposition of social discipline became key concerns of the London propertied classes where the imagined crime problem threatened the health of the social order and required proactive measures of obedience and control. *Inter alia*, colonial disturbances had made politicians and moral entrepreneurs anxious of the ways in which unaddressed social, governmental and economic situations could suddenly explode – as typically manifested in the urban rookeries ‘bursting forth’ into the respectable streets. A blind eye could be turned for the most part. In Hobsbawm’s words:

> The period which culminated about the middle of the century was therefore one of unexampled callousness not because of the poverty which surrounded middle class respectability was so shocking that the native rich learned not to see it, leaving its horrors to make their full impact only on vesting foreigners, but because the poor, like outer barbarians, were talked of as though they were not properly humans at all.

But the danger was ever-present. Degenerate behaviour had to receive a clear response. Post-Enlightenment, it could be subjected to paternalist moral improvement, prospects that informed Utilitarian discourse and criminal and civil regulation, rather than overt coercion. Crime and criminality were emblematic of a collective and perceived unprecedented breakdown in individual civility. These anxieties on moral degeneracy encompassed a heterogeneous non-labouring poor. Imaginative imagery, reflecting the moral anxieties of the social
audience of the urban elites was central to the new regulation and classification of the poor and criminal deviants.

Emerging Victorian bureaucracies of law, morality and disease focused on imagined criminalities in shaping criminal policy, and the practice of enforcement agencies. This anxiety contributed to the Utilitarian impetus to reconstruct criminal and civil law. Regulations were enacted and new punishments of body and mind devised to ameliorate the urban crime problem. An external discipline (the enclosure of the body in the new carceral archipelago, from prison hulks to new purpose-built prisons replacing the generic Houses of Correction and the decaying holding institution of Newgate) and internally of the mind (the mental isolation and uniformity of the Panopticon) were conceptualized to establish new forms of discipline capable of restraining the social detritus of the laissez faire policies of the market, an urban lumpen mass. The policing strategy was therefore logically selective, not directed at controlling industrial labourers of the nascent manufacturing class, but instead on clearly identifiable maleficient groups. While later, commentators, recognizing that the level of crime might be overstated, also believed that an irredeemable residuum had to be disciplined by new evolving methods. This residue, the criminal class, was varyingly referred to by Mayhew as ‘professional’ and by the legislators as ‘habitual’ criminals. The notion of a criminal class was a convenient one for the governing classes, especially in their insistence that most crime was something committed on law-abiding citizens by an alien group, as respectable commentators informed the audience of their peers. It was accessible to rational (often spatial) control. (In fact, most crimes were opportunistic and petty, with acts of violence largely involving intimates and not strangers.)

However, contagion was a powerful metaphor, because of the fears associated with newly popularized racial theories. Specifically, there were concerns about the Asiatic dockside neighbourhoods, as they were associated with breeding grounds for epidemics, which might infect not only the metropolis but also the colony. These categorizations of the pathological different and idle type, with similar metaphors of the non-Western constructing the reality of the Occident, concealed larger material sources of urban malaise – dislocation of communities, destruction of traditional rural productive processes, and the growth of industrial production, with boundaries that must be policed. For the governing classes, it was necessary to contain this threat, both legally and spatially.

Nineteenth-century legal reforms aimed to replace the omnibus crime and penal control processes of the previous century in response to the new images of the criminal class. Dissatisfaction with the Hanoverian and Georgian crime measures (from the scaffold to transportation) as being too absolute, too inefficient and too capricious, led to new proposals for reform of the system of crime and punishment. Reliance on the repository of transportation overseas (predat-
ing later Indian experience in relation to the Andaman Isles), and almost unique to British penal culture, in which minor criminals or those reprieved from the death sentence were banished to foreign lands as indentured labour, was a fallible solution. The development of the New Policing system (formally from 1829 but in practice pioneered much earlier) was conceived as a *cordon sanitaire* to contain that residuum. The police would not only observe note and prevent deviations. Their regular presence would symbolically provide models of virtuous conduct to those they policed.

Codification and individualization of law from the 1820s was a key part of the reform process. The Enlightenment influence of Beccaria and the Utilitarianism of Bentham had inspired, in principle, the creation of a new judicial and moral philosophy, which focused on providing a reformative, rather than retributive, measure of punishment. Modernity was to be guided by the fundamental reference point of a science of ethics founded upon nature’s command, as assessed in England by Bentham’s mathematical concept of the rational calculus. The influence of these Utilitarian writers helped to initiate a broad shift in the focus of inquiry and level of explanation, based on the principle of humanitarianism. Influenced later by adaptations of Social Darwinism, this normative sensitivity represented the creation of a new form of knowledge, with the extension from repression to rehabilitation through the imposition of a medical model. This mode of analysis marked a radical departure from the dominant contemporary understanding of crime, of law, and of justice. More importantly, if criminality was determined by factors of pathology rather than the rational choice of Classical Theory, then offenders would be punished by spatial and mental segregation from the rest of the population while their abnormal condition would be subjected to programmes of treatment. By employing methods of graduated penalty, criminality came to be seen as a legally remediable condition. Key officers of the nineteenth-century criminal justice system embraced these new forms of knowledge. Controlling criminal tendencies intertwined legal changes with developments in the human sciences (see Chapter 4).

The new penal policy was warmly embraced by state officials and the respectable classes in England. It was hailed as modern and objective in its advance on the detection of the criminal types. The prototypical mechanisms of legal changes regarded that crime should be seen as a function of irrationality, which in turn arose from individual and collective pathologies. In turn, this could facilitate the rapid detection of would-be offenders, which in turn would prompt the offenders’ progress towards a designated, reformative location on the evolutionary scale. Intertwined with this scheme of detection was a new form of segregation of offenders. Of these, isolation, in its various guises, from penal isolation to surveillance of the rookeries, became the main technique to deal with criminal collectivities. This modernized conception of the criminal type
required a differential array of sanctions and dispositions to curtail further crim-inality in accordance with the nature of the offender and not the criminal act. Apart from those whose deviance was regarded as inherited, there were others who were excluded as potentially open to redemption. 47 Through a system of controlled discipline and punishment, the West demonstrated that the central purpose of incarceration and segregation was the return of the criminals to legal reasoning, 48 an attempt to bring them within the fold of civilization. These views became embodied in the new penological emphasis upon individual and collective rehabilitation programmes. 49

This perspective was represented in the emerging discourse of social policy – what to do with the ‘criminal’ classes? 50 In legal discourse, it had emerged in representative form with Jeremy Bentham’s idealized model of the Panopticon. 51 The Panopticon structure, with its physical and symbolic characteristics, provided for an accessible classificatory system to inform the evolving legal discourse. Later, calculated measures (most clearly detailed in the omnibus Town Police Clauses Act of 1848 in England) signified the increasing translation of moral and scientific imperatives into legal maxims. The other major change occurred with the professional and specialist state authorities who dealt directly with ‘experts’, giving them the executive power to supervise and control the criminal types and deal with potential deviants. Hence, deviant identities were analysed and separately classified. Belonging, or rather being designated to a criminal identity would eventually lead to rational responses by the state. Specialists in the various categories of deviance would direct those so defined into eventual appropriate segregation in asylums, penitentiaries, reformatories, workhouses and settlements. 52 (These measures are now better understood within Foucault’s conception of the carceral society). Criminal justice procedures were inextricably linked to the practices of domination and the establishment of disciplinary regimes required by industrializing society. 53 The instrument of incarceration was about the power of ‘normalization’ which operated to isolate the criminal lower classes from the Victorian labouring classes, and from the emerging bourgeois society, and the rough from the respectable poor. The differentiation exclusionary process was incremental from the vagrancy legislation of the 1820s, to the ultimate definitions of the habitual offender in the 1890s, ensuring the continuity in the construction of social identities through law and through the medical, psychological and anthropometric sciences. The impetus for dangerous and immoral acts had became gradually less susceptible to eco-nomic explanation, and associated more with the poverty and irrationality of the heathens. For example, the pauper (or more generally, the criminal class) remained threatening, but was singled out to be confined within a restrictive sys-tem of criminal and civil tutelage. Unlike the itinerant poor, the urban problem populations could be contained by a system of close educational and penal sur-
veillance. This categorization did not only determine the identities of the lower indigenous classes – and by reflection that of their masters – but also the migrant Irish and the minority groups cast on British shores by the labour requirements of a maritime Empire (see Chapter 5). The authority provided by legal innovations determined the parameters of social status and of identity, legally uplifting the majority and legally denigrating the Victorian criminal classes.

The Formal Structure of Legal Reforms

Institutionally, the period from 1750s to the 1850s constituted a major conjuncture in the English legal system. The early nineteenth century encompassed a haphazard, but considered, overhaul of penal and social policy, and more specifically of the criminal justice process. The focus of the Enlightenment critique centred on traditional penal policy, its harsh sentencing policies, its collective concepts of crime, and especially its ineffectiveness in the legal control of the urban residuum. The transition from Classical legal principles in which crime control was characterized mainly by its deterrent function, and in which judicial discretion was paramount in utilizing public displays of capital and lesser forms of punishment to maintain sovereign rule was to be drastically altered. For the vast majority of lesser crimes, character rather than infraction was to determine judicial process.

Formally, at least, the new system drew upon utilitarian modes of thought. It featured a process of individuation in which the quality of the offence rather than of the offender determined punishment. New citizen rights of due process were ascribed to the accused. Courts were to become a trial, impartially balancing out the equal rights of state and accused. Private responsibilities for apprehension and prosecution were to be replaced by state responsibilities. A new enlightened system, emphasizing innocence until proven guilty, formally took root. Whereas Hanoverian law had relied on the deterrent effect of legal authority, such as the scaffold, Victorian criminal law shifted attention to the criminal’s personal responsibility for his behaviour. As Weiner argues, Victorian punishment was restricted so that its discretionary, public and violent character yielded to forms more calculated to promote the development of inner behavioural controls. At all levels, prosecution was made easier, punishment more certain, and penalties more predictable, impersonal and uniform. Changes in criminal process mirrored and helped to underpin the emergence of the responsible, contractual individual. Reformers Jeremy Bentham and, later, John Howard, through their redefinition of crimes as symptoms of a decaying lower class, as informed by positivistic science, advocated the control of these dangerous impulses through a plethora of criminal statutes.
A new principle of rationality informed criminal legislation. For Bentham, this was dependent on the logical mediation of individual thought and reflection. Within the mental process, however limited, one would be able to locate the necessary polarities of wrong and right. Applying this principle to the offender it was possible to calculate the benefit or the harm inflicted on society through the individual act. Gratification could be deferred by mental foresight concern about the intensity of pain or pleasure relating indirectly to the cause of an offence, being mediated by factors of gender, age, physique, mental state, moral sensibility, and financial circumstances – and by inference – racial proclivities. Government’s function was to stimulate individuals to develop their character and moral worthiness. Individual context would contribute but collective responsibility would not. Those subject to the disciplinary regime of the moral reformers became popularly constructed as the ‘dangerous’ classes (as above).

Given the tensions between deterrence and moral progress, the Utilitarians advocated drastic reform, notably in the penal domain. Prison would not just incarcerate (deter). It would also educate (reform). Bentham, who had effectively rendered the emblematic public execution redundant, also provided a detailed blueprint for the introduction of criminal justice institutions based on the model of the Panopticon and procedures both in England and abroad, in colonial jurisdictions (as later in the Andaman Islands). Thus, the penitentiary, the new police and the co-terminous changes in criminal jurisdiction, reflected the needs of the propertied classes to suppress imagined criminalities and to instill new forms of civility and discipline on an emerging class of urban criminals.

At the apex of this construction lay the physical Panopticon of the prison aimed to reconstruct the recalcitrants into useful members of society. At the periphery lay the variety of criminal and civil legislation, and social regulation. By 1858, the main features of the Panopticon discourse on penal policy had been firmly established. Although utilitarian philosophy was grounded in a discourse of discipline, it had also developed a sophisticated interpretation of the perceived needs of lower-class society. This was a process of the regulation of the lower orders through individuated criminal and civil legislation. The constructions of the criminal Other validated the transformation of penalty, in which categories of disruptive and unruly poor were identified and classified under criminal legislation. This new perspective on penalty was imbued with the idea of, on one hand the minority of irredeemable born criminals, lacking in intelligence and ‘moral instinct’, who would intergenerational transmit the worst of these defects, and on the other, of the majority who could be reformed.

Most early Victorian penal policy conceived of the criminal as mentally deficient with a discourse of inferior character. Moral reform therefore pinpointed the need to ameliorate such waywardness by controlling their passions, firstly external controls and then by self-discipline. This penal reformers’ agenda of ‘character-
building’ derived from utilitarian tenets. Crime was signalled as not only a social disorder but also one linked to defective social engineering. From the mid-eighteenth century, a debate on devising an efficient system for categorizing ‘criminals’ had been vigorously pursued. Reform of the individual criminal soul was sought through what Beccaria had earlier detailed as the replacement of severity or flexibility of penalty with the certainty of punishment. All punishments should be immediate and proportionate to the crime as determined by law.62

Thus the principle of rationality advocated by the Utilitarians was effected by a series of efforts to contain and master personal impulsiveness deriving from criminal characteristics. The ultimate goal of the action of any individual or group ought to be the principle of achieving utility, which for Bentham was an innate characteristic of man.63 Approval or disapproval of every action ought to be measured or assessed according to its tendency to augment or diminish personal happiness.64 This principle not only applied to the actions of individuals, but also to every measure of government. Consequently, in officiandm, any act of authority of one man over another, for which there was not a necessity, was considered tyrannical. The sovereign’s right to punish crimes was founded upon the necessity of defending the liberty of all entrusted to its care, which was preserved as inviolate.65 Rules were amended, regulations enacted, and new punishments devised as part of a gradual transformation into laws built on perceptions about criminal character.

The discursive component of the reform process in criminal matters was constructed around two distinct modes: a distinctive portrayal of the inhumane, irrationality of the past criminal judicial system, and specificities of the new calculative framework of criminal justice. Bentham’s proposals and those of his followers such as Edwin Chadwick, required an entire transformation of the law, based on conclusions drawn from ‘indisputable’ facts revealed by an inductive scientific approach. Scientific applications would test both morals and law, both intended to promote the rational calculus, which could lead to the perfectibility of man. Utilitarian pursuit of happiness regarded ideals of equality as a secondary matter. Consequentialism was not simply to transform the existing moral basis of society, but also the means to establish and maintain a rationally-ordered society. Imprisonment and more generic careful punishments should be contrived to ‘grind rogues,’66 by way of deterrence and of retribution.

Violation of the legal codes, as far as the criminal justice functionaries were concerned, was linked to individual pathology.67 The consequent shift from punishment aimed at the body to systems of incarceration aimed at the mind was necessary to facilitate self-change, a way of building character, of reshaping the mind of the inferior.68 The objective of punishment would be to prevent the offender from doing further injury to society, and deter others from committing the same offence. Punishments, therefore, and the mode of inflicting them,
ought to be selected for their deterrent capacity on the minds of others, with the least torment to the body of the offender.\textsuperscript{69}

This preoccupation with the criminal population culminated in attempts to distinguish between the ‘deserving’ and the ‘undeserving’ poor.\textsuperscript{70} Official knowledge about pauperism was grounded in the humanism of the Enlightenment. The criminal and the poor were required to participate in the discourse of their own civility and progress, because the Other resided at a lower stage of evolution. Evolutionary tutelage could advance progress and modernity. Notional equivalence of character could be achieved by engineering the less-evolved groups into a modernity based on the principle of eventual equivalence and civility. The criminal, the pauper and the pathological Other, were required to reconstitute themselves in order to be included as subordinates on the path of progress. In this way, the Utilitarians subjected three major components of the legal system – criminal law, policing and penalty – to interwoven changes and reforms. From Peel’s police reforms in the 1820s, this procedure gradually led to the reconstruction, in its entirety, of the criminal justice system. The several Commissions on law reform and policing in the 1820s and 1830s and, later, in mid-century, the medley of prison and prevention of crime legislation, embodied classifications on pauperism, criminal classes, habitual offenders, suspected persons and more generalized social disorder, seeking to implement the principle of rationality with regard to social control of such categories.\textsuperscript{71}

Incarceration gradually came to symbolize the entire criminal justice system. Processes of isolation, segregation and observation (incrementally developed as the ‘separate’ system under which isolated inmates worked, ate and meditated in their cells) ensured that offenders were removed the malaise of their fellows.\textsuperscript{72} This penal system of discipline and of control was reflected in congruent reforms – the regulation of the rookeries by the New Police patrol, to the affirmation of the criminal and civil law to enable surveillance of all suspect groups, in the interests of social discipline.\textsuperscript{73}

Typically, the Royal Commission on Criminal Justice in 1834 proposed major changes in sentencing (replicated later in Macaulay’s Indian Penal Code of 1860). It replaced the generic (capricious and arbitrary) reliance on capital punishment with a wide range of secondary punishments. The latter, like transportation, imprisonment and fines, were (unlike the death sentence) graduated, in order to precisely deter crime and reform criminal behaviour. Similarly, penal control was extended to ensure that offenders were discharged in regulated probationary status where experts, the doctors and police officers, would be able to treat these offenders\textsuperscript{74} for their own good. While this extension of the Panopticon ideal remained at the level of principle rather than of practice, however, it set the standard for Empire in which criminal classes like the criminal tribes
and castes of imperial India were dealt with rationally in order to relocate their identity within the evolutionary process.

The New Police: Pre-Emptive Patrols

Gradual reorganization of criminal justice affected the modes of detection, prosecution and punishment, leading to a decline (sometimes by accident rather than design, as with the police) in non-state control. (In parallel terms then, the EIC had attempted to privatize the policing of lascars as early as 1815 ‘the impossibility in this free country of confining those persons within the prescribed limits, and of thereby preventing their intercourse with the dregs of society, which gives the Lascars of vicious dispositions facility in selling their bedding and clothing, and of contracting loathsome disorders’).75

Once outside the formal domains of the penal regime, individuals remained under the surveillance of the state’s new local police.76 Part of the reason for this external control was (as above) the threat to the local political economy by disturbances from the criminal areas – memories were long of the Gordon and Caroline outbreaks in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. New policing powers were asserted. Control of public space was imperative. In the name of prevention, the constabulary was primarily committed to regulating survival patterns in criminal neighbourhoods. Under the Metropolitan Police Act of 1829,77 waged beat patrollers were to contain the urban criminal class. The police colonized the ghettos according to a systematic formula. The New Police patrolled the rookery boundaries, occasionally invading that increasingly alien territory, and establishing new stations of control and regular patrols into a disciplinary system of carceral control.78 Discretionary legislation endowed the new policing agencies with ubiquitous powers for use against those presumed guilty by virtue of character rather than of action. Police surveillance of suspicious characters was intensified. Like the prison, the proactive constable was a cog in the larger machine directing those designated immoral to the discipline of labour, to identify them at an appropriate moral status79 on the evolutionary ladder.80 Preventive tutelage rather than coercive reaction was the key – reconstructing the Other within the civilizing process. Policing legislation expanded the scope of the criminal law. The state, local and central, through legislation and discretionary beat surveillance, intended that criminal potential was discovered and checked at birth. Policing supervised the construction of the deviancy label, and collated the characteristics upon which a conviction, a master status, could be founded.

In its development of the professional police, Westminster had created a convenient and effective agent for extending first to the provinces, and later to Empire, its social and crime control policies.81 A penetrating and constant surveillance was created over the centre of Empire.82 In policing methods, within
discretionary law, a new bureaucracy apprehended criminals and reconstructed immoral and disorderly behaviour. The police were a prophylactic against contagious disease, both moral and criminal.83 Reforms in policing and punishment were closely linked, as with ticket-of-leave system for habitual criminals. A rational system of criminal justice required both calculated gradation in penalties and proactive policing. More significantly, the reorganization of criminal justice, affecting the spheres of detection, of prosecution and of punishment, led to a significant increase in the scale and scope of legal authority.

Criminal and Civil Laws: the Construction of the Criminal Class84

Reading of the legal archives, debates and commentary, reveals not only the speed with which codification of both the criminal and civil codes took place, but also the broad consensus in favour of the legislation. The remarkable widespread concerns as to the nature of criminality, related diseases and the general health of the nation, in both the metropolis and the colony, coupled with the imagery of the savages and the primitive, are most revealing. Three intertwined criminal justice policies of the 1860s were directed at habitual criminals85 and were central to both Victorian English and imperial Indian legislation. Firstly, prison discipline was tightened; secondly, cumulative sentencing was increasingly employed; thirdly, police supervision of repeat offenders and suspected habituals was increased. Similarly, release from custody was in part dependent upon the prison authorities certifying a person as ‘cured’. The duration of punishment would depend on the qualities of the remorse and character reconstruction:

Incarcerate them all indefinitely and consider returning them to society when we judge their reclamation to be genuine and complete, when we have regenerated their will.86

As the social constructionist approach demonstrates, there was not an innate criminogenic population, but one that was redefined, as regulation, control, and discipline became the bedrock of the new structures of the Industrial Revolution. New identities were constructed through a range of criminal and civil legislation. Bentham advocated that the legislation could be used both directly (as in the Vagrancy Act) and indirectly (though the Poor Laws) to establish social discipline of the labouring and non-labouring classes. Law reinforced social control. However, the legal system also unified social interests by realizing the principle of utility.87 Social therapeutics aimed to condition human behaviour on the model of respectable society through social legislation and the creation of institutions ancillary to the prison – the poor houses, the schools, and the mental institutions. Law reform encouraged and enforced the growth of a more self-restrained character type in the general populace and especially in the crimi-
nal classes, modelling them on the popular ideas of morality, of values, and of respectability characterizing the propertied classes.\textsuperscript{88} Law, criminal and civil, was intended to create a new identity not just of the criminal classes but also of their \textit{alter egos}, the respectables. As Said notes ‘...the development and maintenance of every culture requires the existence of another different and competing \textit{alter ego} ... the construction of identity involves establishing opposites and Others whose actuality is all subject to continuous interpretation and reinterpretation of their differences from ‘us’.\textsuperscript{89}

In this text, the construction of the penal Other throws more light on the thinking and perception of the respectable classes than it does on the observed. The bourgeois construction of a criminal class in the Victorian media gave the respectables a sense of superiority over the so-called criminals and also alleviated some fears and uncertainties about crime.\textsuperscript{90} New subjectivities and categories evolved, with identities for the criminal and the non-criminal, the unemployed and the habitual vagrant, the immigrant and the criminal alien, the first offender and the habitual criminal, and ultimately a moral distinction was made between the respectable poor and the incorrigibles.\textsuperscript{91}

To repeat then, the construction of social categories was based on stereotypical assumptions and essentialized. For example, under the several Vagrancy Acts of 1824, 1829 and 1862, suspicion was legally based on lack of occupation and of abode.\textsuperscript{92} Once formally suspected of vagrancy, incarceration and public denunciation of the offender would follow expeditiously.\textsuperscript{93} The vagrants were determined by legal reaction rather than by actual behaviour. The centrality of fault in vagrancy reinforced the norm of personal responsibility; if individuals were suspected of vagrancy and failed in normal livelihood, they were deemed responsible for their own misfortune. Variations on the same theme applied to the related misdemeanours of begging and hawking. The survival practices of the poor, not just their more evident recidivist criminality, were subject to criminal control. Legislation redefined social crime,\textsuperscript{94} and the struggle of the poor (indigenous and the new imperial minorities) to survive was met by the governing classes criminalizing traditional common law practices. Enforcing the wage economy on the new urbanized masses led to the criminalization of traditional rights of the non-waged on the street.\textsuperscript{95} A new exclusionary zone was set up for those who were judged to be parasites.\textsuperscript{96}

\textbf{Criminal Law: Habitual Offenders and Police Powers}

The history of codification of criminal law in England was one clear signifier in the construction of demeaning identities. From the mid-1850s, the moral reformers demanded statutory habitual offender control. Inveterate, inherited criminals had to be distinguished from their less intransigent brethren.
The public should no longer confound the honest, independent men with the vagrant beggars and pifferers of the country and that they should see that the one class is as respectable and worthy as the other is degraded.97

The Habitual Criminals Act of 1869 was the first system of preventative custody, determined to curtail the supply of potential criminals.98 The legislation included key clauses expanding police supervision of released prisoners, and gave magistrates new powers to imprison summarily former offenders and vagrants on suspicion alone. The 1869 Act incorporated into statute the notions of a criminal class. The Act constructed a category of incorrigibles, criminals irrevocably addicted to that way of life.99 Habitual criminals, argued Mayhew, were hedonistic persons who felt labour to be more irksome than others, owing to their inability to apply themselves. As a consequence, habitual criminals were given harsher sentences on suspicion alone, sanctions more severe than provided under the Vagrancy Act of 1824. Experts, whether police constables, prison officials or the judiciary, marginalized habitual criminals as a self-contained and organized criminal class who lived exclusively by crime.100 Habituals were released on license under a ‘pass’ system but were subject to surveillance by police officers. If the former inmate could not prove he was conducting honest labour – the onus was on him – he was subjected to a potential further seven years imprisonment.101 (The practice also appears to have encouraged both police arbitrariness and police corruption.) Enhanced police discretion, as in the assumption of prosecution roles,102 later led to further prevention by targeting criminal areas.103 Criminal areas were clearly recognizable as a breeding ground for crime and immorality, and a threat to the political and social order.104 Repeated warnings to the respectable classes amplified fears of the category of habitual criminals and this class was reminded that they were not to be confounded with labouring classes.105 As the most prominent psychologist of the Victorian period, Henry Maudsley claimed:

The evil propensities of habitual criminal as veritable instincts ... We may take it then that there is a class of criminals formed of beings of defective physical and mental organisation; one result of the defect, which really determined their destiny in life, is a deficiency of moral senses.106

Legislation consequently extended supervisory and penal powers beyond the walls of the prison.107 Categorization and classification became widely employed in state institutions like the workhouses, prisons, mental hospitals and schools. Once subjected to normalization, correction and surveillance, suspected persons were deemed capable of entering into civil society, or else they were segregated from public space to minimize any damage they could inflict.108
Civil Law: Vagrancy and the Workhouse

Demarcation between types of offence and the ‘criminal’ was conflated with social legislation based on the work ethic and social need. In the diversionary process, minority groups and especially the Irish (to be succeeded by the other ethnic minorities) were labelled with the imagery of the sturdy beggar, unwilling but able to work. The criminal and civil legal mix was morally underpinned. For example, Bentham’s examination of the poor, and his resulting evidence of the relationship between poverty and indigence, had led him to the proposition that poverty was essential to the creation of wealth ‘...As labour is the source of wealth so is poverty of labour. Banish poverty and you will banish wealth.’

In particular, the non-labouring recipient of poor relief was to be less eligible than that of the industrious poor; otherwise the incentive to work would be removed. These principles had been incorporated in Edwin Chadwick’s New Poor Law of 1834. The workhouse was introduced to provide care for the elderly and infirm, and work for the able-bodied. However, the conditions in those institutions deliberately deterred all but the most desperate from entering. Pauperism was seen, by implication, as a wilful choice of the idle, who were denied community membership, not just by physical removal to the workhouse, but also by moral condemnation. The new arrangements for poor relief were based on the notion of the ‘idle’ individual. These arrangements reflected the intention of the policymakers to discourage pauperism with the workhouse as the deterrent, which also gave the parish effective control over the ‘vagrants’. The vagrants were then separated from others. Pauperism received moral condemnation from the ‘respectable’ poor who saw these social menaces as arising from idle individuals. The 1834 Act was instrumental in its disciplinary mechanisms as it came to be based on the principles of ‘less eligibility’ in order to encourage workers to make provision for themselves.

In essence, aims of the Poor Law were to regulate the poor, not only to combat the condition of pauperism but of vice in which most of the vagrants found themselves. The new Poor Laws embodied the principle of eligibility: ‘The situation of the individual relieved, must not be made really or apparently so eligible as the situation of the independent labourer of the lowest class’. It was believed that the state of dependency would reproduce itself ‘Callous to its own degradation and the failure to work was a moral failure and dependency, the cause of moral degeneration.’

Interestingly, the Poor Law legislation mirrored criminal legislation. It was imbued with the belief that persistent indulgence in immoral acts and behaviour threatened to destroy social institutions, especially the foundations of life, namely the family, and threatened values of self-discipline and respect, for the property and persons of others, upon which social stability and national sur-
vival supposedly depended. Conversely, severe penal sanctions were imposed on vagrants who rejected the Workhouse.

Bentham’s proposals for pauper management were based on the application of the penal Panopticon model to Industry Houses. The latter would be built on the principle of central inspection, and relief based upon the principle (not dissimilar to Charles Booth’s plans for the rural settlements) of entering productive labour. Those considered vagrants were to be apprehended and forced to work for their keep in the workhouse. Their children were to be indentured as apprentices, bonded to the workhouse until reaching adulthood. The principles of the factory system would determine the management of paupers, but also the time and work disciplines of capitalist production would transform them into productive labour, assisted by moral education.

While vagrancy, like habitual offender status, became a major signifier in constructing the meaning of criminality universally, the Poor Laws had a more local mandate. Controlling paupers was the direct economic responsibility of parish councils. The workhouses were emblematic of the treatment of the poor by the law which was established both as a means of discipline and of relief. The Vagrancy Statute of 1862 enhanced punishments for idle and disorderly persons. Incorrigible rogues were sentenced to hard labour. Categories of vagrant were reinforced. Incarceration processes differentiated between the ‘idle’ and the ‘able’, between the ‘deserving’ and the ‘undeserving’ poor. Vagrancy was blamed both for causing crime directly and also for creating the poverty, that led to crime. The process of poor relief was a mechanism of assessing the needy as a means of control. Relief was dependent upon coercing and training the impotent poor, the able-bodied, and the residuum to work; there were penal sanctions for those who absconded. The divisive Poor Law statutes were later strengthened by ancillary civil legislation such as the Contagious Diseases Act of 1864, conflating notions of illness, immorality and crime.

**Essentialism in the Modernizing Project of Law**

In reality, much of the legal reform was ephemeral. For example, new rights in trial only related to felony crimes. The more serious offences, some 10 per cent of the whole, were dealt with by the Assizes. For misdemeanours, mainly crimes against property, household crime and so-called ‘victimless’ crimes, the formal view (as enunciated much later in the Gladstone Committee of 1895) is deeply suspect. The offenders were dealt with in the inferior courts, where the contractual individual was only ephemerally present. Lay Justices of the Peace became much more important. Their previous allotment of so-called victimless crimes of vagrancy, drunkenness and disorder, was now vastly enlarged with those discarded by the higher courts. For the vast majority of minor offences,
offending meant trial (often a euphemism for arbitrary processing) by the justices. Criminal justice was indeed fundamentally transformed in this period but not as traditionally assumed. Magistrates’ justice was summary justice. Justices were typically laypeople incapable of adhering to the letter of the law in imposing supposedly well-defined individuated penalties on convicted offenders. They persistently exercised the older judicial discretion in dealing with the common people who formed their primary constituency, often being ignorant of (and at times, breaking) the letter of the law in their legal decisions. Penalties were subject to local exigencies such as the costs of incarceration. Local prisons, for example, were poorly funded and subject to rapid turnover. Individuated experience of law, from arrest to incarceration, may have been the form of law but it was not the substance. Inquisition rather than accusation was the norm.

The identification of a criminal class and related social categories owed more to those involved in that defining process than those who became subject to it. Legal labelling was an apparently arbitrary but actually rational device. Most common and habitual criminals were a creation of legal and social discourse. So-called habituals were only criminal by virtue of their need to survive during periods of unemployment and public denunciation of their characters. The construction of a criminal class owed more to the imagination and anxieties of lawmakers. Social reaction created homogeneity out of heterogeneity. Law violation through economic circumstances had many versions.

In the following chapters, these issues are pursued. The relevance for the central questions raised at the outset lies in Freitag’s assertion, in 1991, that the debate behind the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869 was well known by administrators deliberating the enactment of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 in imperial India. She quotes one official:

Even the English law has recently introduced exceptional powers against the habitual criminals, [because] when prospective criminals become a dread to the community, then it is necessary to impose laws of exceptional rigour, and to accept some amount of evil to evildoers against a large number of the general public.

The Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 for India had been passed by the same legislative assembly that was instrumental in constructing the almost identical powers in the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869. Images of the dangerous strata were near identical in the construction of new identifies. Broad swathes of criminal legislation had demarcated the criminal classes in Victorian England. Such legal innovations in the identification and control of the dangerous strata occurred not because of substantive alteration in the characters, motivations and composition of the ‘criminal’ classes but rather because of ideological perceptions of that social formation. What changed in early nineteenth-century England was not so much the rise of the new urban mass, but rather the development of a coer-
cive criminal justice apparatus, built on scientific identities. Subsequent chapters argue that through the vehicle of a legal rationalism, the West reconstructed the subordination of the non-Western. However, a distinction was made between the minority ethnic groups judged irredeemable and an indigenous criminal class which could be reformed – made modern. Criminal judicial functionaries engaged in an exercise of separating the indigenous lower classes from the new ethnic minority groups. The social construction and subordination of the non-Western was reflected in the way in which the discourses of race and civility converged. Definitions and categories, like identities, are social constructions and necessarily operate to exclude the Other. In temporality, the violence of that construction functions to conceal and transform its exclusions into fact.
4 SCIENTIFIC RACISM AND THE CONSTITUTION OF DIFFERENCE

‘The British, or rather the East India Company, are the masters of India because it is the fatal destiny of Asian empires to subject themselves to the Europeans.’

In 1875, Thomas Carlyle asked Darwin whether ‘there was a possibility of men turning into apes again.’

**Introduction: Difference**

The previous chapter focused on the functions of law in the criminalization of an indigenous white class in Victorian England. Under new legal regimes, identities assumed new meanings. The main aim of this chapter is to illustrate the contribution of the new human sciences, and especially of criminological positivism, to the construction of the status of crime and criminals for both the indigenous poor and those deemed racially inferior and irredeemable. The language of science lent itself formidably to the structures of authority based on models of rationality, which seemed to provide the most potent explanations of the modern world. In the nineteenth century, scientific taxonomies and popular fiction shaped narratives in highly contested ways, fitting newly discovered forms within classificatory systems complemented by legal ascription. The history of criminal and scientific discourse illustrates how racialized constructions were enhanced during a key moment in which Western identity strove for a new assignation. Drawing upon social constructionism, this chapter documents the interaction between those who do the defining, and those who are defined. Those weighted negotiations resulted in new identities, as one came to exclude its Others through a particular medium – a scientific discourse. Race was the key ‘scientific’ concept through which the gradualism of liberalism reconciled itself to the coercion of imperial rule. The language and concepts of Victorian racism served to accommodate the incorrigibles in the metropolitan and colonial social order. The defective constitution of those defined as inferior natives, coupled with a conflated notion of hereditary and of biological determination of conduct, is explored here through early positivistic criminology. It is precisely
these forms of representation and the manner in which knowledge production about the Other is constructed, and later appropriated by the agents of the law to police and discipline this Other. Through assessing and contrasting reason with irrationality, the Western through a scientific discourse of dangerousness and savagery, determined appropriate regimes of discipline for the non-Western, in order to secure and maintain its own superior position, in the face of the increasing fear and anxiety it faced when confronted with the natives.

The dominance of these new forms of classification was encapsulated by the philosophical discourses of that time. Metaphysical, classical and utilitarian philosophies and the changing concepts of race all contributed to the development of racial and criminal types in both the metropolis and the colony. As noted in Chapter 3, the penal responses in nineteenth century England in relation to criminality were not rooted in the problem of crime, so much as in the transformation in character through informed rational response (often reflected in legal reform) to the threat of this perceived danger, and the fear of the monster.

Racial Ideologies

Several discursive distinctions need to be made at the outset. Racist ideologies long predated nineteenth-century colonialism. Different scientific racist ideologies contributed to different extents within the colonial project. Racist ideologies are epistemological constructs in seeking to establish difference. As such they can be deconstructed with regard to composition and in relation to debates about racial origins.

Race, from that classic position, can be empirically established. It is a naturally occurring division of humanity. However, the meaning of race itself is problematic. It can be related to particular hereditary features, such as skin colour, or in terms of geographical location. It can have a specific meaning with regard to a collection of given attributes. It can be generalized as, say, 'Indian', to cover both castes and tribes. Culture (especially morality) and intellectual capacities can be imputed from the biological fact of race. In that sense, behaviour of individuals and collectivities is therefore predictable, given appropriate scientific techniques. Further, early research findings claimed a ranking in terms of individual and collective capacities, both physically and mentally. A hierarchy of difference can be established and hence, inequality is a given, based on racial difference. Politically, those races at the apex of the hierarchy believe that they have a given responsibility to deal as appropriately with the lesser races. Racist ideologies are different from the racialist with regard to the existence of such a hierarchy. Racialist arguments are not bound by assumptions of differential racial worth. Racialists, insofar as they recognize hierarchies of difference, appreciate that different capacities of different races may lead to coexisting hier-
archies. These two approaches, racialist and racist, however, have a common underpinning. Differentiated races are determined, either by Nature or by God. In particular, destiny determines racial classifications, the process of racial uplift or racial degeneration, characteristics which could one way or another, be passed on to future generations to survive and in others, guiding them to extinction.

Remarkably then, in developing a philosophical basis for the legitimation of power and control in both the metropolis and the colony, a major bifurcation in racist contributions – of the monogenetic and the polygenetic was appropriated to reduce and discipline the Other. Consequently, recognizing that difference over origins leads to different proposals for the legitimation and practice of the colonial endeavour, the monogenetic theories (essentially, biological approaches) held the belief that all peoples have a similar genetic source. For example, difference in physique and especially in behaviour in the age of empire are due to environmental and/or to degenerative factors, whereas polygenetic accounts (mainly anthropological) hold that imputed racial difference is based on different genetic origins. As such, the fundamental binary division between black and whites had different genetic origins.

Predictably, there may be a sliding scale that places some races nearer to animal genetic origins than others – for example the animal-like Asiatics in Victorian England and the native tribes in India. Although there are less polarized versions of such monogenetic and polygenetic approaches, the key point is that at the extremes they lead to quite different forms of social control. Under the monogenetic classification system, the deviant races or individuals have the potential to be reformed, under appropriate tutelage, whereas the polygenetist holds that the inherited characteristics of different races are essentially unformable and their deviance, which is innate, can only be dealt with by either segregation or by extermination. More pointedly, racists defined deviance as something that deviates from the attributes of the race at the apex of the fixed monolithic hierarchy.

At its core, the concept of racism has a long epistemological pedigree. In particular, there is an extensive monogenetic history of distinct biological groups being classified, based on physical appearances. Enlightenment thinkers, searching for explanations of their own origins, drew on past histories in mapping out physical and cultural transformations from the primitive man in the state of nature, to the modern state of civilization in which they assumed themselves to be the most advanced representatives of the modern world. Both Enlightenment and later imperial scholars claimed an extraordinary pedigree as the foundation for their legitimation of the moral and intellectual superiority of the white races.

Racialist, as opposed to racist, ideologies are commonly traced back to the Greek philosophers, within what in Aristotelian philosophy, became known as
the *The Great Chain of Being*. Aristotle argued that there was a natural separation of the characteristics of masters, women, and the slaves, but they all shared a common genetic source. Aristotle proposed that an early functionalist explanation of racial integration offered an alternative explanation of the races, which has often been overlooked by scholars. Given their different capacities (‘psyches’ – negative, locomotive and rational), all races were functional to the harmony of the social order:

‘The universe resembles a large and well-regulated family, in which all the officers and servants, and even the domestic animals, are subservient to each other...each enjoys the privileges and perquisites relevant to his place; and at the same they contribute, to the magnificence and happiness of the whole’.3

However, racialism as developed by Aristotle is an ideology of difference, not of inequality, when contrasted with racism. Racism promotes the notion that there is a natural preordained hierarchical social order, which naturally separates the races into inferior and superior. The physical characteristics of the different races are linked to other less-observable features – take, for example, the notion that skin colour is a signifier of mental qualities. Hence, moral and intellectual worth could be imputed from physical signs. As part of this logic both the outward signs of difference and inner capacities are innate, and genetic inheritance determines physical and mental attributes.

Later scientific racism drawing, *inter alia*, on Aristotelian insights furnished increasing precision and delineation of given attributes, allowing predictions of future actions and human capacities. Consequently, documented personal and collective histories of different races, which deploy scientific gradations, allowed judgments to be made and policies formulated for the control of the behaviour of inferior groups. The latter signifies the use of scientific or ostensibly scientific findings and methods to support or validate racist attitudes and worldviews. Such scientific racism is also a political ideology utilized to legitimize social inequality.

Racial Types and the Enlightenment

To understand degeneracy and atavism, early Western philosophies refined racialism by introducing the core racist ideas of natural ordering – some were worth morally and intellectually more than others, while some were degenerates, the inferior savage heathen most noticeably, beyond the pale of civilization. Their extinction would encourage the others to be saved. During the Enlightenment period, theological explanations of this natural racial ordering were increasingly replaced by secular/scientific explanations. Coexistence of competing racial ideologies was the norm. In fact, the emerging European colonial powers promoted not just racial difference, but also the concept of a natural hierarchy which
affected the practice of domestic social reforms. From metaphysical sources of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, notions of superiority and inferiority became more pronounced and were aimed at the foreigners. Social change was an inevitable process. Evolutionary accounts were coupled with crude typologies – angels and other metaphysical spirits were the primary driving force, while humans were secondary, followed by animals. Typical of such work was that of Richard Eden, in which theological justifications for racial ordering were coupled with empirical observations based on encounters between white and black populations, in the Spanish Empire and in the early African slave trade. Eden argued that while some races survived, the others would perish as climatic determinism thrived. The first English settlers in North America would evolve, because of the climate, to look like Native Americans. The indigenous peoples appeared more susceptible to diseases and to early fatality, as compared with the settlers’ natural physical superiority of the white man’s body.

Hence, a new secularism diminished the theological source. A schism emerged between monogenetists and the new polygenetists. Despite later contrivances, monogenetic theories of human evolution did not challenge theological accounts while, paradoxically, polygenetic writers did. Typologies of different origin informed polygenetic Enlightenment scholars as the handmaiden of the Western colonialism. The racially distinct colonized were evidently at the end of their life history. As inferior beings, their energy was sapped. European colonization only speeded up an inexorable process. These assumptions reinforced a largely secular view, justifying European pre-eminence and control over other racial groups.

The Colonial Input in Racist Images of Difference

Typical of such early scholars was Francis Bernier (1625–88) in his New Division of the Earth. He summarized the key racist themes of Enlightenment philosophy. Human development was primarily secular, and human beings were part of the natural, rather than the sacred world. He developed an arbitrary secular typology, based on physical attributes – the Europeans, North Africans, South Asians, Africans, East and North East Asians, and Lapps. Essentially mental qualities could be read from physical factors. Bernier’s confidence that his argument was irrefutable drew on personal experience: he had travelled throughout India and had observed and admired the Indian nobility, while disparaging lower castes and tribes as of different origins. His ideas were popularized, partly because of that unique firsthand experience in India, by the Swedish writer, Carl Linnaeus (1707–78), from within the monogenetic tradition. Linnaeus devised a sophisticated fourfold typology of the continent-based races. Each race had clear mental characteristics – inter alia, Native Americans were stubborn and angered easily,
whereas Asians were avaricious, and easily distracted. Whites were seen as clever, inventive and governed by laws and by contrast, the Africans were indolent, negligent and governed by caprice. Linnaeus’s obsessive classifications influenced the great philosophers of the time, notably Hegel, Kant, Comte and Spencer, in depicting progress from primitive society to industrialized civilization. Further refinements were later offered by George Comte De Buffon (1707–88). What separated De Buffon from others was his philosophical and empirical pursuit of causes and explanations, in which he argued that human races were located on a continuum of progress. Like other scholars, but more systematically, he used arbitrary observations to determine the new hierarchy and concluded that other races were degenerate relative to Europeans. Probably the most influential polygeneticist of the eighteenth century was Johann F. Blumenbach (1752–1840). Like Buffon, he perceived continuity, rather than distinct types, in delineating five complex hierarchical racial groupings. His interest in craniometry, especially the study and analysis of human skulls to correspond to racial categories, resulted in him declaring that the white race were the common origin.

The ideas that reigned supreme at the time followed that human beings were of different species, and therefore of different origins, which coincided neatly with the Enlightenment ideas of equality, universality and sameness. As a result of these definitions, social progress simply meant that different races proceeded at different speeds on the trajectory of life. Similar arguments were imputed by the Enlightenment philosopher, Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), whose work had major influence. His essay *Of the Different Races of Human Beings*, relies on a monogenetic typology, in which the study of the whites of Northern Europe, the ‘copper-coloured’ native Americans, the blacks of ‘Senegambia’ and the ‘olive-skinned’ Indians, was elucidated. For him, the fundamental differences and inequalities between the races would eventually result in the death of the non-white races. For Kant, the Others were presumed to be incapable of change, given that their physical attributes were linked with behaviour and value systems. Eighty years later that classification was refined by the ‘godfather of scientific racism’, the French reactionary and aristocrat, Count Arthur Gobineau (1816–82). The imagery that Gobineau consistently used throughout his essay9 centred around the metaphor of the birth and death of developed civilizations. The principle of life and death comes from continually mixing the blood of races. According to Gobineau’s logic, it is only through the adulteration of their blood, mongrelism, that people become progressively more degenerate. Hence, he provides the basic paradigm in which civilizing mental abilities of the racially purer classes are in direct conflict with the degenerate, miscegenated lower-class’s tendencies.

Gobineau’s deterministic monogenetic views were most evidently challenged by the polygenetist Englishman James Cowles Prichard (1786–1848), who also
happened to be a strong opponent of slavery. Using ethnographic material from travellers and missionaries, Prichard confirmed that Europeans were the superior race. His initial work rejected the environmentalist (essentially climatic) explanation in favour of inheritance. Prichard argued that miscegenation would not affect heredity because of the choices different races made to choose cognate mates. This selection would enable the right characteristics to be passed on. The idea that the diversity of human customs and behaviour might be dependent on biology that was opposed to external factors such as the environment encouraged European scientists to consider the polygenetic view of human origins as the answer to their questions. Each race had its own distinct process of creation and homeland. Different races and species were transmuted into different types and difference could be explained materially. Predictably, white races were evidently superior in all aspects to non-whites. In this way, the mindset of reformers helped them argue that the key question to be resolved was whether the civilizing process would enable dark-skinned races to catch up with light-skinned races.

More pointedly, the obsessive detail with which the allegedly activity of miscegenation and degeneracy was analysed, was subsequently widely reproduced in anthropological accounts of race. Firsthand colonial experiences increasingly intervened in this analysis. Typical of those scholars was the fundamental contribution made by the Anglo-French biologist William F. Edwards (1776–1842). With colleagues, he helped produce a racial map of Europe, in which he outlined the thesis that each race had its own physical and mental attributes. Drawing on the work of philosopher Claude Henri De Saint-Simon, (1760–1825), his views were marginally modified in the political functionalism of Victor Courte de L’Isle. De L’Isle had experienced the high death rates of French colonialists in Algeria and rejected the climatic causal factors of the early monogeneticists. The colonializers had been unable to acclimatize themselves to local vicissitudes. Therefore, racial differences, especially their capacity to survive and perish, depended on genetics rather than the environment. In the case of Algeria, which was France’s most significant Other, its very site provided France with a sense of worth and superiority. Each race should be understood as having a place in society and their native capacities recognized. Policy was important. Race scientists had a responsibility to propagate their findings, and their success would ultimately be seen in the stability of the social order, where the threat of a revolution prevailed.

Such views were informed popularly by the ongoing exploitation of England’s first colony – Ireland. Observed attributes of the peasant Irish intervened with the process of European imperialism and helped legitimize the colonization processes both at home and abroad. Early colonial administrators contributed to the explanation of the Other, as an adjunct to policy. Amongst others, Edward Long (1734–1813), the Lieutenant-Governor of Jamaica, regarded classification of the races as necessary for governance. He drew up a detailed taxonomy
of the English, Spanish, Dutch, Creoles and black races, each with their specific attributes, partly mediated by a degree of interbreeding. Long argued that physical and behavioural characteristics of the different race, were a combination of inheritance and of adaptation to the Jamaican context.

In essence, early studies, such as Long’s, demonstrate that the meaning of race and of racial difference, varied according to the form of colonial governance. It is clear that Long echoed Kant in arguing, that those of African origin, had failed to ‘improve’ despite being subject to European colonization for many years.13 The constant search for a pure origin continued in the colonies, especially in the way in which one was and can be dehumanized by practices of imperial othering.

Like imperial administrators, colonial missionaries also contributed to the new racist sciences. Remarkably, there was a relative convergence between evangelists and early positivism. An evangelical view, reconciling Enlightenment secularism with earlier metaphysics, was articulated by energetic missionaries and their institutional backers in contributing to biological ideologies of race.14 One typical account is from the Baptist, William Carey (1761–1834), who expressed his desire to create India in England’s image. Although imperial evangelism had originally targeted European settlers, people like Carey regarded the capture of the heathens in the British empire as the logical next step. Such contributions had a byproduct: missionaries garnished raw data on imperial subjects for the new sciences.15 Given the intensity of religious observation in the early nineteenth century, such accounts from the missionaries were a primary source of information on the constitution of the Other for a much wider audience.

More pointedly, the Evangelicals were recognized as an important source of data and information for state policy. For example, the EIC, despite its protests, was required to allow access to its territories to the evangelists at the end of the eighteenth century.16 In turn, domestic missionaries, often connected directly with their brethren in the Empire, contributed to popular and scientific discourse in constructing images of the primitive English criminal classes.

In England, Prichard’s Christian monogenetic position was superseded by the polygenetist, Robert Knox (1791–1862). An Edinburgh anatomist and racial theorist, Knox had considerable South African colonial experience in refining Gobineau’s typologies. In his most influential work, *The Races of Men*, invoking the work of Buffon, he claims that essentially there is a history of the racial struggle for supremacy, in which different racial types were unaffected by either environmental factors or by interbreeding.17 In essence, Europeans and Africans were clearly of different species and even different races, set in a state of permanence. Despite some of his own complex views, Knox’s work was used by the succeeding Social Darwinists to justify European imperialism. Prichard’s work in the *London Ethnological Society* was challenged by other polygeneticists, such as James Hunt (1833–69) who helped set up the *London Anthropological*
What is remarkable and common to both sides in the emerging struggle between monogenetic and polygenetic, and in the emerging academic conflict between ethnologists and anthropologists, was that both argued that their disciplines should be placed at the service of state policies in the governance of both the urban mass of the metropolis and of the colonial Others. Policy pressed for scientific explanation of colonial phenomena. Central to the conditions that incited the modern form of governance are key moments of native resistance and rebellion in both Victorian England and in the colony. There are several instances, such as the rebellious behaviour of the natives at Cawnpur in 1857, and similarly evidence of lascar and ayahs resorting to crimes of survival in the metropolis, which pushed racial thinking to its unrecognizable limits. Rational explanations had to be found. Evident from such works and instances is that racism was not, as in Saidean discourse, simply an imperial creation and projection. Racial discourses were reworked and reformulated in colonial settings, not just by officials, governors, missionaries and transient travelers, but by those who tried to put ‘the natives’ to work,18 and also to contain and discipline their wayward behaviour.

The tensions and ambivalence generated by the Other meant that the colonial state itself was in transition. Marked differences existed between the early and late periods of colonial rule in British India, just as between British colonialism in India and Africa. In the colonial context itself, as opposed to the centre of Empire, that imagined native character – not race – was the key issue upon which legislative decisions turned.19 Together, the new racist sciences intersected with imperialism in several ways, especially as the colonized were evidently at the end of their racial life and such endings should be mentored. Colonization only speeded up an inexorable process, especially as the EIC was dissolved and the British Crown assumed direct control over India in 1858.20 The problems experienced by both the governing classes and the non-Western needed informed resolution. Given that scientific racism had become regarded as a generality, as a stable and comprehensive paradigm, formulated in Europe, these ideas were extended inexorably into the irredeemable Orient, as well as to subjugate the Asiatics and heathens in the metropolis. Scientific racism was critical to that differentiation process.

Eugenics and the Consolidation of Scientific Racism

The colonial imperium was founded on an explicit racism. Such mid-century views were bolstered with evolutionary inputs from Herbert Spencer (1820–1903) and Thomas Huxley (1825–95), in an interpretation of the (belated) publication of Darwin’s (1809–82) *The Descent of Man.*21 Darwin inferred racial differences and European superiority. Darwin, while denying the polygenetist
position, noted that stronger tribes always replaced the weaker. When the savages encountered civilization, they were destroyed.22 Despite Darwin’s reservations on the new emerging racist sciences, enough could be read into his work to lend support and credibility to similar racist ideas. Other sub-disciplines emerged. For example, J. H. Gall’s phrenological theories and practices contributed to the stock of imperial knowledge – especially in its commitment to measurement23 as a basis for policy. The new discipline of social statistics contributed to this form of knowledge production (see Chapter 8). State officials possessed a new instrument of assessment of the inferiority of its local and colonial subjects. In phrenology, colonial ethnographers had an accessible tool, for example, in classifying subject populations as ‘barbaric’ or ‘martial’.24 More importantly, when one looks at the connection between empire, race and law, it is the adaptation of the new eugenics from Darwin’s work by Galton (1822–1911) that provided a missing link. In the name of enlightened civilization, Galton’s vivid description of the human faculty serves to provide a hierarchy of both the advanced and the backward races.25 Galton set out to examine whether human ability was hereditary. From biographical accounts of man, he answered the question in the affirmative.26 Galton was concerned with collective rather than individual behaviour – tribes and classes rather than individuals, despite his foray into individuation by fingerprints.27 He was also committed to prediction – how to be forewarned about those who would show traits of hereditary criminality. As a founder of what transiently became known as criminal anthropology, he wished to document the facts of different races in order to predict, and consequently prevent, their future criminality.28 His rhetoric tended to betray his commitment to scientific objectivity. Later he spoke of a ‘recently uplifted savage’ as he compiled a ranking of racial abilities, according to each race’s distance from its bestial origins from the ‘...Jabbering, quarrelling, tom-tomming, or dancing negroids to the self-complacency of a steady-going Chinaman’.29 There was, however, a more encompassing agreement between Galton and Spencer, in which they both claimed that criminals were less evolved than their fellows.30 However, it was Galton who was the key to the scientific identification of whole genetic groups with an inherited predisposition to criminality – like the criminal classes and criminal tribes. As such, his logic fitted directly for the Victorian commitment to a body of law that pre-assigned certain groups, on the basis of their birth, so as to civilize some from a criminal constituency and segregate those who were deemed to be irredeemable.
Criminal Types and Images of Dangerousness

Without a doubt, the Enlightenment had given birth to the independent scientific domains of anthropology, ethnology and biology, producing (mainly) polygenetic hierarchical classifications, combining both physical and mental characteristics. Increasingly, anthropology dominated discourses on racial difference.31 By the mid-nineteenth century, such sciences emerged as an important discourse in modernity ‘the neutrality and objectifying distanciation of the rational scientist created the theoretical space for a view to develop bodies. Once objectified, these bodies could be analyzed, categorized, classified, and ordered with the cold gaze of scientific distance’.32 Other academic disciplines contributed. These ideas came to define human history according to the cultural-racial categories of savagery, barbarism and civilization. For example, J. S. Mill’s essay, *Civilisation* (1836), had formalized the hierarchy of the historical stages of mankind, bringing geography and history together in a scheme of European superiority, and identifying civilization with race.33

Given such forceful observations and accommodations, the new positivist sciences increasingly informed criminological discourse. Criminal behaviour was legible and open to interpretation and comprehension by science. Early criminology absorbed biological and anthropological assumptions over genetic inferiority and superiority, structuring debates not just over racial difference and social hierarchy, but also with regard to criminality and dangerousness. Populations could be split into the binary divisions of the normal and the pathological, reinforcing images of the abnormality of the non-Western, thus mirroring local distinctions between the respectable and the ‘criminal’ classes. Scientific knowledge formulated an appropriate interpretative framework for continually criminalizing the dangerous types in three ways. Firstly, in categorization of the domestic criminal class,34 secondly, the identification of its non-Western component within that criminal class; and thirdly of the colonized in colonial India. The concept of dangerousness developed currency in determining identities, especially of the dangerous classes. Scientific racism legitimized the notion of dangerousness.

The new urban bourgeoisie and the urban working class knew their own identity, because they were not the Other – the dangerous class. The term ‘dangerous class’ had first risen in France in the writings of Fregier, in which he provides a clear distinction between the poor and the dangerous,

the poor and vicious classes have always been and always will be the most productive breeding grounds of evil-doers of all sorts: it is they whom we shall designate as the dangerous class. For even when vice is not accompanied by perversity, by the very fact that it allies itself with poverty in the same person, he is a proper object of fear to society, he is dangerous.35
In the imperial domain, imperial fears were enhanced by the eugenicist ideologies of crime and dangerousness, further enhancing the impetus to control incorrigibles and the racially inferior. Images of racial aberration, combining colonial subjection of lesser peoples and their reduction to the status of savages with evolutionary imagery of the dangerous class required that the subjects, indigenous and non-Western, be removed once and for all, from civilized society and its standards.

More specifically then, dangerousness as a criminal type was not, of course, invented by the new sciences, it was merely refined. Long before the Habitual Criminals Act 1867, informal images of the criminal had been prevalent. For example, the ‘sturdy beggar’ was an image redolent of Elizabethan history and was sustained well into the nineteenth century. Various descriptions of the dangerous criminal types in the metropolis had been circulated by the Police Gazette of the Bow Street Runners in the mid-eighteenth century. A set of basic characteristics were then assigned to each type in the popular common discourse by the Georgians and Victorians. On the one hand, there is the juridical person (the citizen) who can own property and enter into market transactions but with limited right to claim official welfare benefits; and the Other is the irreconcilable deviant criminal who was to be the subject of control. The former might occasionally be aberrational in conduct, but this behaviour could be modified.

The Internal Other

More pertinent to our discussion is the way in which racial stereotyping of the colonials as dangerous develops. My interest here is to demonstrate how the above competing images on law and racial types, outlined above, are marshalled to legitimate different projects of power, with different stakes; and, more importantly for the purposes of this book, different strategies of resistance as will be shown in the following chapters. The image that emerges from the colonial archive on scientific racism proclaims that the non-Western was highly charged and corrupt. It is this image which prompted British legislatures to intervene to stop the threat of this ever-growing dangerous class. Various typologies were constructed internally as well as externally. Imperialism in Ireland (as above) was one source of the new criminal science. Cartoons in Punch portrayed the Irish as having ape-like features, stigmata linked by later phrenologists to a lower evolutionary order and criminality. The Irish in Britain had arrived at a crucial time of the development of the British state, a project directed at developing a homogenized society and culture. Irish Catholic migrants represented by defining the Other, from which the opposite, national unity, could be defined, Britishness and concomitant notions of respectability was defined by what it was not – Irishness. In John Beddoe’s Races of Britain (1862) that all men of genius were orthognathous (less prominent jaw bones), while the Irish and
the Welsh were prognathous and that the Celt was closely related to CroMagnon man who, in turn, was linked, to the 'Africanoid'. Popular culture absorbed and reflected these images. The ‘ape-like’ Celt became something of a malevolent cliché of Victorian racism, ‘I am haunted by the human chimpanzees I saw [in Ireland], I don’t believe they are our fault. But to see white chimpanzees is dreadful; if they were black, one would not feel it so much’. The Irish were regarded as ‘immature’ and in need of proper tutelage. Their emotional selves were contrasted, unfavourably, with English ‘reason’. These were all arguments which conveniently supported British rule in Ireland.

At the turn of the twentieth century, Asian and black minorities, the human products of the imperial mission and of mercantile trade, had been a visible, if shifting and unstable segment, within the larger dangerous class within the metropolis. The presence, seen as an intrusion, of the non-Western on England’s streets compounded perception of dangerousness. Popular concepts of race embraced varied religious, caste, tribal, national and ethnic identities, all posited as being essentially biological and hereditary. Emblems of blood and of descent thus created a two-tier scheme of racial hierarchy under which non-Western peoples were deemed potentially dangerous to the European race. These racialized differences became a key part of imperial discourse.

More pointedly, criminality as a form of degeneration of the native class (or a lower evolutionary form in the case of the new minority ethnic communities) symbolized the confrontation between modernity and savagery. Criminal policy followed, such as proposing (as in Chapter 3) the segregation, control and incarceration of those whose degeneration or evolutionary stagnation threatened social order. In Fitzpatrick’s words

'...In the colonies the savage was the carrier of the irresolution in occidental identity and the constituting negation of its civilization and, so, had to be maintained as intractably apart from that identity and that civilization'.

Dangerousness itself, and hence the notion of anxiety, constituted the key component of fear of the Other. In the case of race, fear was embedded in the belief that the virgin sanctity of the West would be endangered by the proximity of the non-Western.

It must be stressed that racist science had created a mental chasm between Occidental modernity and indigenous peoples throughout Empire. The concept of dangerousness, when linked with the themes of crime, race and colonialism, opened a vacuum. Criminology, the new science of crime, sought to fill that void, attempting an objective basis for such popular images. Dangerousness was a conflation of the stereotypes of inherited criminality. Further, dangerousness was known by what it was not, rather than by its core features. The West increasingly portrayed danger as stemming from those who had yet to reach the stage of civility and who lacked the contours of modernity. Supposedly primitive and
backward races were characterized as dangerous. The West defined that status by reference to its opposite – the civilized standards of modernity, of morality and of progress. The stable facade of Victorian identity concealed, in the process of nation-building, a fluidity of status, of indecision and in turn, an Other against which it defined itself. The social construction of the non-Western as dangerous and primitive was designed to mask and displace Western anxieties. Wide-spread fear over the apparently rising crime and the unruliness of the colonials was the manifestation of this anxiety. Central to the easing of such concerns was the representation of the dangerous savage. By attributing racial characteristics to biological differences, criminological science turned savagery and civilization into fixed and permanent conditions. These ascriptions of the non-Western as dangerous enhanced hierarchical differences.

**Disciplinary Criminology**

Criminal sciences were attractive to states that sought to contain the perceived rising tide of crime and social danger riding the heels of modernity. Scientists and governments could cooperate to eliminate, or at least mitigate, the effects of criminality. The new criminological scientists, such as Cesare Lombroso, empirically demonstrated that crime was a non-rational and determinate product of under-socialization and inheritance that could be studied, in much the same way as scientists studied the natural world. Lombroso acknowledged his debt to the Scottish penal physician, J. Bruce Thomson, whose 1870 paper, *The Hereditary Criminal*, refined in criminological form the importance of theories of the inheritance of crime to British imperialism. 'The influence of colonial experience was clear in Thomson's argument, which was peppered with a reference to caste as a way a delineating people... caste... opened up the possibility of the hidden existence of criminal castes at home'. Thomson argues that just as castes were inbred so must the criminal class at home. The criminal, Lombroso argued, was frequently a throwback to a more primitive form of human being, distinguishable through physiological characteristics. Criminality was innate. That scientific discourse furnished a frame of reference within which criminality could both be understood and be constrained. Exalted as the positivist school of criminology, its central theme was that the mind and the body of the criminal should be investigated through the application of the methodology of the natural sciences. Racial classifications were central, especially in Ferri's work, which followed the conventional elaboration of the survival of not just the fittest, but also of the most civilized and superior human types. For example, self-restraint was an evolutionary valuable trait. Crime was always the effect of an anomaly or of a pathological condition, and behaviour that transgressed conventional
norms was directly inscribed into the categories of the criminal character, which could be cured and reformed. In essence, criminal definitions of the pathological deviant came to play a prominent role in imperial criminal justice policies, bolstering the earlier Benthamite commitment to rational crime control. In the colonies, such ideas were bolstered by the development of criminological associates, such as evolutionary anthropometry which classified criminal physiognomy in order to predict different kinds of criminal behaviour. Born criminals, in particular, could no longer be held directly accountable for their actions. They were beyond the pale of modernity and needed to be controlled by appropriate legislative and scientific strategies. Dangerousness was not just a state of mind, of rhetoric, but had a scientific, rational basis. Moreover, scientific arguments moved through generalized categories of difference, to specificities of psychological, intellectual, eugenic, and moral categorization and especially the adaptation of evolutionary theory to the hierarchy of race. This knowledge altered popular perceptions of race and racial differences and ensured widespread acceptance of the new claims of an inevitable and permanent racial superiority and its attendant virtue of civilization. Within a racialized landscape, postcolonial anxieties focused on the savages, both within and the savages without – outside. The discipline of criminology drew on, and evoked, colonial notions of the civilized and the uncivilized, the savage and the modern. Scientific racial differences lent themselves formidable to a Western discourse, which conceived of itself and of its non-Western peoples in terms of enlightened Europeans being charged with the improvement of those dangerous Others. Ideas about racial difference and hierarchy justified the criminalization of the non-Western whilst being instrumental in legitimating social inequality and segregation. Post-Enlightenment society could combine a commitment to legal equality by combining it with a concept of rationality. To be rational meant being civilized, like the West. Ideas of inferiority and superiority were established in which those without rationality, humanity and reason were rendered as qualitatively different from the modern. The dangerous irrational non-Western and the colonial savages and heathens could therefore be excluded. They were primitives, children of a lesser god, requiring management and control, and in some cases, outright extinction.

Criminological and Postcolonial Reflections

This imperial acceptance of scientific explanation and resolution in relation to the Other can readily be explained through more critical approaches. It ignores social constructionist questions of how crime was defined and the presuppositions and power of definers. It assumed that criminal law constitutes some fixed, discrete and unified category. Social and antisocial behaviour were
arbitrarily defined as absolutes. It was a discourse that failed to grapple with problems of partisanship in the construction of deviant individuals, as definitions imposed by different criminal discourses and imperial projects. This shift in defining categories according to class and race was the way in which crime was experienced and understood – made rational. The problem of crime was widely assumed to be an abnormality that could be incorporated into the imperial social order and to criminal justice policies. The West created the dangerous savages against which it set itself. The criminal sciences set the scene in which the non-Western was deliberately constructed as essentially different and inferior, ‘the subject projects these outside so as to be able to flee from them, phobic avoidance, and protect himself from them, the subject now finds himself obliged to believe completely in something that is henceforth subject to the laws of external reality.’

This projection describes the process whereby the subject attributes to others the intolerable passions and inclinations that she or he is unable to accept in her or himself. A racist self will deny or disavow his or her fears and disposition, repressing them and projecting these intolerable feelings on to the despised racial groups. Mentally splitting the Self and the rest into ‘good’ and ‘bad’ represses the anxieties which arise from the proximity of the Other. The ‘bad’ Self is distanced. The deep structure of the sense of self is built upon the illusory image of the world divided into two camps, us and them.

Within the imperial project, the relationship between the construction of difference and general stereotyping was especially potent when applied to notions of racial difference predicated on physical attributes. Here, differences are constructed through the process of creating distinct categorizations, which assist in the production and maintenance of identities. Scientific racist ideologies, racial myths and stereotypical characterizations in criminal discourse are enactments which echo Western anxieties. Embedded in this psychic process are processes of distortion, contradiction and ambivalence.

Through taking their own identity from the new sciences, Westerners became bound in their own being under the conditions, rules and values with which they oppressed others. In this all-defining project, the non-Western in imperial India and similarly in the metropolis was scientifically constructed as mysterious, belonging to an unknown savage, located at an unknown time and place. The saved were the Westerners in whom truth and light was reflected.

This chapter has provided an archaeology of the key tenets of the positivist school in criminology, especially its scientific basis of racial thinking, which was a key component in the social construction of the Other. Science complemented law, retracing its themes, weight and contexts, in which it reified the criminal. The West has an illusory sense of a superior identity, which needs constant reassurances. This security is, of course, spurious and thus constantly under threat because it is, in reality, highly dependent on the Other. It is the threat of
a dissolution in the self-constructed identity which fuels racial supremacy and subsequent criminal statuses. The West was caught on the cusp of modernity which is all encompassing in its inclusiveness of the non-Western in terms of equivalence, and yet at the same time excluding the Other as the primitive savage. The obsession with the latter was part of a racist motif to categorize the non-Western as inherently less able than, and inferior to, a modern West. This helped justify the suppression of the Other, not only in imperial India but also within the metropolitan centre. In both settings, the constant fear of ‘dangerous’ people established the main institutional frameworks, not only in the police and in the penitentiary, but also in welfare measures established in the name of progress and modernization. Once in place, police controls, prisons and poorhouses, could become more immediate, discipline-specific institutions to manage the ‘unruly’ savages. Criminal tendencies within an individual required the entire social edifice to contain the frightening, anxiety-producing possibilities. The West’s preoccupation with the scientific mode of thought revealed its most oppressive face when the non-Western came to assume the label of a hereditary criminal. It has to be seen in the context of our understanding of the role scientific racism played in the repressive violence that was key element of colonial rule, both at home and abroad. This mode of identity formation was utilized not only in imperial India against the criminal tribes and castes, but similarly employed in identifying the non-Western as part of the Victorian criminal class, which is the subject of the following chapter.
5 THE ‘ETHNIC’ AS A COMPONENT OF THE ‘CRIMINAL’ CLASS

Crowds of Lascars and Malays hang about the grogshops, quarrelling of course, writhing their bodies about like snakes, showing equal venom of tongue and double the wickedness of eye possessed by those interesting reptiles.¹

Introduction

In 1869, Charles Dickens, like the urban missionaries of the period, voyeuristically foraged with a group of friends into the East End of London. Dickens's observations resulted in his short story, *The Mystery of Edwin Drood*, which portrays a sample of the depravity and primitive ways of imperial subjects lurking in the ‘lascars’ den’. The work’s remarkable impact is obvious. ‘The opium den in which Jasper indulges his habit and entertains dreams is a world unto itself, peopled by “Chinamen” and East Indian Lascars.’² This scene contains all the Victorian nightmares of dangerousness and of the irredeemable imperial Other. As such, opium addiction is the fault of vicious oriental hordes, bound by the exoticism of India and of the Orient. The exotic Occidental account of the dangerous Oriental detracts from more sober description. Fortunately, there is a quite different contemporaneous account of this same lascars’ den which treats the occupants simply as working people, conducting crimes of survival. Situated in Victorian Court, in Bluegate Gardens, the ‘den’ was one of several that the moral guardians of the Strangers Homes for Asiatics regularly attempted to close. Eliza (portrayed vicariously by Dickens) is the common law wife of a lascar, She speaks Hindi, is an expert on her craft, opium-smoking and furnishes what some would regard as a necessary service for stranded lascars.³

Dickensian perceptions and scenes provide a link between domestic crime, a kind of psychic division, and the politics of empire, ‘psychologically, the indigenous connects with the empire-like repressions that characterizes the “criminal intellect” in all of us.’⁴ Similarly, late Victorian detective novelists, such as Edgar Allen Poe and Arthur Conan Doyle,⁵ captured the essence of ethnic proclivities and the challenges these heathens, posed to imperial identity. Earlier the poet,
Thomas De Quincey narrates, 'Every third man at the least might be set down as a foreigner. Lascars, Chinese, Moores, Negroes, were met at every step, and apart from the manifold ruffianism, shrouded impenetrably under the mixed hats and turbans whose past was untraceable to any European eye.\(^6\) What is clear, however, from this example of De Quincey’s writing in the early nineteenth century, is that this conflation between different races and foreigners was the very processes of Orientalism that Said exposed. The opium scene could have been staged any time in the eighteenth century of alien settlement in the urban metropolis.

The power of representation is all too evident in this configuration, where the debates over ethnic identity acquired saliency during the different phases of migrant settlement in England, especially against the backdrop of the socio-cultural and economic processes of colonialism. This chapter outlines how different ethnic identities were constituted by many of the same legal and criminal justice strategies that constructed the indigenous criminal class in Victorian England. In a notable work of the period, John Salter notes of some lascars,

\begin{quote}
\begin{flushleft}
in the case of repeated convictions suffer a much longer term of imprisonment and one we know who has no less than seventy-two convictions against him. He has lived more in prison than out of it and has become so vitiated with the vagrant life as to prefer prison to liberty.\(^7\)
\end{flushleft}
\end{quote}

His convictions suggest that societal reaction, through various criminal and civil statutes, scientific discourse and literary voyeurism established the identity of the ethnic minorities of nineteenth-century England, not just as subordinate strata, but also by a more complex process, as a variant of the newly emergent criminal class. Further, this labelling and the subsequent criminalization of a diffuse ethnic minority in Victorian England, and its rendering as different under various statutes, from criminal legislation to the Navigation Acts, also lends itself to the creation of the castes and tribes as dangerous in colonial India (see Chapters 6 and 7). The differentiation of the non-Western within the periphery, and in the centre accommodated a particular racial formation, which both encompassed and resisted those constructions. Victorian racial identities were fraught with contradictions and inconsistencies rather than fixed securely to a modernity to which it repeatedly made claims. It was precariously located, therefore, in the dynamics of identity on both sides, and remained unresolved and fractured. More importantly, the governing class’s promise of inclusion, made to the non-Western, could not have been wholly ignored, because the law at least had to be seen to be responsive to a variety of situations involving the Asiatics, the lascars and economic migrants in Victorian England. Identities and moralities of visible minorities among the working classes were fragmented. We now turn to specific instances, each involving different people in similar settings. Each setting qualifies simultaneously as a peculiar place connected to empire and law, and each
individual so defined was enmeshed in the local and the colonial. A developing literature\(^8\) demonstrates, that caught in England’s cities, in the hub of empire, the lascars and the ayahs (domestic servants),\(^9\) found themselves reconstructed as part of the criminal class, and subsequently subjected to disciplinary measures of social control and surveillance. Conceptions of the threat of the non-Western crystallized around the same popular images of savagery and of moral degeneracy, a process reinforced in imperial fiction. Missionary literature such as Salter’s iconic work drew on and contributed to the developing sciences of ethnography and anthropology outlined in the preceding chapter.\(^10\) A desire to civilize and improve the peculiar habits of the non-Western followed directly from indigenous precedent.

The Minority Incursion

An appreciation of economic imperatives from the seventeenth century through to the first decades of the nineteenth century, is central to an understanding of how various racist ideologies became fundamental to the self-perception of imperial England. The primary reason for the growth of the black population in England was the development of the transatlantic trade. Ethnic minorities were not a novelty to Victorian England. There were black soldiers and travellers in England long before the eighteenth century.\(^11\) As Fryer shows, there were many blacks (using that terminology to encompass all those with a non-white complexion) in England more than a thousand years before the beginning of the slave trade. Africans arrived as soldiers in the Roman army of occupation and there were black women who had their own maidservants at the early Scottish Court.\(^12\) Between 1200 and 1600 AD, a series of distinct ethnic minority groups made their way to England. Typically in the mediaeval period, ‘jews faced particular hostility and “Jew-baiting” became a sport, like cock throwing, or bull-baiting and pelting some poor wretch in the pillory’.\(^13\) Images of the Other had their own history. The status of racial inferiors as slaves was already established in the early fifteenth century, as Davies notes on European relations ‘woven in monstrous and phantasmagoric detail, based primarily on fears, fantasies and demons inhabiting the Western mind from St. Augustine to Columbus, this perception became an integral part of Europe’s self-identity’. There were early East Indian slaves.\(^14\)

South Asian presence is anecdotally evident early on. The East India Company first employed lascars\(^15\) in the seventeenth century. Initially, that employment arose because of the high sickness and death rates of European sailors on India-bound ships, and their frequent desertions in India, which left ships short of crew for the return voyage.\(^16\) Obtaining a fresh supply of European sailors in India was expensive, costing 50–70 per cent more than sailors recruited in England. In order to bridge the labour gap, the custom of employing...
some lascars in predominantly British crews began. Later, in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, imperial navies depleted mercantile ranks. During the Napoleonic Wars, for instance, conscription of British sailors by the Royal Navy was frequent from EIC ships. Lascars were therefore recruited six-fold to supplement European crews.17 Hence, death rates were extraordinarily high. According to some records, up to 50 per cent of lascars would never return to India, ensuring a recurring demand for new recruits.18 In India, availability depended upon seasonal opportunities for agricultural work.19

When the Company’s Charter was renewed in 1813, faced with agitation from other merchants, Parliament stripped the EIC of its monopoly on trade with India. Free trade, coupled with steam power, ultimately proved crucial for the employment of lascars. As trade expanded and India became increasingly central to Britain’s global economy, lascars became the mainstay of the labour force in British-registered ships bound for Europe. As naval records demonstrate, they substituted for the ‘native’ English at the same period.20 The lascars came to England primarily from India, especially from Gujarat, the Punjab, Serat and Bengal,21 and also from other parts of South Asia, as well as from Madagascar and North Africa. The attraction for maritime employers was obvious. They were expendable and relatively cheap and abundant.22 They were more open to coercion, even by the nautical standards of the Georgian era. Like other Europeans at the time, British merchant adventurers found that large profits could be made from importing oriental luxuries via newly discovered sea routes. India provided sugar, spices, dyes and, most importantly, textiles of a quality that could not be produced in Europe. Overseas manpower was an economic imperative. So many were employed that the British government periodically required the company to hire at least one English seaman for every three lascars. Between the years 1794–1814, 2,500 Lascar sailors had visited England, and by the late nineteenth century between 10,000 and 12,000 came to the country annually.23

**Law’s Violence: The Lascars and Collective Identity**

Sailors played a critical role in the development of imperial identities. In the seventeenth and most of the eighteenth century, maritime workers were consigned to the periphery as marginal people.24 But, culminating with Nelson’s victories, the sailor became the ‘classic example of a patriotic British subject’.25 Jack Tar came to epitomize imperial spirit and colonial superiority. Alien sailors, such as the lascars, represented a threat to the growing identity of ‘Britishness’. They constituted a complex but collective group of maritime workers. Unlike the individuated employment of imperial domestic servants such as the ayahs, they were a workforce that, whatever its many tribulations, enjoyed dynamic group solidar-
Recruited by their fellows, the *ghat serangs*, they worked in the port of origin, lived there and were confined and treated, not as individuals, but as a unit.

In India and in other Asian ports, the *serang* was the gatekeeper to lascar employment, despite several EIC attempts to dismantle his powers over such labour, access to EIC employment (and to other traders, especially with the abolition of the EIC’s monopoly) depended upon payment and goodwill to the *serang*. The *ghat serang* occupied a position in the realm of Indian shipping employment akin to that of a labour agent, a lodging-house keeper and a money lender. He made his own bargain with individual seamen for their services (in times of abundance, taking a bribe from the recruit). His junior, the *serang*, was responsible for lascar welfare and discipline, and wielded forcible authority. The *serangs* negotiated wages which were held by him and his ancillary tindals from the outset of the voyage. On board the ship, he was the intermediary between the European officers and the lascar component of the crew, combining the functions of boatswain and crew representative. On shore in Victorian England, for the most part, lascars lived in the same integrated groups under the *serang*. The *serang* was central to the crew and in resisting Occidental definitions. As such he was both hero and villain. As the leader of the lascars, he delivered their requirements to the officers. But he also administered his own chastisements. He was held responsible by the Captain for any perceived dereliction by the crew. In England, after receiving due wages from the Captain, he distributed to the crew (minus his fees). He would also remit to India due payments for lascars who had died. On shore, he acted with informal legal authority over his collectivity and also acted as a spokesman on external legal matters, for example as the key petitioner to the British authorities in cases affecting the lascars. Critically, the *serang* was a countervailing authority to the power of the EIC and its officers, essential to the integrity of identity of the lascars and the focus of authority reaction.

As a collective, the lascars were rarely treated with recognition of their human worth. More pointedly, there are contrary accounts of their actual skills, mainly derogatory. They were not individualized. One of the most extreme recorded cases of the brutal treatment accorded to the lascars is that of Captain Eastwick in 1819. After his ship had sunk on the French coast, Eastwick prevented lascars climbing into the lifeboat and some 310 lascars were drowned. The lascars were treated as subhuman, akin to an animal-like-human, and were not worthy of the place of a European; as a result, killings by officers were not uncommon. Collectivity and subhumanity were maintained in other ways. Lascars were financially determined as inferior. By the eighteenth-century Navigation Acts they were constructed as lesser to those of British or of African descent. ‘A Select Committee of the EIC reported that two lascars may be equal to one European, so in a cold climate, the lascars become of no consequence’.

As potential for Naval employment, lascars were not considered of similar worth to others. Company
officials regarded lascars as less productive than Europeans. Naval authorities valued them as physically weaker and less morally willing to engage in conflicts with enemy ships. Pay levels and food supplies were determined at two-thirds those of other maritime workers. They were legally defined as non-British. Prior to the abolition of slavery in 1805, they could – though the cases might be exceptional – sold as slaves. Identity was reinforced by assumption of financial, physical and moral subordination.

The world of seafaring was harsh and unequal. Ships were oppressive workplaces and officers brutal bosses. Death rates for lascars were extraordinary: ‘Thirty Asiatics died on board the Fort William on the voyage to London, bodies of 18 were thrown over board in the English Channel.’

Colonial seamen had not only to endure oppressive conditions at their workplace; they also had to suffer the indignity of being an underclass of ‘coolies’ denied the sympathy and support, let alone admission to their community, of workers. Imperial treatment in engagements, and discharges, affirmed their image as coolies standing in the penumbra of freedom.

In 1783, regulations for the proper treatment of Indian servants and lascars (seamen) taken abroad came into force. Such regulations proved ineffective. The streets of the metropolis became ‘...inundated with destitute Asians, and the workhouses, jails and hospitals becoming full of numerous Asian occupants who had been cast adrift and left unprovided for.’ Enforced subordination met with resistance.

The Limits of Law: Lascars, Resistance and Agency

Most studies of colonial workers in metropolitan contexts focus on their structural incorporation and subjection. This is a debatable emphasis, a view that carries some dangers, notably the tendency to reproduce shared metropolitan and local elite representations and stereotypes about these workers, their subjectivities, and their capacity for agency. Lascars, throughout the different periods of colonialism, were in an ambivalent status, a confused identity in the eyes of the Occident. But agency was maintained primarily through collective unity. This grouping based on severe working conditions was the primary source of strength of the lascars. Their solidarity onshore, despite the fact that the group could encompass many different regions, cultures and religions, and in the face of the poverty affecting other inhabitants of London docklands, was the key source of resistance. With their complex sources of origin and mixture of cultures, they were clearly alien to the Occident.

Legally (increasingly over the period), they were subject to competing identities and statuses. On board ships, they were subject to maritime legislation, derived harshly, from Britain. On shore, in London and other ports, they were
subject to the largely inquisitorial power of English criminal law, like members of the indigenous criminal class.

'Most Lascars who had voluntarily entered into a maritime labor gang ... Yet once in England, many lascars found themselves or on another kind of servitude. Their term of service was involuntary, indefinite, brutal, and often fatal.'

They enjoyed, formally at least, citizen rights: for example the right to prosecute and appeal in the courts. Formal penalties in those higher courts differed little from the indigenous. However, with the bifurcation of criminal and civil law in the nineteenth century, they had few civil rights. Where they enjoyed legal equality, they were nevertheless frequently treated in derogatory fashion. For example in a Mansion House case, where the serang and his colleagues claimed they had been denied wages and provisions (including ‘grog’) the presiding Lord Mayor made fun of them, including asking why, if they were Muslims, would they require grog. The serang replied ‘the prophet could never have contemplated that any of the faithful should live in such a wretched country, like this or he would never have prohibited (its) use’. The more theological arguments of his colleagues were openly derided and the EIC had the case dismissed.

At lower legal levels, they had no parish rights for sustenance, but agency and resistance were possible. Law was a contested arena, a location of struggle that could be used calculatively by lascars to maintain their own identity. One of the first recorded cases was in 1750, when up to fifty-six lascars chose Marshalsea prison and all its deprivations rather than being arbitrarily shipped back to India, especially as a series of requests for payment from the attending surgeon attests to their experience. They ‘absolutely refuse[d] to go without their prize money’, a legal right which was eventually conceded, despite other sanctions.

Criminal law was also a medium of resistance. Despite the responsibility for all aspects of prosecution – costs, finding witnesses and requiring a translator in court – there are a series of Old Bailey cases in which lascars chose to use the Old Bailey to seek redress against both ship-masters and members of the indigenous criminal class. Of course, these were exceptional cases. The vast majority of matters involving criminal and civil law were inquisitorial (see Chapter 3), such as vagrancy and begging, for which few records are available and the law stacked against the accused. Many of the offences for which lascars were charged involved relationships with brothel workers, and other members of the criminal class. Legal petitions were used. In the late eighteenth century, there were many such petitions, normally articulated by the serang, to the Directors of the EIC.

Resistance could take other forms. Fisher quotes an incident in 1798, when a British Captain kidnapped lascars for his crew and sailed off. Virtually all other lascars went on strike until punishment for the offender was promised. Equally, such industrial action could result arbitrarily with prison – the powers granted by the Masters and Servants Act could be invoked. There a few reported exam-
ples of serious crime by starving lascars. There were several riots – some due to grievances against the authorities, and others inter-ethnic. But there were more positive signs of resistance to the destruction of identity in the frequent ceremonies which embellished religious faiths, such as in funeral procession. Symbols of culture and identity were maintained – as the rejecting of the extraordinary attempts by local missionaries to induce them to conversion.

Domestic Workers: the Ayahs

Servants constituted a second group of Asian migrants. About half of them were women. They were fixed in a halfway house between slavery and indentured labour. They shared with the lascars their eventual fate. Class, sexuality and racial difference can be seen as part of a matrix of ideas in which the colonial female returning from the colonized territory to the metropolis with her status symbol, ‘the hard-working ayah’, was perceived as the norm. Many Asians were brought by government officials, army and navy officers returning from service abroad and by captains of merchant ships. Indian servants and ayahs (nannies) were brought over by British families returning from India as early as the seventeenth century, for example to attend to the needs of the family on the six-month journey from India. English children were often sent home for their education in the company of trusted Indian servants. By the eighteenth century, the custom of employing Indian servants and ayahs in returnee British households had become firmly established. They were convenient, cheap and totally dependent. The colonial lifestyle could be partly maintained – ayahs were an ‘index of rank’. Oriental servants were a symbol of the exalted status of the newly enriched India-returned nabobs. They were exotic a kind of fashion accessory, available only to a few.

The domestic servant, conversely, carried various identities, which were constantly investigated and monitored. Most Indian servants worked in isolation, with a demeaning status, in British households. They were under strong pressure to Anglicize, in a subordinate status of Englishness. Deprived of any rights once the contractual obligation ended, few could afford the fare back to India. ‘I was happy in Benares till I hired myself to a sahib, who brought me to England 15 years ago, and he died and left me helpless. I have now an English wife and little girl, and we live by begging.’ By the middle of the eighteenth century, an increasing number of families discharged their travelling servants on arrival in Britain, leaving them to fend for themselves. A few received paid returns but most were left wandering in port cities, made destitute by the colonial government in India, who refused the costs of repatriation. With no contracts of employment, abandoned and destitute, they were forced to beg for a passage home. For women, prostitution was the only viable alternative, until they were removed by the police from the streets to be incarcerated under Poor Law
powers. Such non-Western normative behavior was repeatedly described as ‘immoral’ and ‘indecent’. Domestic workers from the colonies were unable to verify their ‘right of abode’. Those who escaped the harsh realities of the household, encountered major difficulties once out of the private domain.

**Crimes of Survival: Ethnic Vagrants and Beggars**

By the mid-nineteenth century, there are records of many destitute Asiatics wandering about the streets of London. A House of Commons debate noted ‘a large number of lascars wandering about London … and that some remedy might be found for the sufferings of these poor people’. The 1790s coincided with a rise in xenophobia and the passage of the Aliens Act of 1793, which provided wide powers for the control of foreigners, including deportations of those regarded as undesirable. Later, in the winter of 1850, ‘some 40 sons of India’ were found dead of cold and hunger on the streets of London. Begging and ‘wandering’ by the employees of the EIC became a major feature of the English ports.

The social condition of the South Indians and the reactions to such inequality made them more liable to have their activities criminalized. They were an impediment to the process of social change, of capital accumulation, and their conditional and presence undermined the identity of the British. These minorities were socially constructed as a ‘criminogenic’ population. The moral panics over such social groups were not a new phenomenon. The idle stranger was excluded from membership of the community while a different kind of exclusion applied to strangers by ‘race’ – both blacks and Indians were deemed inferior and uncivilized, and denied any claim on public funds. This socially unequal status resulted in a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Extensions of inquisitorial statutes had severe and far-reaching consequences for the ethnic minority population. The Vagrancy Act of 1824 in particular furnished ample scope for the criminalization of this class. The police could arrest ‘anyone wandering in the public streets or highways, behaving or looking suspicious’. Discharged servants and lascars were therefore contained within reconstructed notions of the dangerous and criminal classes. Lascar vagrancy had been apparent from the mid-eighteenth century. A contract did not guarantee a return passage to India. Discharge slips were often unacceptable. Some were incarcerated for using fraudulent coinage to pay for passages. Economic estrangement ensured that low-caste Indians were unable to find any employment as a means of returning to India. The Reverend Pegg notes that vagrancy and subsequent starvation was a frequent outcome. As Salter noted, ‘eight human beings of the same class have perished with cold and hunger in our streets during the present winter.'
As early as 1816, a Parliamentary Committee of Enquiry had attempted to develop specific regulations to control what it regarded as the ‘low’ criminality of the lascars. The Committee recommended new forms of policing directed specifically at the lascars and proposed moving their accommodation away from St Giles, from where they gained access to the City.86 These ‘strangers’ had no financial security and lacked contracts of employment or provision for a return passage. Many were discharged without ceremony after their arrival in England. Under the Merchant Shipping Laws, ship-owners were liable to provide for those who had to wait for the return journey.87 However, the legislation had little effect. Vagrancy, of course, was highly related to the question of accommodation. The EIC recorded lascars arriving at their Leadenhall Street offices ‘reduced to great distress and applying to us for relief’ (1782). Improvised accommodation was perceived as morally and physically threatening. ‘The shed in which many of the Asiatic are lodged in the East India Dock, is a filthy place, the place is in a worse condition than a pigsty ... more than 100 ... huddled together with no fire and very little clothing’.88 From 1795, lascar hostels and seamen’s homes were established in Shoreditch, Shadwell and Wapping. Inevitably, the poor quality of the accommodation was blamed on the indulgent practices of the lascars themselves.89 In 1802, the EIC contracted barracks in Shadwell for lascar shelter and food. Around this barracks grew a small commercial community of taverns, brothels and pawnbrokers to serve its needs, and these became targets of the larger criminal class.90 As the respectable class grew more aware of lascar poverty and the moral threat of the lascars, an appeal was launched by the Society for the Protection of Asian Sailors and the Stranger’s Home (founded in Limehouse in 1857). Difference, the non-Western, could be contained in the Strangers Home for Asiatics,91 where missionaries prowled, as reflected in the work of John Salter92 and of John Pegg.93 This home had the specific function of separating, in parallel with the earlier measures against the indigenous class, the deserving from the undeserving, and the indigenous from the non-Western. In the contemporary words of Augustus Sala,

there are black Ayahs, and Hookabadars, and Lascars, poor, bewildered, shivering, brown-faced Orientals, staring at everything around them, as if they had not quite got over their astonishment yet at the marvels of Frangistan. I wonder whether the comparison is unfavorable to us in their Brahminical minds, between the cold black swampy Isle of Dogs, the inky water, the slimy hulls, the squalid labourers, the rain and sleet: and the hot sun and yellow sands of Calcutta; the blue water, and dark maiden, with her water-pitcher on her head; – the sacred Ganges, the rich dresses, stately elephants, half-naked Sircars of Hindostan; – the rice and arrack, the paddy-fields and bungalows, the punkato, palankeen, and yellow streak of caste of Bengal the beloved’.94

In the mid-nineteenth century, Henry Mayhew referred to Hindu beggars as ‘deceptive and artificial’, claiming that the worse treatment was meted out the
sweepers and cleaners (topzees), many of whom were accosted begging in the streets of the large ports. Unlike the criminal laws, the Poor Laws governing social and economic relief did not apply to destitute Indians as a means of relief. They were only applicable to remove paupers between English parishes. Transhipment was therefore possible in England but not Poor Law relocation to India. A later respectable Liverpool observer commented about the resultant nomadism:

They are deserters from the ships, and these are the men who are scattered over the country begging, thus earning an idle living and selling tracts as an excuse. When they fail in their begging speculations, they are thrown on the parishes and then forwarded to London.

State Reports regularly commented on their destitution and resultant begging and vagrancy. Discarded Indian seamen were assumed to be a threat to civilized standards. Respectable Western identity was threatened by the core elements of this emerging new non-Western criminal class, especially when they ventured out from the Shadwell ghetto where they had established meeting places and centres of worship, coexisting with the larger indigenous criminal class. There were regular complaints that the lascars were not kept under restraint. Images of debauchery and savagery attracted the attention of the wider public and the police. Any tolerance for Asiatics begging on the streets of London diminished in the early part of the nineteenth century. Judicial attitudes towards the minority people hardened. The immediate result of this panic was the extension of the Vagrancy Act of 1824 to incarcerate destitute Indians as a deterrent to others. The magistrates at the police courts were continually occupied in punishing those who had been tempted into evil; so the prisons were never free from natives of the East. Magistrates often resorted to the legally expedient practice of deportation for vagrancy, after indefinite arbitrary confinement.

Popular discourses engaged in the continual suppression of the South Asians by portraying their aberrant native character, especially their supposed cunning, idleness and linguistic peculiarity. The notions of an idiosyncratic language and religion, and indifference to pain, induced beliefs in the Asians of ‘unworthiness’. Hardship, such as lack of access to religious practices was regarded as beneficial in a rejection of heathenism. Religious food practices were ignored by shelter overseers. Where they were lodged in a workhouse, the presence of the Indians interfered with the enforcement of discipline because the authorities could not find employment for Asian paupers. As a result, Poor Law authorities shifted the financial and social burden onto the revenues from India. However, the India Office itself refused to use Indian taxpayers’ money to relieve the Indians found destitute in England. Illness and poverty were commonly described as pathological problems of the self. Difference could be coupled with pathos as in a
letter in *The Times*, ‘The Lascars have been landed from the ship ... One of them has since died...the coffin being filled with food and money, under the idea that the food would maintain him till his arrival in the new other world ... Some of the poor fellows have hitherto been shivering about the streets, wet and half naked, exhibiting a picture of misery but little creditable to the English nation.’

**Contested Identities**

This period of Asian chastisement coincided with a central crisis of imperialism. Intricately interwoven in dominant discourses were definitions of morality and empire. Internal dangers and crises were realized and easily reframed as issues of morality, identity and civility. *"The morals of these people were very low, and their temper savage, cruel and disdainful and they have very little regard for one another."* Charles Dickens, for example, in *Great Expectations*, in line with the new science of anthropometrics, described how the lawyer, Jaggers kept ‘...two dreadful casts on a shelf, of faces peculiarly swollen, and twitchy about the nose.’ Readers would recognize the alien criminal as something different, to be catalogued and pinned to the wall. Victorian missionaries and reformers articulated a strong sense of the superiority of the white ‘race’. The English abroad were still engaged in taming the ‘savages’ and images of the ‘uncivilized’ continued to excite and shock. Immoral Orientals, infused with various dichotomies, provided a ready-made danger for the colonial imagination. These haunting images informed the legal regulation of unruly categories and the redefinition of class, race and empire.

As the nineteenth century progressed, problems of class, ethnicity and criminality became more precisely delineated. A clearer distinction was made between masters and servants, the ayahs and the lascars subordinated beneath the trinity of landlords, tenants and waged labourers of empire. Social hierarchies were affirmed and identities clarified. Allusions to theft, and to betrayal by minority groups as part of the service class, vividly captured the imagination of the landed gentry and aristocracy as well as of the new urban bourgeoisie. An attitude of condemnation arose, along with a further articulation of racial discrimination and social diminution with respect to the non-Western. The contractual relationship between the employer and the domestic ayah, the ship-owner and the lascar, was steadily undermined by the notion of difference.

The key fact was the construction of both ethnic domestic and surplus seamen, as a legal adjunct to the indigenous criminal class. Mayhew gives a typical account, locating graphically the criminal position of the stranded Asians. A patronizing racism combines complexly with moral judgment, evolutionary determinism and Oriental romanticism.

*Are those spare, snake-eyed Asiatics who walk the streets, coolly dressed in Manchester cottons, or chintz of a pattern commonly used for bed-furniture, to which*
the resemblance is carried out the dark, polished colour of the thin limbs, which it envelops. They very often affect to be converts to the Christian religion, and give away tracts; with intention of entrapping the sympathy of the elderly folk. They assert that they have been high-caste Brahmins, but as untruth, even when not acting professionally, is habitual to them, there is not the slightest dependence to be placed on what they say. Sometimes, in the winter, they ‘do shallow’, that is stand on the curbstone of the pavement, in their thin, ragged clothes, and shiver as with cold and hunger or crouch against a wall and whine like a whipped animal; at others they turn out with a small barrel-shaped drum, on which they make a monotonous noise with their fingers, to which music, they sing and dance. Or they will ‘stand pad with a fakement’, i.e. wear a placard upon their breasts that describes them as natives of Madagascar, in distress, converts to Christianity, anxious to get to a seaport where they can work their passage back. This is a favourite artifice with Lascars – or they will sell lucifers or sweep a crossing, or do anything where their picturesque appearance, of which they are proud and conscious, can be effectively displayed. They are as cunning as they look, and can detect a sympathetic face among a crowd. They never beg of soldiers, or sailors, to whom they always give a side berth as they pass them in the streets. From the extraordinary mendacity of this ‘race’ of beggars – a mendacity that never falters, hesitates, or stumbles, but flows on in an unbroken stream of falsehood. I have, however, many reasons for believing the following statement, which was made to me by a dirty and distressed Indian, is moderately true.  

Mayhew’s ‘Hindoo beggar’ provides a unique (and lengthy) oral testimony of transition from service to begging. The degeneracy and the primitive nature of the non-Western were contained through criminal legislation, later informed by scientific discourse, similar to that defining existing criminal class.  

What emerges from the above accounts is the extent of the victimization of South Asians in Victorian England as well as the creation of an alien class in which the invocation of legal discourse, especially in the earlier Aliens Act of 1793, facilitated wide powers for the control of ‘undesirables’. The social and legal regulation of the non-Western would help tutor them to a British way of life.  

The danger and the threat posed by the non-Western to the respectable classes played on fears of the declining morality of the Western nation. The reform movement lobbied for special reformatories to contain and curb those minorities who posed a threat to their way of life. Although the Merchant Shipping Statutes of 1854 and 1855 placed the responsibility for the provision of welfare for those found destitute with the Poor Law institutions, many non-Westerners found themselves confined in the Strangers Home for Asiatics. Ethnic minority groups, socially and geographically, occupied the traditional lower-class territory, the urban ghettos which had always served as a reservoir for policing forays and for Poor Law administration.  

The colonial labour migration reinforced a shift in the conditions within which ethnicity and the newly fashionable, legally and scientific, discourse of
race became related to varying interpretations. Race was reified. The hidden histories of the ‘Other’, the perceived subterranean activities of the colonial underclass, contrasted dramatically with the emerging image of the respectable public. A division took place which differentiated the notion of the West as good, decent and respectable, from that of the non-Western as deviant, undesirable, outsider and disreputable uncivilized folk. This dichotomy generated a plethora of discursive constructions based upon racial definitions of blackness, of sexuality, and of related victimization, which later shaped the identities of both the non-Western in Victorian England and of the dangerous castes and tribes in colonial India. This classificatory mechanism opened up a range of approaches to the taxonomy, classification and supervision of visible minorities. Criminal law complemented Poor Law in social control as it had done in a replication of those schemes applied to the indigenous criminal class (as discussed in Chapter 3). Alongside issues raised earlier by Irish and other intra-European migration, and the discourses of the ‘Other’, was a further reconstruction of the non-Western from slaves and indentured servants to a more institutionalized minority status ‘the cultural reservoir of racism was not to be abolished so easily. Indeed, after slavery was abolished racism took on a new and deeper form as it became fused with the image of empire and British domination’.

Power and Discipline in Victorian England

An identical discourse to that fabricated for indigenous criminals can be perceived in the construction of the identity of the non-Western in Victorian England. The enforcement of new policing practices, of legislation and of penal sanctions, not only had far-reaching consequences for the ‘dangerous’ classes but also had important repercussions for the South Asian and black population of Victorian England.

The ideology of ethnicity, with its various referent points resulted in many non-Western people being labelled as ‘surplus’ – a type of ‘social junk’. Social control, with the cumulative effect of the criminal laws, was to marginalize the non-Western who participated in the production of imperial services – from domestic labour to the manpower of the merchant fleets. Slavery, in particular, had contributed its weight to racist discourse.

The roots of South Asian experience in England itself lay within the larger history of immigrant experience, from the Irish to the increasing numbers of the non-Western. Central to this chapter has been the concern that the non-Western was constructed within an indigenous criminal class by several instruments. The first of these was the racialized discourse, which was interwoven with two forms of legal control (as well as being enforced under the discretionary mandate of the New Police and of Poor Law overseers) in the same way that agencies had been
used against the white lower classes. Criminal law, as well as the vagrancy and habitual offenders’ legislation, and later the Masters and Servants Act of 1867, was used against the minorities unequally in order to regulate their inferior locations and to further reinforce their identities. Similarly, civil law, as represented by the Poor Law legislation, constructed those minorities as types of beggar towards whom the state and erstwhile employers were frequently exempt from obligations. Navigation Acts were the legal foundation of that differentiation.

The various forms of Panopticon control, criminal and welfare legislation and the institutions of the New Police, prisons, and workhouses were first experienced by the indigenous criminal classes. Increasingly in the early nineteenth century, those controls were then applied to the early migrants – Irish and other non-British Europeans. Later, similar legal controls were applied to the non-Western – the Africans, Afro-Caribbeans and various South Asians. This constitution of difference was not limited to the shores of the English Channel or to the Irish and North Seas, but was an important instrument in the reconstruction of the identities of the servants and subjects of Empire. The internal colonialism, which created the indigenous criminal classes, the vagrant sturdy beggars of the Irish, and the mendicants of the Afro-Caribbeans and Asians, was also an external colonialism. Law, as the epitome of racial ideologies at the centre of English imperial hegemony was a transplant from the local shores to the further reaches of imperial India. The imperial project was decidedly less about bringing the non-Western into the fold of civilization and more about alleviating Western fears and anxieties, which resulted from the proximity of the non-Western both within Victorian England and in imperial India.

Crucially, the depiction of the South Asian migrants not only bestowed demeaning identities on those groups; it also enhanced the status and clarified the identities of the white respectable classes and of their white and ethnic white inferiors. The confusion over local statuses gave way to a hierarchy of difference, both in Victorian England and, at the same time, in imperial India. Difference was sustained through scientific racism and the use of criminal law, which located the ‘Other’ as dangerous. Central to these debates is the appreciation of the construction of ‘criminal’ identities in Victorian England, especially its non-Western component. Attention now turns to the conception of the Other in imperial India. It is here that we find similarities, in the differences between the dangerous classes of Victorian England and the criminal castes and tribes in imperial India. What we also find is the simultaneous construction of dangerousness, which lies at the heart of modernity itself.
6 IMPOSING COLONIAL LEGAL IDENTITIES IN INDIA

Fingerprinting quickly established itself as the universal system of criminal identification. In the technologies of policing, as in many other areas, empire served as an important laboratory for the metropolis. Criminality under colonialism was about both classification and control: the ‘criminal’ castes occasioned some of the first ethnological monographs, and this anthropology collaborated with policing to provide a science to measure and by measuring to contain the subjectivity of persons whose identities were otherwise fluid within caste boundaries.¹

Introduction: Modern and Colonial Law as Inchoate

The new criminal sciences, influenced by racist and eugenic theories, shaped much of the criminal justice administration and process in Victorian England. Within the image of the criminal was an identifiable, if diffuse, ethnic class, composed of the ayahs, of the lascars, and of the larger emerging black population of industrial England. Crucial to the articulation of those identities is the history of England as a colonial regime. The discourses of the racial Other and of the criminal type, especially the physiognomic type, once again finds its replica in the Indian subject. The aim of the following Chapters, 6 and 7, is not only to explore the transportation of Victorian legal definitions to imperial India, but also the scientific typologies and categorizations used to subjugate the colonial subject. More pointedly, Victorian definitions of race, related components of eugenic theory and especially anthropometry,² eventually came to reinforce a decaying Indian caste system as an instrument of imperial categorization and rule. This way of ‘knowing’ the Indian society, especially in the census, the imperial gazettes and legislation, fulfilled the needs of the imperial state.³ With the end of the EIC’s sovereignty, the criminal justice process in imperial India accumulated many of the same elements of collective discretionary legislation⁴ and of policing controls as were found in Victorian England. The freebooters of the eighteenth century gave way to the bureaucrats of the nineteenth century. In particular, the criminal justice process in pre-colonial India contained many of the same elements of collective discretionary legislation⁵ and of policing controls.
as were found in Victorian England, and these, being conflated, contributed to the construction of identities of both the colonial rulers and of colonial elite under imperial sovereignty in India.

Criminal justice reforms in Victorian England provided a blueprint for colonial India (where caste relations were peculiarly read by the British as social caste), legitimizing the hegemony of a local elite. Pragmatism and agency intervened between theory and practice in legal reform. Legislation relating to the lower social orders was constructed in imperial terms ensuring continuity with the past in maintaining inequality under law. What follows is a brief outline of the Indian legal system, not primitive as it has been often been presented, but rather a modern system, and how it coincided with elements of the English criminal justice process.\(^6\) Central to that outline are several themes. Firstly, the legal system of India in pre-colonial days was a patchwork of jurisdictions, some influenced by Moghal law and some drawing on Hindu law. Secondly, in India historically, the dominant legal process was often counterposed to the ‘common law’ practices of the majority. Two often conflictual, sometimes symbiotic and complex legal processes conducted an uneasy relationship.\(^7\) Thirdly, and principally, the following analysis demonstrates that India already enjoyed its own version of modernity, with a complex, sophisticated and historically-derived legal process. Imperial rule did not encounter a legal void but sometimes complemented and sometimes attempted to incorporate, the skeleton of Indian legal process.

In that colonial incursion, certain key figures in India were relied upon for their access to traditional Indian knowledges. The colonial production of knowledge in India was not a simple process. It included a clash with, and a marginalization of, the knowledge and belief systems of the Indians – but there were complex interpretations of these by the British.\(^8\) A caste system, which was vague rather than absolute, was transformed into a peculiarly rigid social phenomenon through the combined effect of colonial policing and of scientific discourse.\(^9\) Communities and groups, known for their perceived criminal propensities, came to be identified through the discourse of race, caste and tribe. The concept of tribe itself was important. ‘Criminal tribe’ had particular meanings. The tribe was situated on a lower rung than caste on the evolutionary scale but the term could evoke qualities of savagery, wildness and otherness in a way that caste could not. The term ‘criminal tribe’ was often used as a sign which could evoke an image in British consciousness.\(^10\)

At the same time, through various aspects of religious authority and of judicial procedure, the EIC came to comprehend Indian communities through an intermediary, the Brahmin caste. At every point, the effort to maintain a dominant position was reinforced by a corresponding effort to reassure the Brahmin community, and to satisfy its legitimacy in terms of social categories, criminality and punishment.
Colonial rule in India involved much coercion and resistance, but at the same time it was dependent on a degree of consent. The solutions developed in response to these assurances reached their apogee in the 1860s, culminating in several criminal justice innovations: T. B. Macaulay’s Indian Penal Code; the reformation of the police and the system of thanedars; (the policeman) the Police Act of 1861; and the local Village Chowkidar Act of 1870. The chapter closes with a discussion of how the Indian Penal Code of 1860 and the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 were appropriated to the systems of prosecution, sentencing and the containment of the Sansi of Punjab.

Indian Criminality: Caste, Crime, and Customary Law
Judicial systems have been described as the cutting edge of colonialism. Law was the cutting edge of the civilizing mission in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The literature on the processes, mechanisms and the factors propelling the change and the reform of the criminal justice system of India remains sparse. The analysis of criminal law under discussion, however, has been partially conducted. Initially, the quest to establish a definable and reliable relationship between the colonial government and the governed entailed the formulation of knowledge about the pre-colonial legal system of India. Central to the control of the people of India was establishing continuity with the ancient regime, which Derret says ‘took the orthodox Brahminic learning as the standard of Hindu law’.

Caste lay at the heart of Indian law and Indian unity. It was most evident in the administration of criminal justice. Contrary to the opinion of many colonial judicial functionaries, as well as in the Orientalist constructions of the Other, the authoritative sources of Manusmriti contain references which clearly show that a well-defined criminal policy existed in the early days of Hindu society. Central to the Code of Manusmriti were not only the ordinances relating to law, but a complete digest of the prevailing religion, philosophy, and customs practiced by the Brahmin, the Vaishyas, and the Kshatriya. The Brahmin class became the natural born priestly caste, versed in the scriptures of the prevailing texts. The Brahmin, armed with shastric (knowledge) injunctions, assumed for themselves the position of sole interpreters of Manusmriti and became the social and political elite, while the Shudras (low-caste) were placed at the bottom of the hierarchy. Outside of those gradations were the untouchables and the criminal castes and tribes.

In essence, the administration of justice in pre-colonial India was the duty of the king (or similar personages), and its practice was elucidated and elaborated by the idea of dharma:
Which was a marked feature of the Indian mind and it attaches a spiritual meaning and a religious sanction to all, even the most external social and political circumstances of life, imposing on all castes and functions an ideal, not except incidentally, of rights and powers, but of duty, an ideal way and permanent character – dharma has a spiritual significance.

Dharma, central to the code of Manusmriti, represents the religious aspect of Hindu life and the dharamsastra is the repository of legal provisions pertaining to this aspect of life. Every aspect of life came to be governed by dharma – which expressed the idea of the rule of law, of the rights and duties of the individual and of a social contract. Those defying their duties and rights were construed as suffering from sins committed in their past lives and took on the labels of the shudras and the untouchable caste. Their lives came to be associated with backwardness. Dharma played a key part in the cohesion of a particular kind of Indian society. It also maintained considerable inequalities in caste identities. The concept of caste and the related notion of dharma were the legal key to unlocking pre-colonial judicial India. Central to fulfilling the judicial function was the appointment of the learned Brahmin caste, who expounded the texts of Manusmriti. The Brahmin, the sole interpreters of the Vedas and the Shastras – the Hindi scriptures, became the expositors of the usages and customs which were both secular and religious. However, the duty to uphold law and order, and to maintain the customs and related religious functions, was the sole responsibility of the king. Manusmriti enjoined the king to uphold the customs of the country. Thus, the relationship between a hierarchical order of castes, with its focus on the superior position of the Brahmin, on the one hand, and a conception of sovereignty on the other, focused on the Hindu king or the royal functions of the dominant caste, which came to represent an ideological sphere of relations. In the administration of justice, the translations reveal that the king should ensure that there was no danger from thieves, and he should appoint ‘policing officers’ for the protection of his subjects. High-castes, by virtue of their greater privilege, came to occupy key positions within the criminal justice system. In terms of crime, the ‘criminals’ portrayed by Brahmin commentators were essentially low-caste and male.

In essence, crimes were seen as a privation, a result of the misuse of man’s reason, often resulting from passion. The higher the caste of the victim, the greater the defilement associated with a given sinful act. It was, therefore necessary, according to the penal code of Manusmriti, for the punishment to be proportionate to the pollution incurred. The emphasis on the individual’s responsibility for his or her actions to the king was complemented by the way in which the scale of punishment was decided. Crimes were classified into three categories: firstly, crimes against the person, which included abuse and assault, secondly, crimes relating to property and, thirdly, sexual offences. Punishment
for these three categories of crimes was dependent on the *dharma* of each individual’s caste. Caste status contributed to determining the seriousness of the offence. Sentence severity reflected the caste of the offender and victim, hence, the focus was on the character rather than offence. For example, a Brahmin killing a low-caste was awarded light punishment, whereas the killing of a Brahmin by a low-caste was serious. Therefore, the main purpose of punishment was retribution and deterrence. For crimes of theft, the following were observed:

Penalty for a shudra (low-caste) should be eight times of the value of the stolen goods, the Vaishya sixteen times, Kshatriya thirty-two times, and the Brahmin sixty-four times or one hundred and twenty-eight times on the grounds he was educated to know the consequences of his actions.

Punishments included maiming, disfigurement and a wide variety of physical chastisements. The death penalty and incarceration had limited application. Most offences during the early colonial period, were prosaic and undramatic, often involving cattle-theft, small amounts of food, clothing, money and personal possessions. Various forms of shaming (unlike in Georgian Britain) were the main form of punishment. A typical penalty would be a procession of the offender, tied to a donkey, through the village as symbolic commentary, an allegoric representation of the king’s laws. These degradation ceremonies were (and are) followed by gestures of reintegration into the community. Discretion was a critical feature. Feudal patronage, in practice, (as in Georgian England) often protected its subjects from the consequences of their crimes, especially for the higher castes. The dispensation of justice in criminal cases was immediate. Public shaming, which was widely used, served to reaffirm distinctions in identity. Brahmin interpretation of Hindu law and society, however, was frequently unrelated to practice. Local law was often makeshift and pragmatic. Critically, inequality based on character, not offence was a primary and undisguised feature of Hindu law. For the majority, similar legal structures encompassed the lower strata in the Orient and in the Occident.

In sum, the ruler, the policing agencies and the magistrates evaluated and penalized offenders according to caste, to degree of respectability and over conformity to social mores.

**Law under the East India Company**

The advent of the EIC ensured that concessions were made to the Brahmin caste with their knowledge of *things Indian*. By appropriating the knowledge of the high-castes, the Colonial Office (following the EIC) established key sites of ‘law and order’. Caste definitions assumed a more concrete form, not only in a social and political capacity, but also in the construction of caste-related criminality.
Thus, Halbed’s Gentoo laws were translated in order to unmask the knowledge of Indian laws and religion held by the Brahmins. These translations located the culture of things Indian as things of unchanging order, as well as of disorder, degeneracy and repetition.

In particular, the initial Warren Hastings Plan for the Administration of Justice in India assumed that indigenous norms could be incorporated into Western-based legal texts without significantly altering the laws of the Koran with respect to the Mohammedans and the laws of the Brahmin Shasters with respect to the Hindus. Hastings provided a hierarchy of courts and listed the civil cases which would fall under Hindu and Muslim law, also indicating the necessity to consult Indian legal experts on those subjects. Thus, Hastings’s plan established a hierarchy of civil and criminal courts, whose role was to apply Hindu and Islamic legal norms in all suits regarding inheritance, caste and religion. The impact of these ideas is clearly discernible in the subsequently transformed administration of the judiciary.

In 1790, administration of criminal justice was taken over and centralized by the EIC. The district magistrates appointed by the EIC were given discretionary powers of collecting the revenue and taxes. Consequently, they became the judge, the policing agent and the Collector. The impact of these changes was twofold: on the one hand, it was framed to define the powers of the government and on the other hand, to protect the rights of the individual. The emergence of the judiciary in the role of the protector of the ‘rule of law’ was to become a fundamental feature of judicial discourse under the EIC. However, the attitude to the practice of Indian criminal law frequently appears to have been determined by agency – the personalities of the Western officials who arrived from the naïve superiority of English public schools. The British colonial servants operated as though they were part of the Indian caste system – thus garnering the mystique of authority without having to rely unduly on force.

Apart from a series of experimental measures, criminal matters were virtually unattended by the governing bodies from 1790 to the 1840s. This was due, in part, to the EIC emphasizing its financial priorities. A total reform had to await the imperial panics resulting from the mid-nineteenth-century revolts in Cawnpur and Lucknow.

The eventual transformation of law, and the development of the duality of the legal system, were a process in which the Company’s legal servants and, later, the legal emissaries of the Colonial Office, were successful in maintaining effective control through nominal utilitarian philosophy – the principle of the greatest good for the greatest number. Central to that philosophy was the notion of race, in which biological differences determined the natural capacities and destinies of racial groups (see chapter 4). This scientific, essentialist ideology gained an
increasing hold as many Indian judicial institutions were categorized as inferior and to be subjected to imperial reform. An identical scientific policy was used as various castes and tribes were enumerated and brought under imperial gaze. It suffused a developing Western-in-India identity, which assumed Western racial superiority and an imperial mission.  

In the period following the rebellion of 1857, the imperial concern with caste and ‘race’ intensified. The 1857 violence served to prove the essential barbarism of the Indians – their exotic irrational character. Many Europeans, including women and children were killed and tortured by native Indians. For the governing classes in both England and in India, that cataclysm proved that Indians had shown their wayward character, and were not only culturally, intellectually and racially inferior, but needed to be controlled for their own good. This mode of thought imbued outraged Victorian reactions as illustrated in Charles Dickens diatribe:

I wish I were a commander in chief in India. The first thing ... I would do is to strike that oriental race with amazement... I should do my utmost to exterminate the race upon whom the stain of the late cruelties rested... with ... merciful swiftness of execution, to blot it out of mankind and raze it of the face of the earth.  

The low-castes, who were contemptuously referred to as backward, were now located as members of an inferior ‘race’. This view would be especially relevant to the formation of criminal identities in India to the emerging view of customary law. Imperial anxieties and fear were managed through legal and scientific sites and through the implementation of various strategies. The substitution of the EIC’s mandate by the imperial government, witnessed a legal crusade. This was to reach its apogee in the 1860s and 1870s, culminating in several criminal justice implementations – the Criminal Procedure Act of 1871, the Penal Code of 1860, the Police Act of 1861 and the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871.

Legal Traditions in the Colonial Context

As both Skuy and Baxi note, many commentators dismissed pre-colonial law in India as primitive because it lacked key elements of a modern legal system, which is based on written records and professional pleaders, an appeal system with superior and inferior courts, recognition of precedent and a single set of legal principles. Similarly, Rudolph and Rudolph found no traces in India of the elements, which characterized the universalism, and the impersonality of modern Western legal systems. Colonial India had a notion of authority but not of legality, and it was the supposedly civilizing mission of the white man to inculcate this in India. Typically, EIC Governor Charles Grant wrote that the Indians were depraved victims of a fallen civilization. He proposed that by advancing the policy of assimilation, it was possible to make Indians into ‘Black...
Earlier, James Mill had argued that essentially India was a blank sheet for law and believed that the modern, rational body of law could be developed from utilitarian principles to encourage the evolution of lower races towards a European civilized destiny. As Raman comments, Mill was a self-appointed prophet of reform and a critic of the criminal justice institutions of both India and England. He regarded existing English law as not merely dated, but also as anachronistic. India was the opportunity to start again on a clean slate.

In particular, the EIC officials had drawn on an established set of imagined customs, not only as a result of the threat posed by the native Indians but also, and pragmatically, in order to win the support of high-caste Indians. This was in line with the ideas of Warren Hastings about preserving high-caste roles in the bureaucracy, which resulted in confining recruitment to the criminal justice system (as elsewhere) only to such groups. This colonial discourse not only cited Brahminic scriptures as the key to Indian society, but also distinguished sharply between Hindu and Islamic conceptions of law, justice and punishment. More pointedly, the centrality and importance given to Brahmin scriptures by the colonial officers, and the construction of Hindu law from these texts raise the question of the relationship between Brahminic scripture and society in colonial India. The high-caste interests of the new judiciary further suited the political interest of the colonizers, providing the requisite legitimacy to its rule. Others, who were born on a lower evolutionary level, were seen by the colonial officers as tangential. With reference to the Indian legal system, the Western complaints about the nature of Indian justice, and its people, were phrased with the great certainty that ‘a gift composed of legal norms’ could be imported to India: ‘Once the qualities of the real native agency will improve then they can become fit for trust and employment.’

Central to that trust was the perceptions of the Indian inhabitants who had to recognize that their traditional customs and indigenous institutions were on a lower evolutionary level to those of the West. At the same time, they were to be a vehicle for remoulding the Indian system along lines consistent with modern ideas and higher standards. Nandy has explored the perception of ‘Englishness’ by the Indians from a different point of view:

In the colonial culture, identification with the aggressor bound the rulers and the ruled in a dyadic relationship. The Raj saw Indians as crypto-barbarians who needed to further civilise themselves. It saw British rule as an agent of progress and as a mission. Many Indians in turn saw their salvation in becoming like the British, in friendship and in enmity.

In keeping with the idea of evolution as continuous, the link between Indian judicial institutions and Western notions of jurisprudence was stressed. The obscurity of customary laws rested not just in the patchwork nature of its sources,
but it was maintained and perpetuated by mysterious procedures, which lay at the basis of the monopoly of lawyers against the rest of the people.\footnote{It was for this societal interaction that Bentham advocated written codes of law, ‘written law is the law for civilized nations and customary law is for brutes’\cite{bentham_written_law}. Indian jurisprudence, wrote James Mill, was a ‘disorderly compilation of loose, vague quotations, selected arbitrarily from books of so-called laws’\cite{mill_james_jurisprudence}. It was jurisprudence:}

\begin{quote}
in which the judges have had to take evidence not only to the matters of fact which come in dispute before them, but to ascertain the law, that is, to gather from the testimony of witness what is the custom of the country and of the people.\footnote{There are certain books called law books, which contain the opinions of certain individuals and are so exceedingly loose, that they afford little or no direction. The customs of India are in fact the laws of India, that by which almost all rights are created and maintained.\cite{mill_james_jurisprudence}}
\end{quote}

Given the rhetoric of civilizing the ‘backward races’, colonial administrative difficulties occasioned by native brutalities against the Europeans, combined to produce an alternative project. Stokes regards Benthamite utilitarianism as the key factor in the replacement of the traditional legal system. The core principles of classical liberalism, as exemplified by utilitarianism reached their prime in India by the mid-nineteenth century. For J. S. Mill, equipped with Bentham’s principle of utility, laws in India rested on no authority whatsoever:

\begin{quote}
There are certain books called law books, which contain the opinions of certain individuals and are so exceedingly loose, that they afford little or no direction. The customs of India are in fact the laws of India, that by which almost all rights are created and maintained.\footnote{Mill further goes on to argue that England was the apex of civilization and India the nadir. Despotism and priesthood had made the Indian people, in mind and in body, the most enslaved members of the human race.\cite{mill_james_jurisprudence}}
\end{quote}

What needs to be emphasized here is that Victorian colonialism was not a uniform process with identical goals in all countries and societies. Nevertheless, certain of its general themes in the legal process are evident in India. The new dominant elite legal culture, reflected in India’s social organization, was a mix of both Utilitarian philosophy and of caste tradition, ‘The British retained the scaffolding of Islamic law while reforming its inner working’\footnote{Colonial civil servants, and their local surrogates crucially moulded the social life and customs of the low-castes. These distinctions were further reinforced by the larger colonial project. This construction was partial, as the high-castes felt threatened by being identified as members of a racial group, that was placed low in the colonial project.} Colonial civil servants, and their local surrogates crucially moulded the social life and customs of the low-castes. These distinctions were further reinforced by the larger colonial project. This construction was partial, as the high-castes felt threatened by being identified as members of a racial group, that was placed low in the colonial
racial hierarchy. However, at the same time as they opposed racial discrimination which affected, or might affect them, they shared the West’s prejudice against low-castes. The success of the EIC, like that of the later imperial government, in recruiting many indigenous people by appealing to their religious sensibilities, generated a variety of economic, political and social changes in Indian society, especially in the criminal justice process.

The attempted transplantation of Western legal ideas to Indian courts was part of a much larger administrative strategy. In criminal justice, elites had to be found within Indian society (see above) who could be made to see that they had an interest in the maintenance of imperial rule. Imperial power could only be secured in the administration of justice if it incorporated the power of the Brahmins, and that of the maulvis, the Muslim priests.68

The Transplantation of Modern Law: Pragmatic Resolutions

James Mill’s view of India was partially modified by his son, John Stuart Mill, as the key officer at the East India Office, in respect to those parts of India where stable authority could be recognized by the imperial officers. In those contexts, given J. S. Mill’s notion of the law as a means of perfecting human nature (as opposed to the Benthamite emphasis), he recognized the potential input of indigenous legal institutions, where appropriate, parallel to the Western imposition.69 In Raman’s words, Mill’s aim was to legitimize imperial rule within an Indian idiom. An indigenous facade was used to mitigate what might otherwise seem to be an alien and threatening institution. However, like his father, J. S. Mill believed that, in newly acquired territories like the Punjab and the Northwest territories (the location of the Sansi) where no existing acceptable sovereignty could be recognized, the transplantation in toto of Western law was critical.70

However, recent research has challenged the assumptions about the way in which Western laws and concepts were transplanted to India71 from the 1830s onwards. Raman argues that what was being offered to India was not ‘modern’ in any conventional sense.72 It was essentially a patchwork of old (eighteenth-century) legislation73 and a variety of Benthamite reforms (as symbolized by the commitment to the individuality of law and the codification of separate offences, as opposed to classes of offender). This text criticizes not merely that mode of transplantation but also of the accepted position on the way in which utilitarian ideas were used in an attempt to reform the legislation epitomized by the English Bloody Code.74 Skuy’s view, in brief, is that there were parallels between the speed and ad hoc nature of legal development in both England and India. Taking his cue from critical criminal justice scholarship, especially from Beattie and Langbein,73 he argues that the state of law in England in the early part of the nineteenth century indicated that reform had been halfhearted and confused, retaining major features of the old legislation. It was not modern76 in its totality.
Far from England having a coherent criminal code in the period between the introduction of Macaulay’s Indian Penal Code of 1860 and the passing of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871, in practice the legal system was confused, with major inconsistencies between different aspects of criminal law.

In India, Macaulay, when considering the legislation, regarded the existing criminal codes as chaotic and lacking any sense of originality. He argued that it was a patchwork of EIC regulations enacted by each presidency to supplement Muslim and Hindu laws. In each presidency, not only did this amalgam apparently embrace contradictory definitions of criminality, but it also permitted a wide variation in standards. Macaulay also rejected existing English criminal law as being in too great a need of reform itself. Further, Raman argues that Macaulay’s Indian Penal Code actually reflected the need for reform of the criminal justice system in England. The Code represented the transplanting of problems of Western law and legal procedures to India, not because Indian law was primitive but because Western law itself needed reform. It was this relative chaos in criminal law that the West attempted to pass to India. One reason why Indian criminal law reflected uneasy tensions between different parts, as transplanted by the West, was not only the resistance of indigenous institutions, but rather because the laws which were being transplanted were also confused. The Indian Penal Code of 1860 was really a code for England, which reflected changes in English criminal law and procedures, and their lack of modernity, and not the needs of the Indian people. Raman claims that in order to understand the Indian Penal Code of 1860 one must therefore begin with the problems of English law.

For our purposes here, and most significantly, there was a clear distinction between the old and the modern in two elements of English law: collectivity versus individuality and the evidence of character versus evidence of an offence. Benthamite reforms individualized key parts of English law. However, they also retained general clauses (although still under the imprimatur of adversarial rights) designed to deal with the ‘criminal’ classes as a collective entity (see Chapters 3 and 4). Specifically, they retained a variety of offences assigned to respond to low-level public orders – the policing of the Victorian street. These ranged from vagrancy powers to those which emphasized the suspicious person, and which also might involve incarceration on the basis of character, rather than through the committal of an offence, as in the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869. As noted in chapter 3 above, local magisterial decision-making commonly and pragmatically ignored legal conventions. The new adversarial notions of the Benthamite era were in accordance with the general commitment to retain those forms of legislation designed to act collectively against the lower classes of Victorian England.

It was this confusion of law, which was exported to India and conflated there with Indian traditions relating to collective criminality, as in the notion of the criminal tribes and castes. Formally, the Government of India Act of
1858 promised Indians the right to enjoy equal and impartial protection under the law with due process safeguards. However, Cohn’s account ignores the structural essence of English law, with regard to the criminal class, which was also exported. Like criminal law in England, colonial law was consequently flexible. It combined three elements: firstly, transplanted utilitarianism; secondly, generic powers to deal collectively and inquisitorially with suspected persons and thirdly, indigenous notions of collectivity and hierarchy. Central to the formal apparatus of the colonial legal formation was the pursuit of the individual as a fundamental concept of criminal legal jurisprudence. In this new juridical conception, the subject population consisted of individual citizens with equal rights. However, in the case of the lower castes and other outcast groups, those rights were legally abrogated – collectivity replaced the individual, and rights varied in terms of stratum.

The flexibility in law ensured different modes of treatment for different people – as in Victorian England, modern law for the elite and the underside of adversarial process for the rest. Law followed the English pattern for the social elite in India. However, a quite different standard of law, distinguished again by collectivity rather than by individuality, and by presumption of guilt rather than of innocence, was established for the thugs, the dacoits and later for the criminal tribes and castes. As Mukhopadhyay notes during the period of legal reform in Bengal,

The judicial system was geared to seize the most likely candidate in a robbery, and members of a criminal tribe, even if their complicity was not proven, generally received a jail sentence on the grounds of suspected livelihood.

As in England, discretion may have been diminished for more specific offences, but it was enhanced for those groups who were to be judged by their character rather than by their actions. Further, Freitag points to the fundamental distinction, both in terms of the allocation of resources and of legal procedures of the Raj (as indeed in Victorian England), made between crime committed by individuals (ordinary crime) and that committed by collectivities (extraordinary crime). Local state functionaries assumed critical positions in discretionary gatekeeping.

Against the background of social criminality, the principle of guilt was transferred from an individual criminal act to one of membership of a ‘criminal’ community. As Skuy euphemistically phrases it in his comparison of nineteenth-century English and colonial Indian law, large parts of nineteenth century English criminal law were primitive in matters defining of offences, especially those parts which related to notions about criminal responsibility that cut across all criminal offences. Most of the shortcomings identified by the first Royal Commission on Criminal Justice in 1834 still remained. If the improvements made in the two decades prior to 1862 are ignored, then England’s criminal law
seems even more primitive. For much of the nineteenth century, English law was not inherently and coherently modern. As in pre-colonial India, the contradictions related to different rules for different strata of society. Consequently, India was not to receive a revelation from a ‘modernity’, which was located in the West, but a patchwork quilt of the old and the new legislation, which offered formal equality to all subjects but in practice, reaffirmed inequalities through collective discretionary legislation.

In particular, English modern law was not as complete as it appeared. It contained a key contradiction, equality in form and systemically-derived inequality in practice. Transplantation of legislation from England ensured a new form of control and segregation under the guise of legal equality. The idiom of criminality lent itself formidably to a discourse, which conceived of the white race as a discrete, superior, enlightened European people, responsible for the improvement of the ‘savages’. At the same time, colonial criminal justice policies were instrumental on a practical level in preserving the principles of social stratification and segregation, in reaffirming collective identities of superiority and of inferiority. The promise of equivalence, universality and modernity in law is a myth, potent but false.

Modernity and its attendant ideals can be seen in the shifting sensibilities, from the idealized criminal justice process to the colonial interpretation, in the legal reaffirmation of a judicial system which was instrumental in the policing and labelling of some thirteen million people as criminal tribes and castes. Behind the conceptualizations were specifically English ideas regarding crime. Two major bodies of knowledge were instrumental in constituting a criminal tribe – ideas about the nature of Indian society derived from colonial anthropology and ideas drawn from contemporary theories of the relationship between caste and crime in Britain. As the image of the criminal had reflected earlier Victorian concerns, colonial anxieties and fears found an expression in the image of a janam-chor, the born ‘criminal’, whose criminal characteristics threatened the colonial collective consciousness. The threat had to be contained. This involved the legal containment of those whose birth and/or degeneration threatened order in imperial India. Constructed in this way, the criminal castes and tribes became observable, quantifiable and accessible to rational control strategies. Mukhophayay notes:

> the investigative modalities of enumeration and surveys deployed by colonial government, relying on the certainty of numbers divided under classificatory subheads, combined the administrative jail reports, covering textual body of knowledge about criminal classes.

Colonial discourse operated as an instrument of oppression which was most evident in policies of law, order and social control, specifically in the ways in which
scientific evidence and colonial experience were textualized in the construction of an Indian ‘criminal’ identity. This shift was crucial to the identity of the criminal tribes and castes and hence to the constitution of the status of the Sansi community (see Chapter 7 below) as ‘criminal’. A plethora of political and legal institutions, imported from various colonial territories, was incorporated within the institutional structures of India. For many low-caste Indians, the economic exploitation that characterized colonialism was associated with an equal measure of violence. The new policing system was a primary example through which the violent divide between the colonizers and the colonized was maintained.

Policing Colonial Subjects

The origins of policing throughout much of the colonial world are usually attributed to the London Metropolitan Police Act of 1829 (see Chapter 3 above). Orthodox historiography assumes that that particular policing model was diffused in the replication of Western institutions in the colonies. But while the model actually conflated two different types of policing, the Metropolitan and the Royal Irish Constabulary, indigenous Mughal and other related police institutions had an influence on modern Indian policing which is often ignored. Colonial forces performed several ordinary and routine policing tasks, which were emblematically an important strategy in the legitimation of the colonial state. The resultant policing system quickly became one of the imperial state’s largest bureaucracies, with extensive duties and responsibilities.

Policing in India had originally developed from Mughal systems, based upon the theory of communal responsibility. Under this principle, all people living in a community were held responsible for each other’s actions through a system of checks, and they were expected to report any crime and likely offenders to their village headman known as the subedar. Collectivity rather than individuality was the key. But India continued to be governed on the ground by a kaleidoscope of systems developed by various rulers and nawabs, who controlled the different jurisdictions and principalities. But the common elements of the thanedar (policeman) and the subeddar (headman) were maintained by the EIC. However, it was the Police Act of 1861, which provided the policing model for the Indian mainland and inter alia significantly affected the policing of other imperial domains. Nevertheless, it was taxation and the maintenance of public order, which remained policing priorities.

Most orthodox explorations of colonial policing in India have ignored the traditional forms of police work. In the early stages of the emergence of the state police function, the differences between English and colonial policing were often minor rather than substantive. Under Lord Cornwallis, the Irish model and the Mughal system of policing were integrated by the civil service,
becoming a model for the rest of India. After 1861, in order to legitimize the incorporation of indigenous forms of policing within the colonial police force, it was necessary for the colonizers to portray old policing methods as inefficient. However, like their British contemporaries, the zillah sipahi (district constables) were stranded between two forms of social order, that of the locality and that required by higher authorities. In so far as they were perceived to be inefficient, it was because they had to serve two masters, local and colonial.103

The development of the new policing, beginning with the urban police forces of Madras, Calcutta and Bombay and consolidated under The Penal Code (XLVIII) of 1860, was therefore the logical solution for the pragmatic, economically-minded colonial officials. If it was confused in its operation, it merely mirrored the social realities with which it was faced. As Gupta argues, this was intended to remould and strengthen the administrative and legal system to ensure, with minimum expense, the effective occupation and administration of the country, and the prompt suppression of all challenges to imperial power and authority.104 Despite the formal codes – or perhaps because of them – the new structure became racially arrogant at command level, while at the grassroots the police followed the traditional, unequal and discretionary collective practice of the suppression of suspicious caste and tribal members.

Under the Police Act, replicas of the thief-takers105 of the earlier Victorian cities were initially established to investigate offences relating to the colonial officers. Entrepreneurs combined the roles of thieves and thief-takers.106 Alongside these developments, a new kind of magistrate, the District Officer, emerged in urban India. While the new police force marked a radical and sharp departure from the practices of the past, many of the essential concepts of the old system were retained under the new legislation.

In rural jurisdictions, policing was organized under the Chawkidar Act of 1870, where a plethora of powers was granted to the village chawkidar (watchman) for social order and control of its inhabitants. He was nominated by the local panchayat (village court) and appointed by the District Magistrate. Drawing upon English common law practices (as well as local tradition), the chaukidar was charged with discretionary powers against those defined as criminal by their character and location, and given ample powers of arresting suspicious characters. Using the police to perform both administrative and regulatory functions107 was perceived as a useful way of screening local communities. This later led to more effective control measures against criminal tribes and similar groups. The officers of the new Police were informed that their first duty was the prevention of crime, a euphemism for maintaining colonial social order, and for sanitizing the disorderly. Almost all senior appointments in the police force were reserved for colonizers. As stressed by John Strachey in 1868, it would be the beginning of the end for Empire:
If major executive powers were entrusted to the hands of the ‘natives’, it was therefore important to keep in the hands of our people those posts such as the army, and magistrates of districts. Their principal executive officers ought to be Englishmen under all circumstances.¹⁰⁸

Local policing systems and the Western model coexisted. Central to the Indian context, even after the introduction of the major policing legislation, as Sir Thomas Munro stated,¹⁰⁹ a two-tier system of policing continued, with a rural reliance on hereditary local watchmen and similarly in the urban areas where high-caste and Europeans resided. Mountstuart Elphinstone, in his report on the local Indian Police, wrote in 1849 that ‘The watchman’s duties are to keep watch at night, to find out all arrivals and departures, observe all strangers and report all persons to the Headman.’¹¹⁰

These watchmen were under the jurisdiction of the local panchayats, and their duty was to report the daily activities of the villagers to the colonial District Magistrate. In turn, this system was subordinate to the central, Western-organized police force. The latter was staffed by the ‘best stock’, based on the theory of ‘martial races’. As in Ireland and Metropolitan London,¹¹¹ strangers policed strangers. Brigadier Coke, in evidence to the Peel Commission of 1858 described the central feature of the selection process:

The selection procedure for the recruitment of police officers ought to uphold in full force the separation which exists between the different religions and ‘races’ and we should endeavour not to amalgamate them.¹¹²

A central feature of both the local and metropolitan models of policing was the recruitment of individuals from outside the rank-and-file as officers.¹¹³ This concept of selective recruitment was applied with high-caste constables being deployed in low-caste areas. Sub-inspectors and higher ranks were recruited directly through an elitist system from the sons of country landlords,¹¹⁴ although some of the senior posts were recruited from England. This system of lateral recruitment was repeated throughout India, perpetuating the domination of the majority by small elite, and simultaneously enshrining the counter-images of the suspect ‘criminal’ classes.

Similar to England, policing in India was pre-emptive. The network of village chaukidas and the police became another instrument of lower-caste oppression, serving as a tool of surveillance and control for the Colonial Office. The chaukidas often ‘knew’ the criminals – the dacoits, the nomads and the thieves. The chaukidas worked in collaboration with the ‘native’ police agency in the suppression and detection of crime, a system which, as in England under the New Police, ensured their pre-emptively determining the criminality of lower castes and tribes.¹¹⁵ The Police Act of 1861 was primarily a mechanism to impose elite and imperial social order over traditional communal practices in the formal
The substantive purpose of colonial policing was to maintain practical controls over the local residuum. Order was achieved, as in urban Victorian England, through a police *cordon sanitaire* around the locations and residential areas of the criminal tribes and castes.

New criminal records, especially the registers of gangs and dacoity, were added to the existing registration system to feed government’s demand for more information. Arrests were based primarily on the assumption of suspicious characters and of ‘known thieves’. Policing was mainly characterized by the arrests of petty thieves and cattle thieves, the dacoits, the beggars and the wandering tribes who were the Indian equivalent of the Victorian vagrant classes, and because of the episodic famines, had become destitute and hence resorted to crimes of survival. But as Arnold argues, petty crime was read as subversion ‘For the British, crime and political opposition were always intimately related’. In practice, most rural policing was directed against the nomadic groups. There was a considerable increase in thefts from the mid 1860s due to the food scarcity prevailing in several districts (see Chapter 7). A severe famine in 1866–7 drove the starving population to commit dacoities, robberies and thefts. In the Northwestern Provinces of the Punjab, recorded crime increased in the 1860s to a record level in 1864 and 1865, because of the distress caused by the scarcity and high prices of food consequent on a bad harvest. The price of wheat rose steadily from 1865 onwards. Inevitably criminal offences (social crime), particularly against property also increased by around 30 per cent between 1866 and 1869. There were grain riots in Madras due to high food prices. In the Punjab, scarcity conditions led to a large number of offences against property and riots against grain merchants in 1877. The severity of the colonial economic policies led to a sevenfold increase in reported dacoity and there were many murders reportedly committed by starving mothers killing their hungry children. In the criminal justice system, the colonial administration, though playing only a supervisory role, exercised extraordinary powers and developed elaborate inquisitorial procedures to maintain control over the subordinate people reacting to economic circumstances through social crime.

In essence, the wandering tribes and castes had inherited a perception of inter-generational criminality. Once the groups were labelled, they were targeted, watched, and arrested, on the suspicion of their perceived criminalities. Amongst several tribes targeted by the law, the Sansi were placed at the bottom of the scale. In the Northwestern province of Punjab, in famine conditions, these ascriptions were extended to include the Sansi population within those criminal definitions (see Chapter 7). Scientific notions of racial difference used in Victorian England to control the dangerous classes were systematically applied to various groups in India as imperial anxieties proliferated to newer heights. Scientific debates on race reified the caste system of inheritance. By attributing racial characteristics to caste
differences and by insisting on the connection between these factors, once again, science served to turn the dangerous and the ‘civilized’ into fixed conditions. India furnished a new laboratory for imperial racist science.

**Policing through Scientific and Legal Discourse**

In the second half of the nineteenth century there was a marked development in India of a racist discourse already identifiable and established in England (see Chapter 4 above). In England, eugenic theories were primarily addressed to questions of class and were viewed as a mechanism to respond to criminality and the moral degeneration of the urban classes. In his early years, for example, Galton had proposed:

*The immediate and resolute segregation of habitual criminals under whatever conditions of surveillance are necessary absolutely to prevent them reproducing.*
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This language and its implications for social control were readily transferred to India. Eugenicists were prominent in proclaiming the breeding of an ‘imperial race’. Eugenist ideas were powerfully reinforced when the initial setbacks of the rebellious uprising of 1857 in Cawnpur became a cause for imperial concerns. However, the export of racist science was not simply one of imposition by the colonizers. Upper-strata Indians also saw benefits from such attested scientific theories – as they did with wider cultural aspects. Theories of racism and of its attendant biological and moral inferiority, were not exclusive to the English, but also played a profound role in the self-perceptions of Indian subjects of empire such as the Bengal intelligentsia,125 as were the contiguities of law.126 ‘Such ideas lent themselves to appropriation by particular strata within colonial societies in search of their own political and social empowerment’.127 In that process of adoption, stark theories of racial science were moderated by local elites (insofar as they applied to themselves) in order to incorporate themselves as part-owners in the imperial project. Similarly, imperial law came to intermesh with indigenous elite perceptions, while coercively challenging local customary law, ‘When the early British state attempted to codify and transform extant Indian law, they unwittingly or otherwise struck at the very basis of the communitarian and social aspects of the law’.128 It was principally the lower strata that suffered from racist science interventions through legal coercion.

As one outgrowth of eugenics, and of Lombrosian positivism, when conflated with a new imperial device for surveillance of the criminal tribes, the science of anthropometry developed a specific Indian offshoot. Anthropometry – a directly ‘criminal’ science in India129 – sought to locate the study of man in the biological body. Colonial anthropometry contributed to the construction of social criminality and, in so doing, reinforced the colonial construction of the
In colonial India, anthropometry had the particular advantage of the caste system in which the character and notions of individuality were considered to be undeveloped. For example, Risley’s theories about race and caste were clearly fundamental to the definition of the ethnographic project in colonial India. Risley was confident he could prove, in India, theories about ‘race’ and the human species which had been merely speculatively proposed in England. In turn, this would feed back into the creation of European identities:

India is a vast storehouse of social and physical data which only need to be recorded in order to contribute to the solution of the problems which are being approached in Europe with the aid of material much of which is inferior in quality to the facts readily accessible in India, and rests upon less trustworthy evidence.

Thurston in his discourse on thuggee had earlier noted the importance of anthropometry for criminal identification. As in Victorian England, the central intention was to identify habitual criminals who moved from place to place and shifted their identities. In India, the Bertillon system was applied according to conventions established by the colonial sociology of the nomadic ‘criminal’ castes and tribes. The basic operating principle was that only members of ‘criminal’ tribes and persons convicted of certain crimes should be so measured. Since most crime was committed by circumscribed groups of people, anthropometry seemed to be the perfect instrument to apprehend the principal suspects. As E. R. Henry, the Inspector-General of Police in Bengal later phrased it, in 1900:

With anthropometry on a sound basis professional criminals of this type will cease to flourish, as under the rules all persons not identified must be measured, and reference concerning them made to the Central Bureau.

Criminality under colonialism, as in mid to late-Victorian England, was about both classification and control. Criminal tribes and castes were the focus of some of the first ethnological monographs. Anthropology collaborated with policing to provide a scientific means to categorize persons whose identities were otherwise fluid within caste boundaries. Caste was defined, measured and explained in relation to Victorian enthusiasms for the colonized body. In the last years of the nineteenth century, anthropometry began to yield to other means of criminal identification, in particular fingerprinting, which was initially developed in Bengal, as a means of criminal identification and had all the advantages of anthropometry, with none of its difficulties. Fingerprinting was considered error-free, cheap, quick and simple, and the results were more easily classified and quantified. Fingerprinting is normally cited as sourced in experimental work of the judicial officer, William Herschel in India. That functionary’s own account symbolizes the miasma of imperial criminal justice developments. He cites one origin of the use of fingerprints in his public school exposure to the classical
English bird engraver, Bewick (Bewick signed his drawings with a thumbmark); Chinese practices with regard to waxed envelope seals; and the local Indian contractor, Konnai. Herschel was concerned with forgery of identity by Konnai’s contractors. Herschel then corresponded persuasively with Francis Galton on his Indian conclusion on the effectiveness of fingerprints as a definitive judicial sign of identity. On his return to England, Herschel later demonstrated the efficiency of the fingerprint method of identification to a former Indian civil servant colleague, and then Assistant Commissioner at Scotland Yard, Sir Charles Howard, who consequently adopted fingerprints as a key detective technique in England. Retuning from his role as magistrate in Hooghly in 1877, Herschel claimed:

In conclusion, it is hard to believe that a system so practically useful as this could have been known in the great lands of the East, for generations past, without arresting the notions of Western statesmen, merchants, travellers and students. Yet the knowledge never reached us.139

The adoption of fingerprinting in the early years of the twentieth century, and the creation of a provincial Criminal Investigation Department, further contributed to the expansion and increasing specialization of surveillance and intelligence over the ‘criminal’ tribes and castes. This accumulation of information and expertise revealed to the police the apparent extent of criminal activity in the Indian countryside, and through it they found self-confirming evidence that certain communities were more responsible for rural crime than others: some were hereditary habitual criminals whilst others were members of criminal castes and tribes.140

As Mukherjee explains, British rule in India had constructed a monopoly of violence and the revolt of 1857 shattered that monopoly by matching an official alien violence with the indigenous violence of the colonized.141 This setback provided fertile ground for the pessimism implicit in eugenics and encouraged the use of social engineering through scientific measurement, categorization and criminal justice controls, to reverse the situation. The colonists assumed the task of methodically taming the savages. The measured attributes of the uncivilized castes provided a fertile ground for the rhetoric (and positivistic precision) of a reform agenda, comprising legal assumptions as well as legal offences, codifications, procedures and new policing technologies. To rationalize the imposition of a new criminal justice system, a reconstruction of the criminal justice processes in India was necessary. This was made possible by a positivistic pragmatism, rather than by operating from the level of general principles. While the underlying premise of the lawmaking process was the subjectivity of the lawmakers, it became scientifically legitimated in format. It resulted in the transformation of imperial mythology into the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871. These new legal constructions and the labelling of acts as deviant, the changing rules of procedure
and the shifting arguments and premises to rationalize new rules, would suggest that criminal law was transformed not by the force of legalist ideas and concerns, nor even by expectations of definable goals and impacts. Changes were enforced because of presumptions, which were racial and evolutionary, informed by Victorian experience as well as by local pragmatism. It was the threat and fear of the non-Western that ultimately led to the control and the criminalization of various castes and tribes in colonial India.

Ambivalence and Identities

This chapter has extended the argument from Chapters 4 and 5 on the construction of identities, demonstrating how certain methodologies were critical in both Victorian England and in imperial India. In India, as in England, law was a formal apparatus, which conferred legal equality, the ‘master statuses’, upon its subjects. In practice, there were two problems with this enunciation. The legal system imposed at various times by the EIC and the new imperial rulers, was inchoate, ill-considered and possibly more relevant to the English experience of recovering from the Bloody Code than it was to India. Pre-colonial law in India was not primitive and yet at the same time neither was English law modern. Secondly, what the legal system in India had in common with adversarial law in England was the way that it provided for formal equality for the upper strata, with appropriate adversarial safeguards for individual citizens, while simultaneously ensuring that the lower subjected groups were legally constrained according to their associations and to their characters, and subject to discretionary legal controls.

Just as there were similarities in the construction of ‘criminal’ identities in India and in England, entrepreneurs played a lead in the legal process in India, where agents of legal expansion were often police officers, pioneering legislation in their local bailiwicks. Armed with new tools for racial and scientific categorization, the police helped reconstruct the criminal tribes and castes in terms that could be understood through the English ‘criminal’ class experience. In colonial India, identities were constituted through the use of similar authoritative techniques of legal (criminal and civil law) and scientific methods, as in Victorian England. However, the formation of colonial identities was never fully or perfectly achieved. There were several instances in colonial India where the non-western spearheaded various forms of resistance. The strategies deployed by the indigenous groups were not simply a kind of resistance arising purely apart from the colonial; the resistance itself reflected the constitution of the colonial in its response to the resistance. There are several instances where resistance operated against and within criminal justice structures. Law did not only subjugate, it also responded to alternative voices.
Obviously then, it could be said that the various forms of resistance of the colonized succeeded because they used the juridicial modes and created the conditions under which effective demands were placed on colonial law for it to fulfil its promise of liberal legality. Amin retells the story of the Chauri Chaura, a place where twenty-three policemen were burnt to death by an angry mob. Labelled as criminals by the governing classes, the rioting peasants were removed from the streets only to be relocated within the arena of the law. Here, the peasants admitted to the specific action and acknowledged the legitimacy of the state, but denied that their act constituted a crime. It is clear that the initiatives of the subaltern, both participated and worked to resist colonialism, through various covert, direct and subversive means. The crucial point here is that subaltern agency, at the collective level, engaged in resistance against the order it opposed; in effect, it both worked with that order and displayed its own contradictions. The strategies deployed by the subaltern were not simply a kind of resistance arising purely apart from the colonial; the resistance itself reflected the constitution of the colonial in response to the resistance. The colonial criminal justice machinery can be seen as a space where identities was subverted rather than confirmed or as sites where identities were performed and contested.
CONSTRUCTING THE SANSI AS A ‘CRIMINAL’ CLASS

SANSI, SAONSI, SANSEEAHS, SANSI – (1) A ‘criminal’ tribe. The Sansi are the vagrants of the centre of the Punjab.¹

The special feature of India is its caste system. As its traders go by caste; a tribe whose ancestors were criminals from time immemorial, who are themselves destined by the custom of caste to commit crime and whose descendants will be offenders against the law, it was important that the whole tribe is exterminated or accounted for; it is his trade, his caste, his religion to commit crime.²

Introduction

This penultimate chapter focuses on the social and the legal construction of the low castes and tribes in colonial Punjab as ‘criminal’. That process replicates, in several ways, the experience of the English criminal class of Victorian England. Firstly, this chapter outlines the immediate social history of this process. The earlier experience with the dacoits and the thugs represented a learning process for lawmakers and for enforcement agents in India in the development of the legal construction of the criminal. The major agents were colonial police officers operating with wide, expanding, and discretionary powers, under the pragmatic mandate of inquisitorial law.³ Other actors played a part. In India, it incorporated the fears and anxieties of upper-caste groups, merging in a generic view of the criminal tribes, while drawing on previous East India Company legislation.

Successively, the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 legislation is detailed, outlining its discretionary attributes. However, the major aim of the chapter is to furnish a case study of the Sansi as representative of the larger body of criminal tribes and castes. The Sansi were subject to a similar defining process as the English criminal class. They were criminalized as a collectivity in terms of their ‘inherited’ characters and in their traditional survival practices. The criminalization of the Sansi was the result of two general factors: firstly, there were benefits to Empire in the way that reciprocal identities between ‘superiors’ and ‘inferiors’ were constructed, so that the local upper-caste groups were assimilated further into the web of imperial control; and secondly, there were material pressures resulting
from the processes of social change in the Punjab. Western strategies for con-
trolling the ‘imagined’ escalation in caste criminality resulted in the declaration 
that India’s criminal tribes and castes were inherently ‘dangerous’, and descended 
from born criminals. Colonial notions of criminality acquired their legitimacy 
from Occidental evolutionary theories, especially the typologies from what 
was increasingly becoming known as criminal anthropology. Western notions 
of criminality and racial theories were extended to incorporate the wandering 
tribes and low-castes.4 The construction of the Sansi as a criminal’ tribe and 
the treatment of other low-caste and tribal collectivities was part of the wider 
programmes of criminal justice reform and colonial intention. The use of scien-
tific notions of ‘criminality’ and of the janam-chor (the born criminal) lurking 
within low-castes, culminated in the arrest, removal and forcible transportation 
of several thousand Sansis. The colonial obsession with the maintenance of law 
and order and the social construction of new identities, within the emergent 
social hierarchy of Empire, assumed a parallel form to that in Victorian England. 
Criminal justice, as a means of securing colonial power, became the priority of 
the colonial judicial system in India.5 This was supplemented by the various ways 
in which race and ethnic identities were socially constructed, institutionalized, 
and maintained. Like the ‘criminal’ class in Victorian England, the Sansi, as with 
the earlier thugs and dacoits, were constructed as a collectivity of thieves and 
criminals by the colonial state and subject to the same medley of legislation as 
criminal class in England. Images of the ‘dangerous’ classes of Victorian England 
impacted an assembly of racialized packages,6 with copies of contested criminal 
and legal codes, safely secured in the colonial baggage labelled for India.

From Thugs and Dacoits to the Criminal Castes and Tribes

The key concept of the ‘dangerous’ and the ‘criminal’, emanated from early Vic-
torian society (see Chapters 3 and 5). These identities were the product of, and 
became deeply embedded in colonial perceptions. Imperial reliance on this 
domestic discourse transformed India’s unexplored ‘criminal’ territories into an 
imperial site. Legal language and cultural and scientific images framed Indian 
criminal tribes. The origins of the official labelling of castes as ‘criminal’ owe 
much to the early work of Frederick S. Mullaly:7

These notes on the habits and customs of some of the criminal classes of the Madras 
presidency have been collected at the suggestion of Colonel Porteous, Inspector-
General of Police, and put in the present form in the hope that they may prove of 
some value to Police Officers who are continually brought in contact with the preda-
tory classes, and of some slight interest to much of the public who may wish to know 
something of their less favored brethren.8
Mullaly’s book frames the vision of future officials. It categorized the criminal tribes and castes and furnished crude ethnographic detail on the kinds of crimes associated with each collectivity. Mullaly’s Victorian typology of the criminal was later reinforced by Colonel Sleeman’s several reminiscences, by Thurston’s work on different castes and tribes, by Ibbetson, and culminated in Risley’s detailed monograph. In effect, the original material was largely regurgitated with little elaboration. Thurston’s text was designed as an easy reference work for colonial administrators, revenue agents, district magistrates and army recruiters. Together the several accounts determined official understanding of the problem of the criminal collectivities, while serving as a guide to practice for the various functionaries in recognizing and controlling criminal groups.

Central to the classification of various crimes was an elaborate taxonomic classification of Indian castes and tribes. In Ibbetson’s account, the reliance on the Anglicized concept of caste for statistical differentiation was mirrored in the establishment of the caste–crime connection. The colonial fear of the heathens became the basis for the management of a more refined criminal policy. The division of groups by caste, and its related notions, became the epistemological basis for the classification of crime. Imperial anxieties and fears demanded that crime be controlled and contained before it polluted neighbouring groups of people. ‘Though every Indian could not be known, that was scarcely necessary, as the individual among them did not exist; in the British conception of Indian society, only collectivities existed’. As a result, numerous surveys, censuses and various reports elaborated the caste/crime dichotomy in the Imperial Gazettes of India:

This way of thinking about a particular caste was useful to the administrator, because it gave the illusion of knowing the people; he did not have to differentiate too much between individual Indians – a man was a Brahmin and a Brahmin had certain characteristics.

Further, not only did the colonial imagination focus in reconstructing Indian society through recognizable opposites (as with the dichotomy between criminal and respectable classes of Victorian England); it operated with a further within those collectivities. The ‘dangerous’ needed to be isolated from the more generic criminal tribe. In turn, the ‘criminal’ tribes and castes were defined in terms of several features – their nomadism, their outcaste status and the degree of abhorrence shown towards them by other local groups. Several tribes were associated with an inherited propensity to different types of crime, ‘It is his trade, his caste; I may say his religion, to commit crime’. For example the Sansi were simply referred to as a vagrant thieving tribe, whereas the Ramosi were armed robbers, both of these ‘criminal’ tribes and castes representing a lower order of being, possessing both an inferior intelligence and a combination of nature and nurture.
Such views were hardly new. Post-EIC, colonial officials in India regarded criminality as pervasive and irreversible.22 Wandering tribes, the vagrants,23 the homeless and the unregulated people were labelled transgressors and in many cases as ‘dangerous’. Subsistence in the form of marginal theft, were transgressions by which various tribes and castes engaged in crimes of survival, the source of criminality.

More pointedly, local and imperial images of dangerousness were amplified – for example that of the ‘phansigars’ (the stranglers) and of thuggee reinforced the imperial imagination.24 Indian society was considered by the colonial state as constituting multiple pathologies in which rehabilitation policies were almost redundant. Thus Warren Hastings’s belief in the public execution of offenders (as in the English Tyburn Tree motif) was reconstructed in terms of the necessity of collective symbolic punishment.25 The principle of deterrence was most evident in the punishment of dacoity. Dacoits who carried out robbery with murder were executed, irrespective of the degree of individual involvement. This spectacle of punishment was intended to create the maximum amount of terror and of respect for the authority of colonial power, in the manner of the English Bloody Code:

They were directed to be hung by the neck until they were dead and their bodies were exposed upon a gibbet in chains, at such place as the acting agent to the Governor General determined.26

However, dramatic penal theatrics were slowly replaced, as in England, with graduated punishments and more precise statutes. Within the new rational calculus, there was affirmed in the language of similar English legislation, a corpus of powers designed to continue the previous century’s history of collective legal repression. Similar calls were made to provide for the registration, surveillance and control of certain tribes. Initially these demands came from the North-western provinces, Oudh and Punjab, but they were subsequently extended throughout British-occupied India.

Inquisition and Collectivity: the Thuggee and Dacoity Department

The mode of the social construction of the criminal tribes did not suddenly appear out of a vacuum. For example, the emphasis on gangs as collectivities of ‘criminal’ groups, long familiar to English legal discourse27 was simply reproduced by Sleeman’s campaign against the thugs and the dacoits.28 (Invariably, as in the Criminal Tribes Act, colonial officials traced collective criminal origins to the thugs).29 Sleeman had been given the task of establishing a Thuggee and Dacoity Department. It had been mandated as early as 1829, in which special orders were given to the Thuggee and Dacoity Department to deal especially
with the ‘phansigars’, drawn from dangerous castes, such as the Ahariabs, Bahalias and Bunjaras. Within its first six years, the Thuggee and Dacoity Department arrested over 2,000 thugs – of whom 1,500 were sentenced to death, while 500 were transported to other British colonies.\textsuperscript{30} The Suppression of Thuggee Act of 1836\textsuperscript{31} was passed declaring:

That anyone proved to have belonged at any time to a gang of thugs should be liable to conviction and punished as a general charge including professional dacoits.\textsuperscript{32}

An amendment, in the Suppression of Thuggee Act of 1843 by the EIC’s judicial body declared:

Whosoever shall be proved to have belonged, either before or after the passing of the Act, to any gang of dacoits either within or without the territories of the East India Company shall be punishable with transportation for life.\textsuperscript{33}

Later amendments increased policing powers. However, Sleeman felt that the sentences passed by judges of the ‘native’ kind were detrimental to the eradication of thuggee:

The native judges showed a tendency to deal too lightly with captured ‘thugs’ and availing themselves of any deficiency in the evidence as to the crime to evade the infliction of capital sentence.\textsuperscript{34}

Hence, Colonel Sleeman’s staff were granted extra-judicial powers to reward the approvers,\textsuperscript{35} and to control crime, by recruiting more civilians as police officers and ‘watchmen’ in each of the fifty districts designated as ‘infected’ by ‘thuggee’. Entrepreneurially, the Thuggee and Dacoity Department successfully lobbied to have cases of thuggee and dacoity tried only in front of Special Commissioners and for increasing inquisitorial powers:

Nowhere in the records of the trials of the thugs is there any mention of anyone acting in defence of the accused. They were brought before the magistrate. The evidence was heard, the accused were asked what they had to say, and sentence was passed. A case could well be built up against the accused, which only the magistrate or the judge, who also filled the role of the jury, could test.\textsuperscript{36}

Precedent was established that, although it was still necessary to prove that a particular gang committed a crime, it was sufficient to establish that an accused man belonged to the gang, rather than prove his own culpability. Thugs were to be known by association rather than by direct evidence. In defence of the structural avoidance of adversarial principles, Sleeman argued ‘In a country like India, officials who worried about the possibility of the innocent suffering would be unsuccessful in bringing in the guilty.\textsuperscript{37} Trusted ‘approvers’ could be appointed by magistrates to senior positions in the police establishment,\textsuperscript{38} to seek out their
erstwhile companions, in return for a pardon. The approvers were a unique and valuable source on thuggee and, according to contemporary reports, caused the arrests of thousands of their compatriots. The colonial officials generated information about the thugs and the dacoits through interrogative entrepreneurial activities. Critically, of those arrested, the trials commenced without the due process of law formally required by the EIC and later by the British imperial state.

Although many robber-gangs were accosted and dacoits captured and catalogued by the hundreds, dacoity was not suppressed. Sleeman himself had reservations about the efficiency of the process. There was not a considerable legal step from the suppression of these collectives of thugs through a highly discretionary legal process, to the construction of similar legal processes for the so-called ‘criminal’ tribes. As Roy notes:

> The construction of ‘thuggee’ was not simply a novel yet apposite way of reading Indian criminality at a moment when the pressures to reform the East India Company by reforming India were especially marked. For what was at stake in the discovery of ‘thuggee’ was a philosophical reconstitution of Indian criminality. Thuggee also gave rise to a veritable cottage industry of policing and surveillance techniques as well as ethnographic documentation. Like the system it purported to study, the discourse on ‘thuggee’ was totalising in its scope.

Permeating the actions against the criminal collectivities of India was a practice of pre-emptive policing, alongside forms of systematic inequality, not simply allowed but also in effect, required by the modernization of law – as it had been in England with regard to the ‘criminal’ class. Legal process contributed in both contexts to the structuring of both the ‘native’ and also of the imperial ‘self’.

**Pressures to Develop the ‘Criminal’ Tribes Legislation**

In essence, the development of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 not only drew on the existing legal entrepreneurship of the Thuggee and Dacoity Department, but was also, related to many wider sources. In referring to the castes and tribes whose identity had been encoded in the Criminal Tribes Act, colonial officials almost invariably traced their origins to the thugs. Like much of the criminal legislation, it was inspired by the policing agency itself. There was specific police pressure to develop new legislation to create new criminal constructs. Traditional hierarchical interests reinforced policing powers internally. As Freitag notes, internal legitimacy could be co-opted. There was the Brahmin tradition of control of their own groups, the plainsman’s fear of the forest people, and the high-caste’s disdain of people without caste, the Hindu’s fear of non-Hindus, and their larger governance concern with controlling an ungovernable population which did not appear to abide by the normative rules. Critically, there was the British experience with the criminal classes and habitual offenders. There
was the parallel Western tradition of associating migrating itinerant groups with vagabondage and social crime, perceiving them as a ‘race’ apart.

The development of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 was not just a measure intended to deal with crime. As with similar legislation and procedures, from criminal law to Poor Law, it was also a means of rehabilitating the Indian equivalent of sturdy beggars, those who lived off the surplus of others, but did not produce themselves.

In India, legislation was intended to mould unproductive communities into useful and productive contributors to the colonial economy. There was also a concern with colonial authority. The colonial mode of governance tended to assume that collective action by local groups might threaten the legitimacy of their power. As Arnold argues, the police pressed for greater powers to deal with rural crime because they felt that the existing law was inadequate. Few ‘criminals’ in rural India were arrested, and even fewer were convicted. The attraction of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871, for the colonists, was that it allowed entire communities to be punished or subjected to exceptional police pressure without individual responsibility being established. Consequently, the innocent would help to coerce the guilty, and indigenous authorities would act as policing surrogates for the sake of the larger collectivity. In terms of limited resources of money and manpower, the police could concentrate on specific communities identified as inherently ‘criminal’ and ‘dangerous’.

Scientific discourse on penality also contributed. Not merely were ‘criminals’ a ‘race’ apart, they were irredeemable and had to be isolated for the good of others whom they might pollute. Any redemption could only be achieved when the criminals were tightly controlled and supervised. Finally, borrowing from Freitag, there was also a concern with legitimacy of imperial rule. The colonizers tended to associate collective action by the lower social castes with the normative process of familial and kin networks but also saw it as a threat to their authority. Lower-caste collective action was often perceived to be ultimately a challenge and a threat to the authority of the imperial state. For the colonizers, central authority was the justification and (unlike the previous Mughals who had held the local administrators responsible for solving local crimes) they perceived crime-control as essentially a problem for the central organization of the state, to be treated accordingly.

The Criminal Tribes Legislation

The Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 was developed cumulatively, reinforcing de facto, as well as de jure, policing procedures. In December 1855, Colonel Slee- man reported that the magistrate of Janpur had charged the landholder of his district with the task of holding under surveillance the predatory tribe of Baurias.
who were infesting the lower Doab and Southern India. If similar measures were adopted in every district infested by the wandering tribes, Sleeman suggested, petty crime would soon be considerably diminished. The Judicial Commissioner of the Punjab and the seven Division Commissioners unanimously supported this Report, arguing that a system of surveillance should be extended from the thugs and dacoits to the Baurias and Sansi. In the words of one Commissioner ‘The existence of a criminal class, living notoriously on robbery is an outrage on civilized society, and their suppression is urgently called for.’

Consequently, under the authority of Circular No. 18 in 1856, all Sansi, Harnis and Baurias were to be registered at the local thanas (police stations), the lambardars (the headmen) of the villages in which these tribes nominally resided, were to be answerable for their conduct and movements. Registered tribesmen were not to be allowed to sleep away from their villages without a ‘ticket of leave’ from the thanadar, and any tribesman found absent without leave was required to furnish security for good behaviour or, failing that, be sent to jail. This system of control was later extended to cover ‘bad characters’ and gangs of dacoits by the establishment of punitive police posts near identified villages. Several Punjab district officers proposed reclaiming the criminal tribes by forcibly locating them in settlements on government wasteland under police control, in the expectation of accustomizing them to steady habits of agricultural labour. The Commissioners welcomed this initiative as efficient and productive. Consequently, some years in advance of the CTA, nomadic tribal people were locked overnight in local thanas (police posts) and forced to enter settlements until the Chief Commissioner of Punjab declared the measures illegal. This was the result of several years of heated debate between the governments of the Punjab and of the Northwestern Provinces, on the one hand, and the Punjab Chief Court on the other. The main point of contention was that legal rights were threatened by the procedures. The Court feared that the subordinate officials, particularly the ‘native’ constabulary, would abuse the powers. The Court also feared that forced settlements would be inefficient. The Punjab colonial officers countered that it would be preferable for the police to inconvenience a few doubtful characters than for large numbers of responsible people to be inconvenienced by bad characters. These problems would continue to bedevil the Punjab’s system of kots (settlements) for the next decade. Meanwhile, however, the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 had been passed. It provided for virtually the same measures of surveillance, control and reform as had the Circular of 1856. The law was first enacted in North India in 1871, in Bengal in 1876, and then spread to the rest of the country until finally it was made applicable to the Madras Presidency in 1911. This Act was to apply to 150 notified castes of ‘hereditary criminals’ within the Hindu system. Later, other communities were added to the list. However, in India this was not based on the
notion of genetically transmitted crime but rather as a community profession passed on from one generation to the next.

More importantly, the official intention then of the legislation was not so much punitive and retributive as preventative and remedial. Surveillance rather than punishment was the key. Like the discretionary collective and preemptive legislation in England, in its structured departures from the ideals of due process, the CTA gave the police and magistracy extraordinary powers, extending to whole communities. This was the kind of surveillance and control formerly restricted to the confines of the criminal settlements. Thus, much of the popularity of the Act for administrators lay in its expediencies, designed to detect and convict criminals efficiently, not to protect the innocent. The CTA was regarded by some colonial officials as an extraordinary extension of imperial legislation. 'Any other Act on the Statute Book goes so far in giving the police powers to take away a man’s freedom. It not only affects the criminal himself, but also those who meet and associate in any way with him'. Section III of the CTA empowered each local jurisdiction to designate ‘Any tribe, gang, or class of persons or a part thereof, as a ‘criminal tribe’ if it had some reason to believe that they were addicted to the commission of non-bailable offences’.

Once notified, members of the tribe (as with the English criminal class) had minimal rights of appeal to the courts. They could only gain exemption by persuading the registering authorities of the Act’s non-applicability to them – guilt rather than innocence was presumed. This method of sidestepping legal protections for the accused was so useful that it was greatly expanded in the subsequent amendments of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1911. By adding the word ‘gang’ to the authorizing legislation, it became possible to proclaim bandit gangs as criminal tribes. On registration, members of the criminal tribe and caste were fingerprinted. Refusal to comply itself constituted a criminal offence, punishable by six months imprisonment or a 201 Rupee fine or both. There were severe restrictions on mobility. Members of the ‘criminal’ tribes and castes were only permitted to be absent from their home village at specified times and required to reside at approved locations. Section 10(a) of the CTA of 1871 authorized the fixing of hours at which the ‘worst’ characters and active criminals were to report to the police. Once designated a ‘criminal’ tribe, the members of a community were placed outside the provisions of the ordinary law and subjected to intensive and indefinite police supervision and direction. Quite apart from the formal restrictions and penalties, like the street legislation targeted at the ‘criminal’ classes of Victorian England, the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 exposed those notified to harassment by the police, local landlords and village officers, who were also entrusted with their supervision. However, there is one necessary caveat with regard to this exposition on the CTA. It is clear that the origins of the CTA of 1871, was with regard to maintaining imperial social order. But later
legislation was not so clear-cut to its imperatives. Indeed, there is argument regarding the several modifications in later years that a different motivation of the CTA, was solely economic. The later legislative compulsion was dictated less by the need to contain crime than by the demand for labour to reclaim agricultural land and later to supply textile mills and industrial establishments. Private gain rather than social order appears to have become a later priority.  

The Constitution of a ‘Criminal’ Tribe: The Sansi of North Western Punjab

Amongst several tribes targeted by the law, the Sansi and other so-called ‘criminal’ tribes were placed at the level of the most ‘dangerous’ category. The colonial image of the Sansi was that of a group of criminals who were beyond redemption ‘...They are notorious as the worst of criminals’. Thieving Sansi are said to admit any caste to their fraternity on payment. These sentiments echoed the comments made by Sleeman, and the official concern with the Sansi stemmed from the reports in the 1860s, which described them as ‘wandering tribes’ of the districts of Gurgaon and Gurdaspur. Colonel Sleeman succeeded in portraying the Sansi vagrants of the Punjab as essentially a wandering tribe with no fixed abode and possessing innate ‘criminal’ characteristics. As early as the 1850s, the Sansi and several other tribes in the Punjab had been subject to official registrations. Even a much more recent text recites objectively “They commit thefts, burglary, highway robbery and also dacoitism.”

The Sansi were not only the Punjab’s largest ‘criminal’ tribe, with an estimated notified population of 26,000 in the 1860s, but other tribes like the Baurias and Harnis were believed to be offshoots of them. Stereotypical caricatures were essential to reconstruct the Sansi as ‘different’ and to create a new master status. Official discourse had long portrayed the Sansis as:

generally dark in complexion with bright sparkling eyes, their faces were recast in the aboriginal mould and were said to be very ‘foxy’ in expressions; being often eaters of vermin, they could always be detected by their smell which was said to be like a combination of ‘musk-rat and rancid grease’; and their religion, mostly a form of Hinduism, was of a very primitive mixed and debased nature.

Social Darwinism and eugenics influenced their social construction:

The Sansi is still in the suckling stage of human progress, where he expects to receive the means of sustaining life direct from parent nature. To ask a Sansi to work and labour for the daily necessities is as much an anomaly as to ask an infant at the breast to earn the nourishment it receives by personal effort. The stage in the life of the individual corresponds with the evolution of mankind. During his wandering life of
a few decades, the Sansi was perfectly at liberty to entrap the ownerless creatures of
the jungle and to gather any fruits, plants or leaves growing in a wild state. His brief
acquaintanceship with a domiciliary civilisation has not been sufficient to impress
him with the fact that the same liberty cannot be extended to his neighbour’s cattle
and crops.72

Like the lower classes of Victorian England, the Sansi were at a less advanced stage
of human evolution. Only by sustained exposure to a more evolved civilization
could the Sansi move towards ‘progress’. By importing the early Victorian crimi-
nal legislation, the colonial judicial office transformed the Indian lower castes and
tribes into lesser individuals, ‘born and blood criminals’. According to Ibbetson,
in a study of Sansi language reminiscent of Mayhew’s account of the ‘criminal’
class of the Victorian rookeries, the main way to differentiate between the Sansi
and urban criminals was that the former had deliberately developed their own
dialect, which lent itself ‘...for the purpose of aiding and abetting crime.’73

The main justification for the inclusion of the Sansi in the Punjab jurisdic-
tion was based on the suspicion of their alliance with the local Mazahbi74 thugs, as
Major Harvey75 wrote, in a report in 1860. A later Guide describes them as ‘a
small caste of wandering criminals of northern India, who live by begging and
dealing in cattle. They also steal and commit dacoities and house-breaking.’76

Using the power of the colonial officers to guard against collective crimes
which they deemed a threat to its authority, the Sansi were continuously arrested
for their involvement in crimes of survival,77 especially so after the annexation of
British Punjab.78

Further legislation compounded the destitution of the Sansis. The Punjab
Laws Act of 1872 restricted the rights of kin to inherit land, in favour of pur-
chase by larger landowners. The stranger who had gained a footing in the village
was thus frequently in a position to extend his organizations at the expense of
the original landholders of the community. Given population growth (although
culled by plague) and coincidental famines, together with the gradual passing
away of proprietary rights from agriculturists to non-agriculturists in satisfaction
of debts, landless Sansi, was much exacerbated. The level of crimes of survival
greatly increased. Settlements were increasingly perceived as the resolution.79

However, the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 was debilitating irrespective of
any perceived criminality.80 A more recent commentator captures the nineteenth
century essence of the labelling of the ‘criminal’ career of the Sansi:

Crime develops amongst these people through moral weaknesses, induced by circum-
stances and under corrupt environments. After this they are led on by the impunity
of their first offences and then prison association corrupts them further morally and
physically. Thus they continue to fall back upon commitment of various crimes and
become habitual offenders. The society by abandoning them, after they leave prison,
renders them to lead a wretched life.81
While the Punjab contained several criminal tribes between 1881 and 1913, the Sansi were the largest. After the designation of the Sansi as criminal, the District Magistrate established a register of them as habitual criminals, under the observation of local policing functionaries. A Pass system was implemented to control their movements, a system which lent itself to local official corruption and false accusations. Sansi movement was essential to their itinerant survival. Later, controls were intensified with the novel development of fingerprinting. Breaches were subject to life imprisonment, as compared to punishment for similar offences by non-criminal tribes members of between three to six months. As in England, legislation differentiated between the roughs and the respectables. In the labelling process, some differentiation was acknowledged in official imprimaturs:

It would perhaps be more accurate to say that the Sansi should be classified thus: (1) the settled Sansi, who are subject to the Criminal Tribes Act, but who confine themselves to petty crime committed near their own villages and (2) the nomad Sansi who have two main branches (a) the Birtwan and (b) the pure nomads and vagabonds.

**Settlement Policy**

The creation of a surveillance society in India directly served colonial ends. As Bhukya claims,

The Criminal Tribes Act (CTA) of 1871 provided for those designated as criminal tribes to be registered with local police stations, to be confined to specific villages, fined, punished, and put in reformatories. Groups that suffered such a fate thereafter found it so difficult to earn an honest livelihood that they became even more likely to commit dacoities.

A contemporary police administrator summed up Sansi experience of criminal justice with a telling anecdote. Gunthorpe claims that they were treated under a similar system to habitual criminals in England. Despite being subject to Pass laws and similar surveillance they have ‘in recent years ... passed the limits of forbearance’. Their traditional nomadic character was easily equated with that of the scavengers, who often engaged in ‘Cattle poisoning, which was freely resorted to by the population of the district. The serious loss of the agricultural community and the temptation to crime, which are held out to the hide dealing population, require deterrent punishment.’

Under Section 16 of the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871, internal ‘colonies’ (settlements or kots) were set up in which, it was claimed, the de-notified tribes could be trained to earn an honest living. In 1890, by executive order of the Provincial Government, the more stringent provisions of the law were applied to them:
Constructing the Sansi as a 'Criminal' Class

In a single night, their camps throughout the Western districts were surrounded by a cordon of police, and 1236 men, women and children suddenly found themselves under arrest. The adult males, who were practically all incorrigible criminals, were swept off and interned in the jail at Sultanpur, where indeed they spend the rest of their lives, treated with as much indulgence as was compatible with their safe custody, and allowed to practice any of their petty handicrafts for their own advantage. Similarly, the women and children were removed to a settlement at Farrukhabad where they were brought under discipline and educated. Some were apprenticed in the factories at Cawnpur; others were assisted to emigrate to one of the Colonies, with a chance of gaining a respectable livelihood.

Once forcibly settled, the males became involved with labour intensive tasks in agriculture: in weeding, ploughing, watering of fields, stripping sugar cane and other related jobs on the farms. However, Gunthorpe adds two caveats. The young women were a problem for the Magistrates. Suitable marriages (presumably with the intention of breeding criminality out of them) were difficult to arrange. Secondly, to Gunthorpe’s evident chagrin, ten years later the Sansi groups was re-classified as ‘loafers’ rather than criminals, and were released. Gunthorpe laments that the Sansi would undoubtedly then relapse to their old criminal habits.

The settlements would operate much like the factories, the prisons, and the workhouses of England. Confining the tribe would make surveillance more effective on such elusive peoples and prevent the petty crime that was associated with nomadism. ‘Work discipline would break their ‘thievish’ ways and turn them into settled cultivators, basket makers, and weavers. They would redeem nomads, who by hereditary and tradition were ‘criminals, robbers, cheats, murderers and highwaymen, each tribe according to its guild and craft.’ Several settlements were established in the Punjab, normally consisting of industrial and the agricultural reformatories (for example, the Salvation Army agricultural settlement for the Sansi at Sahibganj). However, the initial settlements, were ad hoc and generally regarded as inefficient in many aspects. As Booth-Tucker claims from a partisan perspective:

If any of them absconded – as they frequently did – when captured by the police, their captor received a reward of Rs. 5. This led to a system on the part of the subordinate police of leading some of them out into the country and bringing them back as captives in order to claim the reward. It was a common saying among the (tribespeople) that no one need be captured provided he had in his possession Rs. 6 – one rupee more than the reward – to offer to the policeman as a peace-offering.

The Salvation Army settlements were intended to be total institutions, deconstructing individuals in order to reconstruct them, a process that included all the inward as well as outward propensities to criminality, designed to produce self-disciplined workers. Time was to be regulated like thought. Remunerated labour
would turn the tribesmen into productive labour. Former prisoners were also sent to the settlement for redemption, especially to the Amritsar Reformatory Settlement. They were divided into two categories – those regarded as settled ‘criminals’ (given a five-year term) and the nomadic type (ten years). Most members of the criminal tribes were sent to the Mughalpura or Lyallpur industrial settlements to work in subsistence-paying industrial employment. Increasingly, the settlements had a different, commercial intent in supplying cheap labour, especially under the later Criminal Tribes Act of 1911. The aim being:

To train them to earn an honest livelihood, first the settler was obliged to work for his living. Reciprocally the Department was obliged to find work for him. For this the settlement officers built good relations with factory managers and other employers up and down the country in whose neighbourhood settlements were established.

Criminal tribe settlements would provide much of the labour required in the industrialization process. Labelling such areas as settlements glosses over their true nature as virtual prisons, as anyone belonging to one of the criminal tribes could be imprisoned for ‘escaping’ from their reformatory settlement, or for being anywhere ‘beyond the limits so prescribed for his residence’. The settlements that were created served as de facto labour camps, with contractors requiring cheap manual labour farming out members of the settlement camps. Thus the members of these tribes were caught in the colonial nexus of land reform, the need for cheap labour and the rhetoric of social reform. Hard labour would serve the complementary functions of deterring the lazy and of creating hard-working citizens conditioned to the discipline of industrial life within Panopticon-types structures. ‘Criminal castes in India, like vagrants in Britain, represented an obstacle to the institution of the British ethic of work-discipline.’

By the end of nineteenth century, the colonizers had moved from pragmatic, piecemeal solutions to social order to structural modes of control through law, science and the inputs of missionaries. Lower-strata Indians were treated as members of immutable groups with primarily genetically-determined, characteristics. Prominent among those charged with administering the criminal tribe settlements was the missionary Salvation Army. In many ways the Salvation Army collaborated with the imperial government and helped to reinforce colonial power structures. For Salvation Army officials, the settlements were a logical progression from their social service work and followed from the plans of their founder. Commissioner F. Booth-Tucker had suggested:

The incorrigible ‘won’t-be-goods’ be either transported to some island or settled in remote Himalaya valleys, where they would soon become absorbed by inter-marriage with hill tribes, many of whom really need new blood while the majority of ‘would-be-goods’ be placed in agricultural reservations like those which had produced the successful and complete pacification of 300,000 Red Indians in the United States of
Later, Booth-Tucker offered his own discussion of hereditary criminals in his curious 1916 work *Criminocurology: Or The Indian Criminal and what to do with Him*. It included his own classification of Indian criminals – the Incorrigible, the Habitual, the Hereditary, the Ordinary, the Youth and the Child. However, Booth-Tucker maintained that inheritance could be modified by work-habits, discipline, and isolation from eternal influences. This concept of redemption reflected the increasing division in genetic science between the exact contribution of nature and nurture. Even Lombroso, the founder of the inheritance school of criminology had recognized some effect of environment:

‘There exist whole tribes and races more or less given to crime, such as the tribe of Zakka Kel in India ... In this tribe every male child is consecrated to thievish practices by a peculiar ceremony, in which the new-born infant is passed through a breach in the father’s house whilst the words, ‘Become a thief’ are chanted three times in chorus.’

The consequences were predictable. The labelling of so many tribal people as ‘criminal’ and their confinement in settlements led to them being permanently stigmatized. Once released from the settlement, they were denied waged occupation, and their status was irredeemably reinforced. This attitude not only enhanced the dichotomy of ‘sin’ and ‘dharma’, but also boosted racial theories and the need to separate the contagious from the healthy members of society.

### Identity and Structural Source of Sansi Criminality

The central paradox of Sansi criminality lies in words quoted from Galton’s book *Fingerprints*. Galton had encountered a returnee Indian Army officer, Major Ferris, who explained to Galton that the basis for crime in India was the unwillingness of the tribals and the lower castes to surrender their land to the colonial government. If they had done so, much crime would have been eliminated. Tayyah Mahmud responds that paradoxically, the criminalization of these people stemmed from the social changes prompted by colonial economic policies such as state monopolies on commodities and regulation of forest harvesting. State crime was reconstructed as indigenous crime.

At one level, Sansi ‘criminality’, and the various processes outlined above which produced this designation, must be understood in the context of imperial society’s search for new identities for both the colonizers and for the colonized. The phantasmagoric images portrayed by Roy, and in Victorian fiction, suggest an anxiety on both sides. Victorian fears related to the lower stratum of empire and to the insecurity of its own identities. In that fear, the scientification
of Indian criminality, located within the positivist modes of social categorization (curocriminology in India), ensured the elevation of the colonizers (and their local Brahmin surrogates) in the social hierarchy. It also provided, in a period of rapid social and economic change, the reaffirmation of a demeaning legal status for the Sansi and other criminal tribes. Criminalizing the Sansi through law gave a sense of security to the rulers of the empire and to colonial elite of the caste system. It ensured the latter’s own relative status integration, while casting the Sansi and other ‘criminal’ tribes and castes not just as folk devils, but also as different. Anxieties in the relationship between colonial classes and the Brahmin elite were quelled on their perception of a common enemy, and through a new legal scientific designation for the criminal tribes. Measuring the attributes of the criminal tribes though anthropometry conversely elevated the dominant stratum, in both societies, and assured their identities.

Secondly, there were structural sources in the construction process. In England, the ‘criminal’ classes had been produced (see Chapter 3 above) through a process of urbanization and industrialization. In India, similar social changes were important. Development in the material bases of existence was critical. Parts of the Punjab were acclaimed by the colonizers as the ‘food basket’ of India. It was a land rich in grain, and cotton flourished. The Punjab home of the Sansi accommodated agriculture, in which new industries and trade links were being developed. Colonial exploitation necessitated the development of a transportation system, railways, roads and the telegraph, to link the Punjab to the capitalist world market, conversely placing the peasantry at the mercy of world trade. As Hardiman argues, imperial export of food grains and crops, and the consequent high prices of grains, all helped to exacerbate scarcities. The new monetary mode of exchange added to the miseries of the tribal peoples and intensified indebtedness. The market created a demand for credit from the newly emerging commercial groups. Relations between the creditor and the peasant Sansi debtors were of increasing inequality. By subordinating cultivators to banias (merchant moneylenders), subsistence loans contributed to the debts and lack of autonomy of the peasant producer. This, in turn, not only provided the merchants with economic control over the peasants but also forced the farmers to dispose of their produce immediately after the harvest, creating later scarcity. The colonial officers assisted by the local banias extracted surplus from the cultivator, in the form of land revenue, rent and interest charges.

Shortages exacerbated the dependency of lower-caste and criminal tribes. Between 1860 and 1901, there were frequent famines in the Punjab, partly due to excessive export of grain. Export of grain exhausted local supply. Mortality was greatest within the class of casual and itinerant labour. Similarly the cottage weaving industry collapsed because of imperial free trade. Loss of traditional access to forest lands also subtracted from nomadic livelihood. Consequent
deprivation, when combined with stigmatization, drove collectivities such as the Sansi into social crime.

Famine victims were not always passive, for example there are several instances in which several attempts to loot grain stores, involved lower-castes and the Sansi. Offences against property were widespread, reflecting the desperate plight of the poverty stricken people:

In several places the feelings against the banias and grain dealers, who were accused of raising grain prices for their own selfish ends, was very strong. Grain riots occurred at many places in the district. The famished people in Ferozpur were so hard-pressed that they took to plunder and the owners of the grain-stores asked for a military guard to prevent the disturbances.

In Amritsar, the pauper population was estimated at 20,000 with a further 10,000 internal migrants. Indiscriminate arrests of vagrants were reported of the provincial police. Many surrendered agricultural pursuits and adopted banditry whilst many artisans, weavers and labourers turned to begging. The Sansi, writes Butler ‘were driven to dacoity, especially so in hard famine times, they took to it when agriculture was precarious and provisions were few. Colonial anxieties were most evident in reactions to this social crime. In classifying famine-related offences as crimes of dacoity, the authorities predictably blamed the victim. While refusing to intervene in the market economy of revenue and trade, the imperial state confronted the escalating property crime with twin relief and criminalizing measures. Relief measures re-established the Indian equivalent of the English workhouses, as well as the motif of the sturdy beggar. Civil legislation complemented criminal legislation as it had in England, with many public work developments. But the moral tone of empire ensured that only the fit and ‘respectable’ were employed. Distribution of relief by voluntary agencies followed the inequity of caste divisions, and consolidated social division. There were other effects such as the consequent migration of the Sansi to other provinces in search of food and also to flee state agents.

The victims of agricultural distress who stole grain to survive were now labelled as the most ‘dangerous’ of criminals, penetrating the collective conscience of the Company officers. Professional interests categorize the low-castes as a kind of social junk, which could be located homogeneously as peripheral and marginal to colonial society, harmful deviants who were criminally threatening, contributing little to the social and economic good of the Punjab. Similar to the criminal class of Victorian England, different factors led to the reconstitution of the Sansi as ‘dangerous’ under the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871. As summarized above, the first of these was the consequences of imperial polices over trade in which identities of different strata become confused, uncertain and in need of reassertion. Legal process was a key device by which anxieties were
quelled and statuses reaffirmed. Scientific discourses, normally adapted in their own language by judicial agents, legitimized paternalistic intervention, a process that was enhanced by the new missionary work in the Settlements. Traditional forms of labour became crimes of survival.

Up to and including the years of Indian independence in 1947, labels attached to the Sansi and to other criminal tribes were affirmed in further legislation. Legal solutions were enlisted to deal with social problems – such as the claim that the Sansi frequently assumed fictional identities to avoid legal controls. The Settlements became controversial over employment policies – or rather the lack of them. However, missionary zeal contained the problem. The Punjab lesson of determining particular groups as criminal tribes spread to cities such as Madras where no criminal groups had previously been recognized. The sledgehammer continued for nearly a century to extend policing powers over the lower social orders. Continuity was maintained as with the Indian Habitual Offenders Act of 1948.

In sum, the transportation of legal definitions from Victorian England was a solution developed in response to colonial anxieties. Crimes of survival by the Sansi were re-defined by imported imperial definitions of criminality. Racial categorizations, which lent themselves easily to scientific racist theories in England, proved beneficial for imperial rule. The idea of the officially-enforced labelling activities, which had first arisen in the 1830s and the 1840s with the discovery, and suppression of ‘thuggee’ was built and sustained with the colonial administration transforming the Sansi, the wandering tribes, the numerous predatory tribes and castes consisting of the peasants, the poor and the begging population, into ‘criminal’ communities. The ‘natives’ had to be collectively controlled for wider benefit. By identifying various groups as abnormal and habitually criminal, and by endowing the police and the magistrates with extraordinary powers to deal with their pathology, the Colonial Office acquired Indian ‘sites’, in terms not only of geography, economies and education but most of all in law. The Indian tribes and castes were racially constructed within and through criminological discourses. This colonial obsession with the maintenance of law and order and the construction of identities within the social hierarchy of Empire assumed a similar form to that of Victorian England. The ‘criminal’ tribes and castes of imperial India were legally and socially reified in ways not dissimilar to the ‘dangerous’ classes in Victorian England.

The construction of the ‘dangerous’ classes could not have occurred in the way it did without the reference to the simultaneous construction of the dangerous in imperial India. The image of the English ‘dangerous’ classes drew in part, on ‘racial’ notions from India and at the same time the legal labelling processes of a similar problem in India relied, in part, on the transplantation of images of dangerousness from the metropolis. While there were clear differences between the two situations, especially in relation to the urban context of one (adjacent to
the structures of England’s emergent industrial economy) and the other (confined to the periphery of Empire). There were similarities of image, social status and social structure. The similarities between the two cases are more important in explaining their experience of discretionary legislation than any differences. It is in the difference between the two cases that one finds the significance of their similarities. The debates, which gave rise to the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 in India were similar to the discourse, and reflected the same tensions and anxieties, which gave rise to the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869 in Victorian England.
8 IMPERIAL REFLECTIONS: A COMPELLING INSISTENCE

‘The hereditary criminal is by no means confined to India, although it is only in that country that they have the engaging simplicity to describe themselves frankly in the census returns.’

Official Statistics and Colonial Census of 1872: Cartography, and the Narration of Caste and Criminal Tribes

The debate about the Census of 1872 in colonial India is exemplary of the argument developed in this text in two ways. First, it is one of the most telling instances of the process of identity construction, especially of the criminal types and the savage tribes. Second, it was hailed by Orientalist scholars as the colonial officials with what they presumed to be a neat distinction between themselves and the people of India. Most notably, and to return to General Booth’s comment on the first Indian census, it contains a double irony. At a more general level, it constructs the people of India within an Occidental discourse. Essentially, the census was a British device, framed within British assumptions of the collection of data within modernity. At a more practical level, though, the example of the Census shows how a seemingly hegemonic narrative of the people of India can also function, through its very ideals and values, to open up spaces for alternative voices. What is most revealing about the census is that the people of India so constituted, especially the low-caste as well as the Brahmins, disrupted the chronology and the classification of the census. More pointedly, the subjects challenged, through adopting various techniques of resistance and power, the very forms of identity in which they were supposedly being constructed. Significant is how different technologies of power and modes of resistance were undertaken, by various castes and groups in India to represent themselves in the ever-changing nature of their societies after the arrival of the Europeans. What is often overlooked by historians is how the chronological ordering of the census, an important imperial document, was also disrupted by respondents, who chose to answer questions that reflected their own construction of a response, rather
than one that would meet their perception of an identity that could be slotted into the alien instrument. Booth’s sardonic comment tells us more about the designers of the census than it does about the respondents. The census of 1872 and its major successor in 1901 together furnish a heuristic structure through which to summarize the key themes of this text.

The Census of 1872 was constructed at the same time, based on similar assumptions and the historical legacy of scientific and legal discourses, as the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871. An analysis of the census illustrates how imperial enquiries can be turned back on themselves, problematizing the identities of those presumed to be conducting the inquisition. Similarly, concepts of criminality, such as the criminal tribes and criminal classes, of dangerousness, of caste and of identity (especially in the case of the census, religious identity), reflect, once again, the tensions and the insecurities of those actively involved in the construction of identities and subjectivities. In this case, they reflect and render uncertain the identities of the officials of the first Indian numerations, which also included dominant indigenous groups operating at regional and local levels, which further point to its limitations. It is in the census that we can trace the history of people who have often been silenced. The census provides an exemplary opening to the wider questions of law’s violence and the imperial project, and, between the lines as it were, oppressed voices can be heard.

The first Indian census was actually produced over the years 1868–71, and a successor to considerable early statistical work by EIC officers. Nineteenth-century scholarship in social statistics is a missing ingredient in the earlier account of the scientific discourses within which criminal classes and criminal tribes were constructed. The new statisticians, and political, economic, anthropological and philanthropic investigators such as Henry Mayhew (Mayhew’s first employment was with the EIC) made a crucial contribution to the constitution of Empire, both internally and externally. EIC statisticians played significant roles in exchanging data-collection methods between England and India in reinforcing the science of ‘difference’ (Thomas Malthus was Professor of Political Economy at the East India Company College).

In colonial India, previous statistical work laid the groundwork for the new information order of Empire. In 1807, the Government of Bengal had ordered a survey of the ‘Eastern territories’, ‘We are of the opinion that a statistical survey of the country would be attended with much urgency’. The survey recorded details such as religion, of progress in arts and manufacturing, and the natural history of the region. Marriott notes ‘The accumulation of empirical material was the most determined effort heretofore to know the Indian landscape and village life better to exercise economic and political authority’. Missionaries had also contributed. By mid-century, statistics had become an essential tool for the categorization of Empire and especially of the inferior races. Just a few years
before the 1872 census in colonial India, compilation of the Imperial Gazetteers had begun by W. W. Hunter. Both the Gazettes and the eventual census reports furnished a variety of statistical data on the people and their circumstances in different parts of India. Although provincial censuses had been conducted in the Northwest Provinces in 1853 and the Punjab in 1855, it was the census material of 1872, which represented a key step in the scattered foci of statistical accumulations within which empire ruled. The central motive for that enumeration was of social order in the colony. Statistically determining the probability of local disorder was an outcome that, it was believed, could be calculated from factors of population and social character. Census compilation and analysis, based on a crude scientific determinism, was a prediction device for social order requirements. Crime levels could be forecast through census data.

However, as Hobson points out, the eventual lack of use of such statistics in relation to disorder, and the depth of apparently extraneous detailed included in the census, seem more to have been propelled by a generic quest for the control of Indian knowledge and of Indian identities. In that enquiry, caste and tribe were regarded as indicators of occupation, of status, of intellectual ability and a critical clue to indigenous identity against which the British themselves could be measured and located on the ladder of progress. For example, questions on religion were enforced in the 1871 Irish and 1872 Indian census but not in the British one. Enquiries on the ‘modern’ affiliations of the latter being considered an invasion of the rights of civilized people. In colonized nations, no such impediments would be tolerated. Earlier attempts by the British to document the colonial population had been beset by confusion. Inter alia, the physical layout of streets and housing in Indian cities had distorted population numbers, a conundrum that resulted in British administrators resorting to ‘known’ units of categories and collectivities, as a shorthand technique for assessing individuals. Colonial discourse drew upon indigenous concepts in ways that demonstrated that the British only dimly understood them, but which later had a major impact on the constitution of colonial rule. As Chakrabarty explains, ‘...the social assumptions on which the classification and organization of census figures rested were fundamentally modern: they showed India to be a collection of “communities” whose “progress” or “backwardness” could be measured by the application of some supposedly “universal” indices.’ This was the beginning of the Othering process, which, whilst having far reaching consequences, also posed some serious challenges for the imperial project.

The Objectification of Categories of Caste and Tribe

The caste system furnished a readily accessible typology for the census, one that appeared to draw upon Indian tradition and therefore would presumably be regarded as legitimate on the subcontinent. In the same way that early Victorian
writers and ethnographers had referred to the hierarchy of social classes, from the
criminal to the respectable, caste and its various levels, including criminal tribe
seemed to furnish an Oriental equivalent. Since Victorian society was divided
by class, the British in India attempted to equate the Indian caste12 system to
the class system. In contrasting criminal castes with London’s criminal class, the
British had an extensive body of knowledge to draw upon.13 They saw caste as
an indicator of occupation, social standing and intellectual ability. During the
initial days of EIC, caste privileges and customs had been reaffirmed and were
encouraged, and the discrimination against lower castes perpetuated. Vague
traditions and identities had been given an official *imprimatur*. Thus, it was rela-
tively easy to understand the concept of the criminal tribes through the common
concept of dangerousness which was the key device by which the British could
make sense of their own criminal class. Caste became a proxy for class. Similarly,
as Yang argues, while the term ‘criminal’ does not appear in the early official
accounting in India, criminal tribes by 1871 had become a concrete entity as a
specific subcategory of caste, in order to furnish more detailed information.

For British administrators, ‘caste was a thing’14 like tribe, and its reification
became one of the dominant modes of representations of Indian society. As
Tolen points out, the terms caste, tribe and class were frequently interchange-
able. Further, some of the later Gazetteers also used the terms ‘criminal caste’
criminal tribe, and criminal class as synonyms. However, it was the term tribe
which served a distinct representational function. It evoked both an evolution-
ary stage, with certain attendant values and images. Hence, tribe was situated
on a lower evolutionary rung than caste in which the same logic of evolution
and images was used to explain crime with tribe. Significantly, tribes committed
crime, because it was in their nature and, moreover, it was dictated by their caste
to do so. Caste rather than tribalism was the distinctive causal feature of this
breed of criminality. But the discourse ‘of tribe could evoke qualities of savagery,
wildness, and otherness in a way that caste could not. The term “criminal tribe”
was often used because of the signs it was able to produce in British conscious-
ness’.15 Further, given the crime scientists’ view of inheritance, caste membership
would give guidance on future group behaviour. ‘From the outset, the Census
had a strong interest in ethnology as a means of organizing a massive amount of
seemingly disparate data ... in addition to age, marital status, and sex, the 1872
Census included details of caste [and tribe], and religion in spite of the very real
uncertainties that existed’.16 The British saw caste and tribal affiliations as a tech-
nique for breaking down a large population into meaningful aggregates, which
had specific characteristics,17 comprehensible within the Occidental paradigm.
By the time of the 1872 census, caste (and to some extent, tribe) had become the
primary subject of imperial classification and social knowledge. It had become a
hybrid concept. Although caste existed before colonialism, Dirks argues that it
was thoroughly reconfigured by British rule, and caste was ‘a conscious design of British colonial policy’ which was invented to facilitate colonial rule.\textsuperscript{18} The caste system, however, embodied highly artificial assumptions in the eyes of its administrators. It was a social construct that simply did not fit the disparate Indian populations. It was a European convenience based on a belief in the ultimate symmetry of Occidental and Oriental social structures.

Firstly, the assumption about inherited features within the caste system was based upon the repetitive hearsay dressed as the empirical science of the born criminal. In fact, indigenous practice largely forbade intra-marriage within castes. Direct inheritance of characteristics was therefore unlikely – even if the science held true. However, if Europeans were aware of the genealogical problems, they did not perceive them as an obstacle to census use for predictions based on inheritance. Secondly, it correctly focused on the rural village as the dominant site of Indian social life. But the Census constituted it an arena driven by caste and religious division, a setting for caste relations rather than the primary building block of Indian society. The village became portrayed as an interstice of conflict between castes, tribes and religions rather than of coexistence between different peoples.\textsuperscript{19} As Washbrook states, the British perspectives ‘missed the finely honed status differentials within caste, which gave the system flexibility, and above all, missed the webs of interdependency which linked numbers of castes together in an economic and social structure’.\textsuperscript{20} British social evolutionary theorists insisted upon inter-caste conflict as a key dynamic of Indian society. The colonial authorities were so committed to that view that where evidence of such rivalry was not immediately obvious, they felt constrained to assume or even invent it. Thus the declaration by senior members of the Secretariat of the Madras Presidency that they would look favourably on appeals directed against caste ‘aggression’ produced a new dimension in local politics. Washbrook comments ‘Once the language of large scale communal hostility, of broadly defined castes competing against each other had been introduced, there was no end to the number of situations it could be used to describe’.\textsuperscript{21} Without suggesting a golden age thesis, there is little historical evidence of sustained communal hatred operating at the popular level prior to colonial rule.\textsuperscript{22} The Census of 1872 created a difference between the majority and the minority in village communities as in the total jurisdiction, ‘in pre-British India, communities had ‘fuzzy’ boundaries and in British India, they became ‘enumerated’.\textsuperscript{23} ‘The term ‘fuzzy’ is taken to mean boundaries that do not admit of clear identities. The census or enumeration gave birth to discrete identities and subjectivities.

However, collecting data for the census was far from straightforward. There was confusion over caste, which was multiplied by the initial assumption that Muslims were merely low-caste Hindus, the product of conversion, and to be accounted for accordingly.\textsuperscript{24} This view had extraordinary later repercussions.\textsuperscript{25} In any case,
the religious categories represented an English construction. Hindus were not a homogeneous collectivity. The boundaries between different religions, especially between Hindus and Sikhs, but also between Muslims, were at best blurred. Other problems arose in interpretation. Several commemorators after the 1901 census suggested that Hinduism was a dying race, not only in fertility and mortality rates, but also in terms of conversion. The British census produced a complex construction of Muslim religious and ethnic identity playing on both the assertion and the denial of difference. The very function of the census was to show, through enumeration, that the assertion of ‘difference’ – the idea of Muslims as outsiders, was propagated by Indian Muslims themselves. Once this was established as a specifically Muslim claim, that declaration of difference was promptly denied by the categories adopted in British census-taking, which sought to demonstrate that the bulk of the Muslim population came from local converts.

There were other imposed Occidental categories within the census that created a different alterity. Age questions were a key feature. O’Donnell, the Bengal census superintendent in 1871 remarked that ‘the ignorance or carelessness of even native gentlemen of position and education in regard to their ages is a notorious fact, and even when they know them accurately, so strong is the force of habitual forms of expression, that it is doubtful if they would state them accurately’. Chronological age affected longevity of populations, of famine relief requirements, pensions of local civil servants, and especially the experiences of women with regard to health and related issues. After the 1872 census in Bengal, Beverley, the provincial registrar, observed that ‘[t]he population of Bengal rose in one day from 42 to 67 millions, and quipped that the Lieutenant-Governor … suddenly found that he had unconsciously been the ruler of an additional population more than equal to that of the whole of England and Wales’. Concepts of annual aging were, like other Census components, a form of categorization constructed within the Enlightenment. Finally, the Census employed assumptions about occupation. ‘Man’ has a single occupation from which indices could therefore be understood. But the Indian population, and especially rural people, could have several different occupations. However, in European eyes, the occupation was the primary signifier of identity. Thus an individual who pursued a nomadic existence, a complex of occupations, could be reduced to the simple label of criminal. Here again, the perception of the Brahmin census-taker would affect occupational definitions. ‘Criminal castes were said to engage in legitimate occupations, but only to divert attention from their ‘real’ occupation of crime’. Predictably, an intelligent Brahmin census-taker knew how to sniff out the ‘real’ occupation of those they regarded as being of criminal inheritance.
Violence and Resistance

By the time of the 1901 census, it was clear that caste had attained its colonial apotheosis. Not only was race the basic category of caste difference, religion was the primary source of values that was seen to support the ascribed caste system. The census was part of a larger scholarly enterprise in which the Victorians, as children of the Enlightenment, sought rational principles that would provide a comprehensive and comprehensible way of fitting everything they saw in the world around them into ordered hierarchies. The existence of empire by imparting a sense of urgency to the process spurred on this creation of knowledge and at the same time the unequal power relationships of imperialism helped shape the categories within which that knowledge was constructed.30 The census was a device that relied on authoritarian implant. But agency could affect its structural mandate. It could be, and was, manipulated locally. On one hand, the actual census-takers were the local literati, mainly Brahmins,31 who could shape the questioning and the results to their own advantage.32 By establishing themselves as authorities on the caste system they could then tell the British what they believed the British wanted to hear, and conversely what would most enhance their own position. The British would then take this information, received through the filter of the Brahmins, and interpret it based on their own experience and their own cultural concepts.33 Indeed, as Tolen notes, nearly all the earlier ethnographic studies of nineteenth-century India depended upon Brahmin assistants to conduct the fieldwork. Such consequent material therefore was often little more than the product of prejudice, hearsay, anecdotes and innuendo.34 The police were also a major source of ethnographic information and in turn could have been expected to ensure that the selected information benefited their own careers. At best, such police information would have been constructed within the prevailing British colonial policing paradigm. (Indeed the very concept of criminality both in India and in London was a construct shaped by official presumptions. As noted in Chapter 3, the London Metropolitan Police was very similar in its imagery of the ‘criminal’ to the colonial police of India).

In effect, the census could also be resisted by evasion or avoidance techniques, as in the succeeding 1901 census, by a multitude of petitions complaining about caste assignation. The 1871 census received a kaleidoscope of answers, frequently not phrased in caste terms, as a means of – in Indian terms – asserting their own actual identity. Definitions of ‘self’ were grounds for contest, not simply the assertion of ‘fact’. To the colonial officers, this merely demonstrated the lesser intelligence of their Indian subjects, rather than the lack of relevance of the question. The view of the latter was that identity was based on caste tradition, not on current occupation or other factors – as with the born criminal of imperial scientific racism. The Occidental paradigm was intended to capture the key concepts
of Indian society, and to be able to translate and interpret it within the hierarchy of imperial identities, a project which was informed by existing British identities located within modernity.

However, the various forms of resistance undertaken by the subalterns within the census-gathering exercise has the potential to open up a newly established set of relations, not only between the colonized and the colonizers, but also between and within the agency of the non-Western subjects. In all this, it must be remembered that the census provided the imperial project, with a highly potent framework, to control, to contain and in some cases the outright extinction of the most irredeemable, during one of its key turbulent moment, the Cawnpur uprisings of 1857. The census enumerated communities and Indian subjects into collectivities which was most evident in the reality of colonial violence and oppression. Like the pretensions of law, the real impact of the period was to integrate pre-existing concerns and techniques into larger discourses, transforming them into the process of empire building.

Law and Empire: the Persistence of the Postcolonial

To return to our original interdependent questions outlined in Chapter 1. Firstly, why do we find similar legal constructions of ‘dangerousness’, in the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869 and in the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871, in Victorian England and in imperial India respectively? Secondly, was this construction simply a matter of accident, the duplication of contiguous legal codes, or was there a near-identical problem perceived by the dominant social formation in each context to which a similar legal arrangement was the solution? Thirdly, why was this legislation characterized by inquisitorial assumptions of guilt prior to any perceived infringement? The primary concern of the text has been to focus on one aspect of the construction of identities – how similar processes appear in both imperial India and in Victorian England. In India, the constructions concerned the Sansi and their rulers, and in Victorian England, they are seen in the construction of the ‘criminal’ class, along with its ethnic component. In both cases the effect of the construction on the identity of the Other was explored. English criminal law (given its particular structural concealment of inequalities), and racist science, were fundamental to the construction in ‘criminal’ identities.

Focusing on the construction of identities of the non-Western in the London ‘criminal’ class and the Sansi as a criminal tribe in imperial Punjab, furnishes the case study material. This following, final, discussion covers the complex role of law in the construction of the ‘master statuses’ of the Occident and of the Orient and in its ability to conceal inequality within a formal structure of equality. The dimension inherent in the colonial encounter, both within and outside, was enhanced by a growing sense of European exceptionalism. This had the effect of further increas-
ing the distance between the ruled and the rulers. Given this focus, the text has explored socio-legal issues to determine how particular legal devices were used to construct and constrain the identity of both rulers and the ruled in imperial India, and of the respectable and the ‘dangerous’ in Victorian England.

**Alterity, Hybridity and Ambivalence in the Constitution of Identities**

Through an analysis of ‘dangerousness’ in both settings, legal and scientific images on identity and the ‘criminal’, led to the labelling of ‘others’ through which the Western identity was sustained. In relation to those who are seen as on the border of modernity, the preceding chapters demonstrated the inside/outside dichotomy of Western discourse which led to a construction in which the identification of the ‘criminal’ classes in Victorian England and the ‘criminal’ tribes and castes in imperial India as ‘dangerous’, stabilized Western identity. What is more, the inequality of the relationship was reinforced through its definition as an absolute opposition. The non-Western, the savage heathen, was viewed as opposite to the Western subject.

Having drawn upon the recent debates in postcolonial theory and the work of the Subaltern School to develop a critique of the framework, which underlies the comparative analysis between the ‘criminal’ condition of the Indian tribes and the ‘dangerous’ classes, what has been learnt so far? This text evidences that there were parallel developments in legislation in both Victorian England and in imperial India. The traditional and orthodox belief that the Orient was shaped by a determining West is gradually being replaced by a critique which recognizes that contribution but challenges the certainty of Western identity itself. There was no fixed Western identity against which India was being measured. Not merely was the identity of the non-West and its component formations being reshaped, but so also was the character of Western society. Identities were not constructed in a void. Defining the non-Western as ‘inferior’, imposing demeaning characteristics and focusing on their undesirable traits, was not merely an exercise in the display of power – for whatever reason, it also constructed and elevated the identities of those engaged in defining the ‘Other’. Entailed in this self-construction was not only a violence of the subordination of the non-Western but an anxiety for all which could possibly have resurfaced to disrupt the identity of the West and expose it as a self-construction. The over-determination of difference, in both case studies, concealed the fear and the tensions inherent in the identity of the West. The discourses of empire are constructed in response to a set of anxieties and fears about the possibilities of failure which threaten the very existence of imperial identities.
In Victorian England, industrialization (and the concomitant processes of urbanization and social disorganization), the birth of industrial capitalism and the transformation of empire from an agglomerate of private trading companies to direct imperial control in India, characterized a major period of social change. This was marked in particular by dramatic changes in the class structure, with consequences for the problems of social order. Social hierarchies were in flux. Patterns of social stratification were changing. The new urban middle class was accompanied by the tentative incorporation of a new industrial proletariat – waged labour, the foundation of industrial capitalism. A new moral order, characterized elsewhere by the Protestant ethic, provided the moral underpinnings of the economic structure. The upper and middle classes were deemed to be threatened by the Other, those outside the wage economy, not just by the lack of commitment displayed by these ‘outsiders’ to the new industrial ethic, but also because their normative behaviour might infect the emerging patterns of waged discipline. Where morality was defined using the language of ‘health’, a determinate medical metaphor became popularly associated with the characteristics of the ‘Other’, especially involving the terminology of diseases, which were also deemed to be threatening.

As Durkheim has argued, in times of social change when morality is in flux, only by defining a group outside the pale in terms of its morality and perceived threat, does new morality appear. Similarly, only when the characteristics of the new out-groups are identified and established, within recognizable parameters of imagery, do other dominant parties of the social order (along with the incorporated lower strata such as the respectable working class) contrive their own identity. Identity is defined through what the out-group is not, that is, it is defined by its new constructed opposite. Anxiety over status and social hierarchy, in the process of social change, is only relieved when the dominant group knows what it is not – it’s opposite. This tension neither originates nor ends there. Despite the fact that the ‘criminal’ classes were a construction of ‘dangerousness’ by which new social formations could be made sense of and given recognizable characteristics within the demonology of the new moral order, at the same time, those labelled as ‘dangerous’ were conscious agents in creative tension with the powerful. In both case studies, there were instances of resistance, which created conditions in which the powerless placed great demands on law to dispense justice. In these respects, the non-West appears to have contributed to, modified and challenged the West rather than confirm the ‘criminal’ labels. For Bhabha, the formation of colonial subjectivities as a process is never fully achieved, all of which, for our purposes here, is a way of restoring the agency of the excluded. There is scope for making visible the position of the marginalized, those labelled as ‘criminal’ and as ‘dangerous’, not only in colonial India and in
Victorian England, but also in the continuity of those demeaning labels used by various elite groups, both between and within our fast-changing present.

Non-Western in the ‘Criminal’ Class in Victorian England

In England, the twin processes of urbanization and of industrialization had displaced earlier social formations and had constructed a so-called ‘criminal’ class. This class survived outside the waged market economy through crimes of survival, such as prostitution and begging, rather than by crimes of appropriation. The ‘criminal classes’ did not represent a specific threat to the social order but were marginal to the process. Sanitized by the new police, they represented only a threat to the identity of the respectable class; they did not represent a real physical threat.

Law forms a key social censure in the process of defining people. Law locates in concrete form what other social pressures can only create as epiphenomena. Focusing primarily on two statutes and the more general legal processes of the Habitual Criminals Act of 1869 in Victorian England and the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 in imperial India, this text has demonstrated that not only were identities formed through legislation but also that legal enshrinement was the major way in which differences were affirmed and imperial anxieties over different statuses of the non-Western alleviated. Within the social constructionist perspective, legislation had little to do with concrete experiences of crime. Like the wider criminal class, the lascars and the ayahs were largely confined to crimes of survival, as amplified by legal and moral entrepreneurs. As this text has demonstrated, within the Victorian ‘criminal’ class, there was a group of South Asians, playing roles constructed as much through racial myths of India as through concepts of ‘dangerousness’, who had similarly been affected by social change. Displaced from waged labour, lascars were cast out from employment by the vicissitudes of mercantile trade, and ayahs were left out on the London streets having been made unemployable in mercantile households. Like their white peers, they were forced to practise forms of ‘criminality’, from begging to vagrancy, for survival and posed no tangible threat to the physical order, but rather like the larger ‘criminal’ class, they epitomized a different morality. Racism was a key feature in this process. Myths, metaphors and allegories of Victorian notions of the Orient (East) were used to construct the identities of the non-Western in both England and in India. The image of the opium den involved a very specific transposition; the lascars are the corruptors of the native Victorian folk. Such views became the commonsense of the society. The non-Western, as part of the larger ‘criminal’ class, played an incremental part in the formation of judgements about inferior identities as well as in elevating the local and in eliminating Western uncertainties and anxieties.
This process was reflected by the way in which law constructed the non-Western as different, as seen in criminal and civil law, proactive policing by the new forms of Benthamite agencies, and in the incorporation of ‘scientific’ rationalization into legal discourse. In classifying the non-Western as outcasts, law created those outside the ‘criminal’ class as inside ‘respectable’ Victorian society. Reifying the ‘dangerous’ through law as habituals consigned offenders to being ‘criminals’ by their nature and by their birth. The West in a major period of social change only knew who they were because they were not like the ‘criminal’ class. Defining the non-Western as primitive and lacking the contours of civilization allowed the West to project itself as civilized and modern to the rest of the world. The West in its claims to civility and modernity, in the celebration of its past and the claim to a future, engaged in the oppression of the non-Western in both Victorian England and in imperial India.

The Sansi as a Criminal Class in Colonial India

In imperial India, the Sansi (used here as representative of the larger agglomeration of ‘criminal’ tribes) only received legal affirmation as ‘criminal’, the ultimate censure, after a long process of construction by both local and colonial authorities. As with the identification of the Victorian ‘criminal’ classes, the new forms of economic and political order in imperial India had also displaced the Sansi group. Under the impact of colonial policies and exigencies, traditional occupations were lost under new environmental legislation and changing economic imperatives with regard to trade and communications. ‘Casual’ labour as a means of sustenance had been transformed into crimes of survival. Again, despite the earlier moral panics inherited from the colonial imaginative construction of ‘thuggee’, offences were largely limited to crimes of survival, not of depredation.

The Criminal Tribes Act of 1871, entrepreneurial colonial policing, the new scientific disciplines of anthropometry and new policing techniques in fingerprinting, ensured that the Sansi, like the ‘criminal’ class in Victorian England, were reified as different. Both ‘criminal’ tribes and ‘criminal’ classes were legally and scientifically constructed as occupying a clearly demarcated inferior status. In India, this designation did not only affect the colonial masters, it also allowed the higher castes to identify themselves with their colonial masters, thus placing the ‘criminal’ tribes and castes outside the notion of modernity and progress. The legal constitution of the Indian ‘criminal’ tribes reflected Western confusion not only about making sense of Indian society but also about their own social division and imagery – especially with regard to changing notions of the ‘criminal’ classes and of the ‘dangerous’ poor. India could be understood through imagery drawn from the West in the same way that the West could be under-
stood through categories of measurement from imperial India. The constitution of criminal identities was a two-way process.

Reifying Inequality in the Construction of Identities

In the constructivist process, modern law also acted in less obvious ways to help achieve a particular kind of result. In conferring on the non-Western ‘equality as citizens of empire’, it affirmed them collectively as social unequals. In offering the safeguard of adversarial process, the law ensured the marginalization of its subjects to a process bereft of due process rights. Legal process for both the ‘criminal’ classes and the ‘criminal’ tribes treated them as collectivities rather than as individuals, conferring social inequality under the guise of legal equality. However, as we have seen, the reality ensured that the non-Western, in practice, became unequals, as legal process sought to demean them rather than to elevate them as equals. The adversarial safeguard, ironically, simply reaffirmed that they were to be regarded as guilty until proven innocent.

More importantly, it appears from the two case studies offered in this text that in the reformed edifice of Western law, the criminal types in both Victorian England and in imperial India, were denied trial as social equals. The non-Western on the street of the urban metropolis, and tribes in distant areas of the Empire, found that law reform merely confirmed on them the array of public order legislation with its discretionary characteristics. Criminal charges could be vague. Definitions of the offence were as constructed in the eyes of the enforcer. Action against the non-Western and the tribes was conducted on the basis of ‘suspicion’ rather than on evidence. The burden of proof was reversed. Trial was based on aspects of character, spatial location and affinities rather than of evidential action. The conflated powers of criminal and civil law encompassed the non-Western within a legal state of guilt rather than a presumption of innocence. Discretion in law, as argued in Chapter 2, was both an accident of statutory downgrading, a flawed outcome and a necessary feature of the way in which legislation aimed to reinforce rather than deny inequalities. The inquisitorial legal process was effectively disguised as adversarial, not so much a remnant of a previous form of law but rather representing continuity from pre-industrial legislation to the present day.36 Freitag has suggested that in imperial India this was because a covert legal structure had somehow managed to coexist with due process.37 However, Singha38 has recognized the strength of the structural argument – suggesting that the discretionary demeaning forms of legality in India are integral to the wider structure of adversarial legislation. It was this force of law, which was instrumental in the ‘criminalization’ of both the non-Western in Victorian England and in imperial India.
Finally, the text borrowed from the legal approach to demonstrate a link between the construction of identities both in Victorian England and in imperial India. This reasserts the view of Skuy who argues that, far from England possessing a solid and established legal system in the Victorian period, it was undergoing major convolutions and experiencing uncertainties about its own legal structures. Law, in the social constructivist tradition, had the ability to construct and to reify universal identities. Law was a master status, one that was accepted both by the definers and the defined. The definers believed that the legal label represented a status which was elected above social problems and social disputes. The defined internalized the notion of legal inequality as being right and just, as determined by an impartial measure. Postcolonial theory, demonstrates the way in which the creation of law operates as the defining moment in which identities, superior and inferior, are internalized as objective statements of the truth – a truth that seems to come from and reside in the West. In its claims to be modern and civil, law, which emanates from the West, engages the non-Western to become the same as itself. However, that engagement is based on a relationship of inclusion and subordination in which the West has the upper hand. In imperial India, it was through law that the colonial officers managed to overcome their own uncertainties and anxieties. Conversely, it was through law (while also now knowing its own worth) that the non-western was expected to recognize its inferiority on a ‘rational calculus’; the non-western had been tried and found wanting by the impartial standard of due process. It was also in and through law that the non-western articulated various forms of resistance and challenged subjectivities.

Law, Modernity and the Postcolonial: The Larger Jigsaw

No research is conclusive. One study leads to another. This text is no different. It leads to a number of questions for future research. The law is not merely a law that must, to claim originality, disguise its own origins, but needs to continually reinvent itself. Secondly, with regard to the postcolonial debate, more evidence is needed about how such a process affected the Occident, and more generally on the processes of power-driven negotiation between unequals. This is especially so with relation to the criminalization of various castes and tribes in imperial India. Thirdly, there is also the question of how history informs the present day functioning of the legal system. The evidence presented here needs to be developed further, in order to show the similarities of those earlier constructions of identity, which affect the present day experiences of minorities in both England and in India. To what extent can one explain the present day position in the social structure of England and Asian minorities through the use of the ‘criminal’ label to relieve Western anxieties?
Fourthly, postcolonial theory is based on the assertion that the project of Western colonization to the rest of the world was based upon the social and cultural construction of a fundamental distinction between the West and the non-West, with the latter occupying the position of the West’s Other, and serving as the social point for distilling the opposites of all those moral, superior qualities that gradually accreted to constitute the very core of the West’s own self-image. Structurally, contributions from critical legal studies combined with postcolonial studies provide the theoretical and conceptual resources necessary to study crime, the ‘criminal’ and criminal law. By making explicit, for example, the forms of rationality and the assumptions which underpin identity and which also permeate criminal judicial practices, postcolonial studies not only help to expose the contingency of the current social and legal order, they also provide crucial insights into the historical dimensions of social relations and legal structures in both imperial India and in Victorian England. Finally, a sustained empirical focus on the historical ‘criminalization’ of the non-Western, can assist in giving postcolonial studies more contemporary relevance through investigations of the relationships between power, discourse, and the institutions of criminal justice. An engagement with the continuity from colonial to postcolonial legal conditions could be a step forward for postcolonial theory, critical legal studies and criminology. As Spivak has so rightly said, how to place the label ‘post’ for a state which is not yet fully present and linking it to something which has not fully disappeared, but in many ways, this paradoxical in-between-ness is precisely what characterizes the postcolonial world. Taken together these studies have the vital role of challenging and disrupting the Western sense of where the ‘centre’ of things lies. The next significant steps could involve centring what has previously been denied, ignored and marginalized as well as the rethinking and rewriting of law’s past with the overall intention of decolonizing the disciplinary space. Borrowing from Fanon and his question of the condition of colonial subjectivity, *Nervous Conditions* explicitly invokes the conditions in which to understand the traumas of colonial encounter. To understand legal practice, as reflected in the content and enforcement of criminal justice structures, and crimes of imperialism, we must start with ‘dangerousness’, identities and subjectivities. Only then will we have a better understanding of the debates on modernity, law and colonialism.

More importantly, and to return to our original position, the criminal justice systems can be seen as a space where identities were subverted rather than confirmed, or as sites where identities were performed and contested. Here and elsewhere, the West’s constant search for a pure undifferentiated identity is destined to fail, for it depends on its recalcitrant Others. Last but not least, the historical parallels between the ‘dangerous’ types, in both Victorian England and imperial India, are illuminating and insightful. Reacting against and through this postcolonial legacy, the persistent failure of the academy to
adequately address the crimes of imperialism, may finally find a voice. There are other sites and other imperialisms than the ones offered here. While the two entities cannot be equated, the predicament of the non-Western in both settings evokes the memory of something that should not be forgotten, or be laid to rest and consigned to the past, at least not until we have given it its rightful place in the postcolonial. The postcolonial predicament is forever present in the periphery and the centre – just as much as it is evident in the contemporary ghetto and in the increasingly globalized territories.
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